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Heading into the 21Y Century one of the enduring challenges fkkg Migemus Peopies is 
access to and control of hi, cntical to lnfigexmus cultural revitslmibo 

. C n and praervation idhhs. 
Efforts to resolve Iodigemus lani struggies generally occur wïthin domestic spheres of cod& 
resolution, thereby phciag prirnacy on the spatial sovereignty of natiomstates. USag as a case shdy 
a recent knd conflïct between Wabaaalll Peoples and the Province of New B d k  and p k h g  
it withn the cultural production of b d s a p ,  ibis thesis d o i t s  the national (Canadian) n m d v e  
by problematizing the domestic strategy of Aboriginal 'rights' discoinse. By wvïng beyond the 
material process and physical pchacy of Land, this thesis explores the ways in which Abmiginai 
'rights' discourse instigates contestations over the meanïngs of landscapes, shapes cuitural poütics 
and syrnbolic practices, which in tum give rise to and hdelibly adjudicae the outcome of territorial 
disputes. Withui this cuntext, the case study r e 4  that rather than securing Wabanaki Peopks a 
more self4etennined existence, the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster drains Aboriginai comnunities of 
their collective power by enveloping them fiuther into the spatial aiagery of the nation-state. 
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Chapter One 
Re-conceptualiUig Iadigeaoms had struggles: An intmàucto y fmmework 

1 begin this thesis by hoducmg and sbaruig a story o f  one Wabaoalri fiïmily- 

[G]kisedtanamoogkl is a member of the Waxnpanoag located in what many consider the 'Eastern 

United States'. Seventeen years ago, he and a Mügeniag womaa nemed Miigam'agan fkom 

Esgenoopetitj, which is located in 'Eastern Caiiada', were married through customary ceremony 

(Atlantic Policy Congres, 1 Both Miigarn' agan and gkside tanamoogk' s Nations belong to the 

Codederacy of Wabanaki Nations which consists of Eastern Indigenous People9 of Algonquïn- 

speaking Nations of the Great Turtle Island, othenvise kwwn as 'North ~merica') (see Appeoda 

Dl- 

In following the inherent and continuing responsibilities and obligations to uphold and carry 

on the integrity of  Wabanaki traditions and customs (gkisedtanamoogk, 1996a), Mügam'agan and 

gkisedtanamoogk founded their family on a Wabanaki way of We. In so doing, they participate 

equally m and uphold the principle of the longhouse which recognizes the signincance and centrality 

The centre of the longhouse is femaie-He, womankind. When you look at the land 
we find our teachers, cuiture, spirituality, goveniment ... It has aii corne h m  a loving 

'd<isedtanamoogk uses îhe snall case whm r e f i n g  to himself in honour of creatim, recognisùlg that 
he is part of the life force rather than assumhg he is saname worth standmg apart fian creation- As he explains, 
"whatever out-standing contributions, talents and gifts we as individuals have in my culture, we undersiand that we 
are expected to use these for the WelEBeimg of the Peopks as a matter of fact in implementing our notmal 
responsibilities" (gkisedtanamoogk, personal commun icat ion, April 1 M). 

2~hroughout îhïs thesis 1 capitalize the '1' and 'P' and use the plural fàm 'peopks* to dmote nationhoad 
and sovereignty of peoples- The same holds ÉNe fœ Abaiginal Peopks and Wabanaki kaples- I use Indigenous 
Peoples and Aboriginal Peuples interchangeably, and use Wabanaki Peaples when I refer to Indigenous Pemptes 
belonging to the Confederacy of Wabanaki Nations- 

31nfomation taken fran the Wq 'qtotimoill~~@'Oetjgoupe~geuug (Wabsnaki Nations, Cuitural ksource 
Centre) information pamphlet, n.d. 
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relationship with Mother earth. The first creation was a femde entity, woman is the 
longhouse (gkisedtanamoo& 1996b). 

In keeping with this principle, Miigarn'agan and gkisedtanamoogk situated their family in her 

community, Esgenoopetitj, where they also birthed and are now raising their three children. 

On February 2, 1996 while attempting to return home to his family after visiting kin and 

fnends in the 'United States', gkisedtanamoogk was stopped at the border (Centreville and 

Woodstock) and denied passage home by Canadian Immigration officials. Pursuant to the 

Immiçration Act, gkisedtanamoogk was denied entry into 'Canada' for the following reasons: he is 

not a 'Canadian' citizen; he is not a permanent resident of 'Canada'; and he did not possess a 

'Canadian' visa (gkisedtanarnoogk, 1996a). What ensued as a cesult was a lengthy separation 

between him and his family, during which time they solicited legal seMces to assist in resolving this 

issue. 

While gkisedtanamoogk is currently back in Esgenoopetitj, his residency status has not yet 

been resolved, partly due to the fact that he refuses to 'solve' the issue by applying for 'Canadian' 

citizenship. When speaking with him this past February, gkisedtanamoogk articulated that the easy 

'citizenship road' was not a resoiution at d l ,  and that his determination to pursue this matter and 

uphold his original position was based as much on a need to uphold the integrity of Wabanaki 

temtory and sovereignty as it was on his responsibility to ensure that other Wabanaki Peoples would 

never have to endure the same struggle he and his family have been going through. Their position 

fiom the very beginning has been that they are not now, never have been nor ever will be 'Canadian' 

or 'United States' citirens precisely because they are by birth Wabanaki, and actively and willingly 

belong to the Confederacy of Wabanaki Nations: 



We cannot and will not recognize any boundaries or adhere to any Iaws placed 
throughout and upon Wabanaki homelands that are not properly agreed to by the 
Wabanaki.-. Pjeing Wabanaki, living and traveling fieely through my Wabanaki 
homelands, maintainhg my Wabanaki hentage and exercising my nght to remain 
Wabanaki, by conscientious choice, violates no law (gkisedtanamoogk, 1996a). 

In consideration of the above experience, the purpose of this thesis is to engage in a counter- 

hegemonic discourse(s) which seeks to "decolonize the map" (Huggan, 1995). Part of this thesis 

accompanies the footsteps of those who walk along paths in landscapes defined according to 

narratives that are contrary to those nationai and international pedagogies4 with which we are most 

familiar. lnherent in Miigam'agan and gkisedtanamoogk's story is the stniggle over geography, the 

space and place of temtorial integrity and sovereign jurkdiction. 

Disputes that anse from and over geography, however, are not solely a Wabanaki concem. 

One of the endunng challenges facing Indigenous Peoples everywhere is access to and control of land 

(Gedicks, 1994; Bodley, 1982) which underscore any and al1 'developmental' activities geared 

towards fùture sustainability and cultural survival. More often than not, the roots of land struggles 

are grounded in colonial situations where processes such as colonial state formation spurred land 

acquisition resulting in Indigenous land alienation. The appropriation of lands and resources for the 

development of colonial economies created sets of relations between Indigenous Nations and colonial 

states often characterized by dependency, rnarginalizing Indigenous peoples and their ways of life, 

politically, economically and socially (Amin, 1976; Royal Commission on Aboriginal PeopIes 

(RCAP), 1996~). Accordmg to Winona LaDuke (1992, p.S5), "the resulting Ioss of wealth (related 

to the toss of control over traditional terrïtories) has created a situation where most indigenous 

%oltowing Maühew Sparke (1 998). 1 am using the t a m  pedagogy outside of its normative defdtion, Livobg 
instead a frmework that anbodies a pmticular namative, concepts, ideology and signiSing practices. My usage of 
pedagogy therefore corresponds &th the defuiition and usage of discoursc. 



communities are forced to tive in circurnstances of material pove rty... subjected to an array of socio- 

economic and hedth problems which are a direct consequence of poverty". 

While economic marginalization is often held to be a main outcome of land dispossession, 

others argue that its impact has been more widely distributed, involving such social dislocation as: 

farnily violence, suicide, high rates of incarcerations, and substance abuse which point to an 

underlying crisis of individual and collective identities (Jackson, L 988; Monture-Angus, 1995, Brown, 

1996; Thorpe, 1996). As the 0snaburgh.Windigo Tribal Justice Review Cornmittee noted in their 

report to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples: 

Displacement fkom land which provides both physical and spintual sustenance, Native 
communities are hopelessly vulnerable to the disintegrative pressure from the 
dominant culture. Native existence is deprived of its coherence and distinctiveness 
(quoted in RCAP, 1996% p.49). 

Part and parcel of that coherence and distinctiveness is being able to exercise self-determination and 

sovereignty fieely as had been the practice since time irnmemorial(Brascoupé, I992), and in turn 

being able to define themselves in accordance to their own world views. 

From this vantage point, Indigenous struggles over land are not merely driven by a desire for 

fieedom to manage their own economies, but freedom to be ~i'kmaq', Welastekwiyik6 or Wabanaki 

and to be able to carry out the responsibilities that corne with those identities (TrudelI, 1997; 

Monture-Angus, 1997; gkisedtanamoogk, 1 996a). As John Mohawk (1 993, p.62 1) argues, "culture 

'~ccordin~ to John Stark (1988, p.20) the term 'Micmac* onginally daived f h n  their fust aiuxuiter with 
Europeans where these strmgers to their land w r e  grtxted by saying f%k7114q m m i n g  'kin fnends'. This term \vas 
adopted by the Europeans to refer to these peopie that greeted them and over time changed in punctuation to 'Micmac'. 
The more cornmon speliing today is 'Mi'kmaq', 

%s term refers to 'Maliseet* pcoples. Aecading to Andrea Bear Nicbolas (1 994. p.224) the term 
Welastehxviiyik - also spelIed Woo-lus'-te-goo-gue-wi *-ik or WaloostooLwiyik - m a r s  'people of the beautitiil (SL 
John) river'. As there has not yet been any standardization of spelling, I have adopted a more recent spelling used by 
Andrea Bear Nicholas. 
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and economy are inseparable ... In the absence of culture there can be no economy. In the absence 

of economy, there is no ailture". Hence, struggies over land are also intimately enjoined to political, 

economic and cultural security. "The bond between Indigenous peoples and their homelands is 

spiritual, economic and ancestral.. . [and they] believe that when their land is taken away, so is the 

spirit that gives them life7* (Seufert-Barr, 1993, p.48). The World Council of Indigenous Peoples 

clearly reiterated thÏs theme in a 1984 newsletter entitled, '"An Indian Without Land is a Dead Indian". 

Despite mounting evidence pointing to the need to address issues over land, Indigenous 

PeopIes have achieved only incremental progress in waginç this ongoing struggle (Seufert-Ban, 

1993). Even with the tremendous achievement of king invited to 'break through' the United Nations 

door in 1977, the past 22 years have tumed many Indigenous Peoples' hopes of justice into 

frustration and disillusionment. For instance, Ingrid Washinawatok (1997, p.21) notes that while 

Indigenous Peoples have made great strides in "moving the United Nations to recognize that 

indigenous peoples exist, it is becoming clear that the structure of the United Nations is not made to 

dispense justice ... Member-states continue to refuse to acknowledge any basic rights to Indigenous 

peoples". 

Nowhere has that become more evident than in state opposition to the plural form of 

'Indigenous Peoples', understood to support arguments in favour of the right to self-determination 

as recogiized in international law (Brascoupé, 1992; Marantz, 1996). Indigenous Peoples, however, 

are also holding their ground on this issue for "it goes without saying that once the issue of self- 

determination is resolved, then that relating to 'indigenous peoples' falls into place on its own and 

ceases to be an issue of contention" (Marantz, 1996, p.24). 

Canada is among United Nations member States which refuse to adopt the plural form of 
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Indigenous Peopks, despite as own usage of 'Aborigmal peoples' within the C d i a n  constitution, 

B. Denis Marantz (1 9%, p.25) articulaîes that "Canada wiU not promote the acceptmce of standards 

and pruiciples beyond what Î t  is prepared to iecognk in its own legd system". R e ~ o g n k d  

'internationaily' as a cbampion o f  humin rights, when Canada is asked to iespond to inquiries on its 

'Abongioal mord', the Canadian goverrunent reiterates its fiduciary relationship with Fkst Nations 

serviced with varbus examples of procedures taken to uphold and respect Aboriginal Peoples 

inherent rights (Marantz, 1996). 

While 'intenÿitionaiiy' it appears as though "taad c l a h  have gathered a particulac 

rnomentum" (Seufert-Barr, 1993, p.48)' Canada's 'national' fiont dispiays a dierent picture. In 

spite of evidence indicating the need to address Aboriginal land c h  io order to 'resolve' F i i  

Nations 'conditions' hoiistically, the Canadian govemment continues to dance around this issue, 

approaching it through a process of 'abjection' - expeiiing, casting out or away (McClintock, 1995). 

Anne McClintock's (1995, p.72) argumeat is tbt uoder "imperialism certain groups are expelied and 

obligeci to inhabit the impossible edges of mode-: the slum; the ghetto; the gamet...", to which 1 

would add 'Indian' reserves. Michelle Fi (1994, p.72) rders to this as racism, "a structure of 

discourse and representation tbat tned to expel the other symboIicaliy - blot it out, put it over there 

in the Third World, at the mgin". And wMe the "abject is everythmg that the subject seeks to 

expunge in order to become social [national]; it is also a symptom of the failure of this 

ambition. ..[because] abjection traces the silhouette of society on the uisteady edges of tbe seif' 

(McClintock, 1995, p.70). Abjection sbadowed the formation of the Canadian state as it now 

shadows its national existence, for despite all efforts to the contrary the so calleci 'Iadian problem' 

continues to haut proMneial a d  f d e d  poW conidors. 
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It is precisely because 'land ghosts' continue to haunt these national conidors that Canada 

has been engag'ng in what 1 would cal1 the 'land dance', refemng not to total expulsion of Abonginai 

land claims but rather a minimal, nationalist dabble in its depths. This dabbling has been mostly legal, 

for there does now exist a rich body of legal precedents know as Abonginal 'rights' law which 

attempts to delineate or define Aboriginal 'riçhts' and 'title' to the land. However, this legal tinkenng 

seems to have been a process of taking one step forward and one to three steps back, saying 

somethinç but not really saying anything at dl. On the other hand, political antegies, be they federal 

or provincial, tend to either ignore land claims, challençe them in the courts, or govemments may 

even take political 'leaps of faith' by engaging in some type of consultation with Aboriginal 

cornmunities, organizations or individuals. Mostly, however, the struggle over land has played itself 

out in colonial counrooms across the country, where more recent results appear to be ever so slightly 

fanning the spark of hope alive in Aboriginal Nations (Mandel1 Pinder, 2997). 

Herein Iies a major contradiction. Indigenous Peoples are resortinç to the very legal tools that 

have not onIy let thern down in the past (Seufert-Barr, 1993) but that are also the source of their 

current land dilemma. Kate Manzo (1996, p.230) makes the argument that "South Africans do not 

necessarily see themselves in t e m  of 'deveiopment' even though they participate in its rituals". A 

similar understanding can be applied to Abonginal Peoples, who do not necessarily see themselves 

as 'Canadian' even though they enjoin (some of) its rituals, one of which is Aboriginal 'rights' 

discourse. The difficulty with this ambivalent position, however, Iies in the fact that through 'ritual' 

engagement Abonginal identities becarne "fashioned out of the clay of negotiations and the mud of 

compromises" (Manzo, 1 996, p.23 0) that speak to being 'Canadian' precisel y because the elements 

of subversion continue to be tiamed within a national (Canadian) narrative. 
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For example, Matthew Sparke (1998) argues in respect to the Delgamrtukw case that the 

Wet'suwet'en and Gitxsan translated their knowledge and temtorial jurisdiction claims into terms of 

reference readily understood within the dominant (colonial) discourse. By transcribing oral histories 

into cartographie maps, by singing and describing ceremonid songs and performances within the 

'Canadian' court, the Wet'suwet'en and Gitxsan subverted not only the colonial setting in which they 

were inscribed but also the very pedagogy of the Canadian nation-state, and in tum disrupted its 

spatial sovereignty. It is this performative agency or stratesies of subversion which emerçe in milieu 

of psycholoçical and political tension over meaning and being that Homi Bhabba celebrates. "It 

[strategy of subversion] is made of negotiation that seeks not to unveil the fùllness of man[sic], but 

to manipulate hiscsic] representation. It is a form of power that is exercised at the very limits of 

identity and authority, in the mocking spirit of mask and image" (Bhabba, 1994b, p.221). 

Such celebrations of agency, however, "would seem to miss or at least downplay, political 

obstacles to resistance ... ignor[ing] real political problems with a performative theory of agency 

through suppiementation JceIebration of agency] fails to provide a way of distinguishing between 

performances enabled to force displacements and those that are thwarted (Sparke, 1998, p.479-80). 

In respect to the Delognmrrtrkir ruling, political thwarting is exactly what happened. Post- 

Drlgmrrrikw political action and response include the federal govemment placing a two year 

moratorium on the Supreme Court ruling in order to examine the 'implications' of this judgement vis- 

a-vis CrowdFirst Nations relations (Obomsawin, 1999). The federd govenunent has not, however, 

placed a parallel moratorium on current treaty negotiations (some in fact argue that negotiations have 

accelerated) which are grounded in the 1986 Federal Claims Poiicy, a policy which in light of 

Delgamrîtîkw is now inconsistent or contrary to law (Mandel1 Pinder, 1999). Moreover, the post- 
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DcZgmuukw era has also seen a wide number of aaalyses on this judgment briogiag an understaoding 

that, while thk niling was a signifiant 'victory' for Abonginal Peoples, most notabiy in cornparison 

to Abonginal 'rights7 kw priorto DeIgamuu&r, it faüed to subvert the "power relations perpetuaîbg 

nation-state pedagogy and policing" (Sparke, 1998, p.489). indeed, by operatmg on an assu~lption 

that Aboriginal Nations are a part of the body politic of Canada, the Supreme Court orchestrateci 

Aboriginal muter-hegemonic narratives of nationhood, territorial jurisdiction and sovereignty hto 

a "nation-state effect" (Sparke, 1998). 

To criticaüy analyze tactics of subversion or counter-hegemonic discourses is not to 

undeMe or 'do away' with Indigenous agency and subjectivity, for one c m  certainiy not deny that 

Aboriginal narratives profoundly inform both cultural politics and community activism (bhmo, 

1996). Raîher, it reçognizes that counter-hegemonic discourses are "situated within a wider context 

of discursive reiaîions" (Manu>, 1996, p.252). To this end, it is wt just a recognition of limitations 

or 'policed dispkcements' (Sparke, 1998) but aiso an und- that the deployment of 'dubious' 

tact ics, such as Aboriginal 'rights' discourse, as a means to turn the system against itseIf or "to 

challenge the whole bbody game" (Wet'suwet'en Chief Satsan quoted in Sparke, 1998, p.471), has 

ambivalent repercussions. Certahiy there k a d e p x  of 'success' in makmg oneseif fit into a fiamhg 

discourse that bas sought to erase one's very existence. However, Patricia Monture-Angus (1995, 

p. 14 1) notes with respect to Canadian law: 

I have to twist and turn my understaodings of tbe words to make my experience B. 
This feeis vexy much iike oooe of the ways 1 experience discrnnioation - some one else 
does the denning, presumùig 1 fit. 1 am lef€ wïth the contortions. 

Too often in the celebration of Migemus agency and strategies of subversion t he s  

'contortions' becorne obscured- And it is mt oniy the psychobgicai contorthm h î  inay resu& in 
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employing a 'dubious ally' (Sparke, 1998) such as colonial 'nghts' law, but also the political 

contortions it extrudes within First Nations and their relations with state authorities, It needs to be 

remembered that counter-hegemonic narratives perfonned through 'locaiized' actions, such as those 

engaged in by the Wet'suwet'en and Gitxsan in court, Kanien'keha:ka people at Oka, and Abonginal 

occupation at Gustafesen Lake to narne but a few, "stnke at the very heart of state power" (Watts, 

1997). And that these counter-hegemork nanatives are successfiil in challenging spatial sovereignty 

and subsequently national pedaçogy is evident in the vanous politically 'contorted' responses they 

elicit frorn state agencies: eclipsing Canadian law. massive military and RCMP deployment, massive 

amounts of money injection into reserve econornies or political organizations ( KG, InteMew, March 

1999; Adams, 1995), ara but a few. "These movements stood, in other words, as the antipodes of 

state teçitimacy. They were irreducibly-products of and struggles over geography" (Watts, 1997, 

p.37). 

It is with these understandings in mind that 1 broach the topic of the political constitution of 

Indigenous land struggles. My original 'gIobal wandering' for a thesis topic provided me with an 

understanding that dominant definitions of 'international' or 'development' are not only situated 

within a specifk spatial view of and pedagogy about landscapes, but that they also speak in a 

laquage which either fails adequately to reflect Indigenous identities or denies those identities al1 

together7. With respect to Aboriçinal Peoples, the voices we hear describing this landscape tend to 

be more 'familiar' and 'common place'. They may speak about the origins of Aboriginal 

7 1 am reminded here of a public presenîation entitled 'Idcntity, Academia and Aboriginal Women' given by 
Patricia Monture-Angus (Janwry 15,1997) at St. Thomas University in which she stated, When you speak about 
justice, self-government, Mohawk whnt are you doing to my identity? You rire speaking in a langurige that can't e.spress 
who 1 am". 
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'intemationalization', tracing its historical antecedents back to  first contact with European imperial 

powers (fiappan, 1992). Perhaps they speak to a more recent broadening and intensification of the 

'international fiont' of Abonginal afEairs (Ponting, 1990) citing examples such as the World Council 

of Indigenous Peoples; participation in United Nations forums; visitations to London to engage the 

Queen andor British parliament; and appeding to the European community as  was done during the 

'Oka crisis'. But, the narrative acted out within this landscape is one which impticitly installs Europe 

as the "theoretical subject of al1 histories" (Chakrabarty, 1992) where Aboriginal histones are placed 

in a position of subaltemity. This process works not only to silence Aboriginal histones and 

undennine Aboriginal sovereignty and claims to territorial jurisdiction, but aiso proves expedient 

within a colonial context8. If one follows the landscaped paths of this narrative, which upholds 

European 'discovery' of the 'new world' as well as al1 subsequent landscaping that flowed fiom this 

'discovery', then it becornes unproblernatic to refer to Aboriginal Nations as 'sub-national' entities, 

perhaps to the same extent that earlier explorers and colonists classified Indigenous peoples as 'sub- 

human' or 'savages'. Indeed, current 'international affairs', 'international relations' formulations, in 

t heory and practice, privi tege and re-articulate the "heçernonic theatre of nation-state pedaçogy" 

(Sparke, 1 998). 

1 specifically elected to focus my research on a 'domestic' land conflict to first and foremost 

place the issue of land @ont and centre in 'development' debates. As Andrea Bear Nicholas (1993% 

p.41) clearly articulates, "the main prerequisite for the revitalization of a culture so based in land as 

ours, is land ... OnIy with enough land can we become economically self-sufficient and only then will 

8 Manianna Torgovnick (1 990) argues that "to seeprïnririves' histmy as beginnuig with us means rhat wve 
need[ed] to regard them in terms that suit[ed] us". See Gone Primitive: Savaec Intellects. Modeni Li\.es, Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, p. 1 87. 



real self-government, and our suMval  as a peopl, be possible". 

Secondly, in choosmg a research topic ge~ra i iy  coasidered to be 'domestic', 1 am able to 

problematiz and disrupt the cornfortable oonveaience of domestic and foreign, natiod and 

international type drhotoniies, and draw attention to the relativity of hegemnic modaliiies of space 

and place. Sankaran Krishna (1994, p.514) argues that despite efforts to present the world of 

tedorial so-gn riatiowstates as" ... a tmiPkessence , this wortd order is historically wntmgent, 

violently produced and contested". According to Edward Said (1993, p.225): 

Imperialism is an act of geographical violence through which vimially every space in 
the worki is explored, charted, and M y  brought uader control, For the native, the 
hisîory of colonial servitude is inaugurated by the loss of the locality to the outsider, 
its geographical identity must therefore be searched for and somehow restored. 

Restoration of geographical identity extrapolates an understandirig that what the map cuts up, stories 

cut across (De Certeau, 1988), stories which challenge and destabi i  nationaI pedagogies and ofien 

operate counter to nation-state domestication. 

However, the politicaily charged and predatory 'absolute space' of the nation-state or the 

spatial imagery of nationai practÉe camiot hcthn m the face of undomesticable others As Ghassan 

Hage (1 996, p.484) explains: 

Every [national] govemmental act has a residual act of extermination in it; it is only 
to the extent that its capacity to form a counternational wiil has been eradicated tbat 
national otherness can be dornesticatd.. Or more preciseiy, every act of 
domestication and valorisation is also an act of eradication of the other as an 
independent will, 

IronkaUy enough, it is the very processes of nationai domestication that both historicaiiy d 

currently give rise to Aboriginal muater-hegemonic namitives and prrfommnces of resistance- 

Discursive venues of agemy, howewr, are Oaeasmgty Icadirig Aborigimi Peoples into appmpriatiug 
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the 'dubious ally' of Aboriginal 'rights' discourse in order to decolonize the grip of Canadian 

geography. This process is reminiscent of a remark made by Michel Foucault (1 980% p. 107-8), 

"when today one wants to object in some way to the disciplines and al1 the effects of power and 

howledge that are linked to them, what is it that one does, concretely, in real life ... if not precisely 

appeal to this canon of right?". And yet, as Andrea Bear Nicholas (1995) explains, "rights had to be 

introduced where they have been taken, and onIy in those piaces where they have been taken. This 

çoes back to colonialism because prior to colonialism there were no need of rights. The idea of riçhts 

is not a gift, it's simply a sense to get us back to where we were". 

This thesis focuses on problematizing Abonginal 'rights'. It aims to question the narratives 

and knowledge that substantiate Aboriginal 'nghts' discourse, to expose the methods of subjugation 

and relations of domination that it instiçates through the very act of appropriation. 1 do not dispute 

that Abonginal Peoples' CO-optation of Aboriginal 'rights' discourse may result in subverting their 

colonial surroundings and/or disrupting nation-state pedagogy. Romanticization of such subversive 

tactics, however, tends to ignore context and power relations and "...cari in tum efface the larger set 

of spatial effects around which the avowed coherency of the nation-state is secured" (Sparke, 1998, 

p.490). It needs to be remembered that Aboriginal 'riçhts' are a 'genuinely' Canadian creation, and 

as such are part and parcel of the national pedagogy. I therefore question how successfùl a strategy 

of appropnating Aboriginal 'rights' discourse cm be in displacing processes of domestication, which 

include counteracting the social dislocation co1onialisrn has effected on and in Abonçinal 

communities. 

For this reason, this thesis engages in a critical analysis that extends beyond the structural 

boundaries of the courtroom and the legai parameten of Aboriginal 'rights' law. Using as a case 



study a land conflict currently taking place between Wabanaki Peoples and the New Brunswick 

government, 1 focus on the process of the conflict itself as it plays itself out simultaneously in 

provincial courtrooms and within Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik communities. According to Philip 

Bourgois (1993, p.58) such an approach enables one to "locate parameten of ethnicity in the actual 

process of confrontation including d l  levels simultaneously - ideological and economic - rather than 

solety on matenal reality". Mer all, as Edward Said (1 993, p.8) arges, "neither impenalism nor 

colonialism are a simple act of accumulation and acquisition. Both are supported and impelled by 

impressive ideological formations". These ideological foundations, including that of 'rights'. are 

inscribed in Aboriginal Peoples' consciousneu and therefore contribute to shaping their political 

mobilization (Bourgois, 1993). By moving beyond 'material' processes, 1 am able to explore the 

ways in which Aboriginal 'rights' discourse instiçates contestations over the meaninç of landscapes, 

shapes cultural politics and symbolic practices, which in tum give rise to and indelibly adjudicates the 

outcomes of temtorial stniçsles. What this thesis is ultimately examining, therefore, is the underlying 

way in which power works in a colonial context. 

The Case study 

I will be refemng to the land nm&e case study throughout this thesis in terms of reference 

as constructed by and through the public domain. Hence it has come to be known as the 'logging 

dispute' or 'logging issue'.9 My entry point into the land stniggle taking place between Wabanaki 
-3-4 

91 place these ternis in quotation marks to Uidicate thai the popular construction of ihis land suuggle and the 
way in which it has becorne intmalized and familiar to people in both the colonizer and colonized 'camps' is in fact 
under c o n t a  and up for grabs (Butler, 1992). Judith Butler ( 1  992, p. 19) articulates thût the effécts o f  quotation marks 
is to "denaturalize the tcrrns, to designate these sigis as sites of political debûtCsW. This understanding of quotation mark 
usage is appl id througitout this thesis to e v q  word pIaced in quotation marks, indicating that 1 am initiaLing contests 
over rnemings and questioning traditional deployment of those terms (Butler, 1992). 
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Peoples and the New Brunswick çovemment begins on May 4. 1995. On this day, two Mi'kmaq and 

two Welastekwiyik men - Thomas Peter Paul, Daryll Gray, Nick Paul, and Tim Paul respectively, 

removed three bird's eye maple logs fkom 'Crown' lands located near the Arseneau Road in 

Gloucester County, New Brunswick (Hrabluk, 1998a; Aneneault, 1995). One of the four men, 

Thomas Peter Paul, was subsequently charged by a provincial forest service officer with 'illegal' 

harvesting under Section 6?(2) ofthe provincial Crortw hm's m7d Forest Acl. S.N.B. 1980, C-38.1. 

The removal of the three logs was deemed 'ille~al' as Thomas Peter Paul had not obtained prior 

autiiorization fiom either the Minister of Natural Resources and Energy or the licencee of those lands, 

Stone Container (Canada) Limited (Arseneault, 1995, p. 19/1-1 O)". It was noted by the defense, 

Thomas Peter Paul, in his trail testimony that the removal of the bird's eye rnaples was for the 

purpose of sale - a sale that codd yield anywhere between one to three thousand dollars (Arseneauit, 

1995, 19/10; 22/10-15). Thomas Peter Paul's defense rested on the legal argument that the 

harvestinç of those logs was in fact legal accordinç to a number of peace and fnendship treaties 

negotiated between the Wabanaki and the British. In other words, he was rnaking the argument 

based on an Aboriginal 'right' to access resources on lands deemed by many Wabanaki Peoples to 

be 'Indian' lands, a recognition that they argue is implicit in those histoncal treaties. 

It is irnperative to place this seemingly srnaIl counter-narrative in context. According to 

Ramesh Chaitoo and Michael Hart (1998, p. 12), "Canada is the world's largest exporter of forest 

products, accounting for approxirnately 19 percent of the total value of world experts". Both 

historically and at present, forested lands play an integral part in the Canadian economy. In 1997 the 

'%e I behveen, for instance. p. 191 1 O indiwtes both poge and line numbers in roun innscripis. Hence the 1 9 
refers to the poge and the 10 rcfers to the line on the page where this infornation is found 
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forestry sector accounted for $38.9 billion in exports, involving 3,500 companies and providing 

280,000 jobs (Chaitoo and Hari, 1998). This broader economic portrait is equally relevant to the 

province of New Brunswick As Graeme Wynn (198 1) demonstrates in his book Timber Coloriy- A 

historical geogr<qhy of rri~eteenth centicry New Bncrinuick, forested lands played an integral, if not 

crucial role in the colonial timber trade, contnbuting to both the colonid development of New 

Brunswick and the industrial expansion in Bntain. Today the forestry sector in New Brunswick 

continues to be a vital pan of the provincial landscape. Classified as the biçgest industry in the 

province, forestiy is worth $3 billion annually in sales and employs about 27,000 people (Moms, 

1998). Within the geographical boundaries of New Brunswick. approximately 40 percent or 1 1 

million acres of land is 'publicly owned', which in tum is divided into tracts and leased out for 25 

years to eight different forest cornpanies (Hrabluk and Poitras, 1998). 

Given the significance of forested lands to the economic secunty of the province, it is not 

surprisinç that a seeminçly small act of heçemonic 'defiance' escalated into a major conflict, 

particularly when both the Provincial  COU^ in 1995 and the Court of Queen's Bench in 1997 mled 

that Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik Peoples in the province were legal1y able to access resources on 

'Crown' lands by virtue of their Aboriginal 'rights' to those lands. What ensues as a result of these 

rulings is a politically charged and 'violent' strugçle over çeoçraphy based upon competing daims 

of 'rights' to land, claims that are indelibly inscnbed in heçemonic and counter-hegemonic narratives 

of sovereignty and territorial jurisdiction. 

Thesis structure 

The remainder ofthis thesis is divided into four chapters. Using the overarching framework 



ofanalyns as outiineû previousIy, my objectives in the fo110wing chapters are: to situate the 'bgging 

stntggle' m the 'b~ulturai production of Laodçcapes" (Moore, 1996) drawing attention to the centraiity 

of contradictory nanahm on space and place within this conflict; to constnict the reg& of 'truths' 

upon which Abmiginai 'rights' law depends anci the ways in which the ambilvalent fÙnctionbg of 

Abri@ 'righîs' discome m e s  to poke colmter-hegemonic spatial disphcement; and to explore 

how muhi-layered social interfaces with, diverse interpretatbns of, and differenthl responses to 

cultural symbois simuîtarieousiy mobük and p o k  Wabanaki comm~~~l*ties in their articulation and 

exercise of ' rights' . The combination of these chapters, therefore, provide a visual presentation 

through which to map the joumey of the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster". 

The remainder of this cbapter as weU as Chapter Two present the methodological and 

theoretical elements that shape the presentath, understanding, analysis and conclusion of this thesis. 

Expandimg upon the methodologid discussion at the end of this chapter, Chapter Two prepares the 

theoreiical stage of andysis that wül be appiied in the process of exploring and cnticaily analyzhg 

the dynamic performance of the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster throughout the 'loggmg stniggle'. In 

this chapter 1 draw fkom the diverse fields of postcolonialism and discourse analysis in order to 

develop the theoretical fhmework for analysis. 

The fust part of Chapter Three constructs the reg* of 'truth' of Abonginai 'nghts' 

discourse by focusing on what the various provincial courts in New Brunswick said in the Thomas 

Peter Paul case. This chapter explores the ways in which the underlying assumptions on which 

" ~ h e  characier of the 'uidcsier' in Aigmquin ml narratives is a shapbdianger, a deceiwr, who spokr 
to the people about how to travel into knowing the wiknown. Through its transfiiative capacities, the trickster 
draws attention to the Eid that nothhg ïs as it seems, such that some ofthe tridrster's tri&, ratha than helping to 
ernpower people may actually functim as a 'dangerous alliance' that strips people of power- Power in this cmterst 
refers to tapping into the life fmce of aeaîion in processes of selFactualizatiom 1 invoke these undestandings 
when 1 use the A b g i n a l  'rights' trickster, and will expand upm this M e r  in the conclusion to this thesis- 
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Aboriginal 'rights' hw is grounded k n x  the counter-hegemonic narratives Aboriginal Peoples brhg 

to colonial courts into a nation-state effect. Buildimg upon this adysits, Chapter Four moves the 

location of focus h m  tk courtroorn to Mi'kraaq and Wehstekwjik c o d i e s  in New Bnïnswkk 

in an understanding that Abmiginai 'rights' discourse simultaneously piays itself out within and 

outside those comrnunities. FÏÏ, 1 explore the context in which Abonginal 'rights' discourse is 

appropriated, and then proceeds to fobw the trickster's journey thmugh the conhatatioaal 

processes of the 'logging slniggle'. Particukr attention is paid to the ways in which Aboriginai 

' rights' discourse uses cultural symbols that on the one hand are hamessed as a medium through 

which to present a collective ctaim, while on the other hand serviog to enbance individual clairaî as 

a result of those same symbols behg internally contested and contingent. Chapter Five draws 

togelher various themes a d  nodngs ummvered îhrough this research and reflects on the implications. 

Reflections on researcb methodology, principks and prrietice 

At the end of his article on Abonginai epistemology, W& Ermine (1995, p. 1 1 1) concludes 

with a stoiy he heard Aboriginal educator Cecil King share at the 88* ibnual Meeting of the 

American Anthropologicai Association m 1989. It is a dream story where all the people in the world 

are gathered in a place tbat is very cold. A whisper was heard that alertai people to the fact that in 

the middk of a group of udigenous Pmples a fice had been found. It was a very miall Dame and the 

circb of Irdigemus Peoples around it were trying desperateiy to protect and b d d  the h g k  Oam 

into a f ie that could warm al1 humankmd The notification of this fk, however, sent people 

stampeding towards the flame m a desperate attempt to wann theinsetves, claiming that it was the 

Indigenous Peoples' responsibility to share the fhm. Worried that the flsme wouid be smothered, 
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the Indigenous Peoples banded tighter mund the tlame arguhg that they wodd share the Bame with 

everyone, as was tbeir responsibility, as mon as the flame was nurtured mto a strong glowing fire that 

could wann aii of humanity. 

. One o f  the stark ironies in ihis aory is the process o f  swamhg the thme, a pmcess with 

which Indigenous Peopk are all too f imdb  thmugh rnissionaries, colonists, anthropologists, social 

science researchers, ww-age movements, envbnmentaüsts, and corporatioas (Johnston, 19%; 

Brascoupé, 1997; Benjamin, 1 997; Liloqula, 19%; Te Pareake Mead, 1996). Intrïnsic to some of 

these stampedes is a colonial adheretlce to the fatal ünpact thesis which holds that anything left in the 

han& of the 'primitive' will dissipate into thin air Iike the ' primiîïves' themselves (Thomas, 1994) . 

At other times, swarming bas been driven by what Jack Forbes (1 992, p.34) calls the wétiko (Cree 

for canni'baI) disease defined as the "raw and greedy connimption for profit", or 'good Samaritans' 

m e s m e a  by the notion of 'hefping' those who supposedly cannot 'help' themselves (Gronemeyer, 

1995). Engaging m research for/on~with Inàigenous Pecpies, one cannot escape the imprints of those 

who have corne before, nor can one consciously participate in such an endeavour without asking the 

question, 'Am 1 a swanner too?'. 

This is not to suggest, with respect to social science research, k t  all processes of data 

gathering on Indigenous Peopies have been exploitive, unethid, and unaccountable. Nor is it rneant 

to suggest that some research has not been usefirl to Indigenous Nations. 1 am also not suggesting 

thaî ùdigen>us Peoples kwe k n  passive r i e c i p i i  m these -des, for more often than not they 

have resisted, CO-opted and fapitalized upon such proces~es'~. 

I2~or instance, anthropological 'pdting' and 'prodding' has bsome a langsîanding joke maigst  
Abonginal Peoples, particularly in relation to the 'pranks' they pull4 ori anthrogologists. Lorne Simon (1994, 
p.44) brings this wt beautitiilly in Stones mtd Switches: "One tirne some white guy came around here and wote a 



However, the dangers of social scientist s today engaging in what is more commonly referred 

to as academic colonialism remains very real. Stephanie Gilbert (1995, p. 148) defines this process 

as follows: 

The researcher collects data on certain issues and leaves the community, &en never 
to r e m . .  This knowledge then becomes the property of the researcher who becomes 
an 'expert' on that issue. The Aboriginal people who [ive that knowledge may not 
even get a mention or a higher degree to show for the knowledge they freely 
imparted. 

This is not, however, the oniy way in which academic colonialism may fùnction, as it can also 

work along more subtie axes. The very selection of a research topic rnay reinforce the notion that 

the source of the problem lies with the 'other'. Patricia Monture-Angus (1 995, p.2 1) speaks to this 

in her comment: 

When are those of you who inflict racism, who appropriate pain, who speak with no 
knowledge when you ousht to know to listen and accept, going to take hard looks at 
yourselfinstead of at me. How can you continue to look to me to carry what is your 
responsibility? 

Michelle Fine (1994, p.73) simiiarly highlights this concern when she argues that the imperial 

tendency of scholarship "...is evident in terms of whose lives get displayed and whose lives get 

protected by social science ... Put another way ... why don't we study whiteness?". According to bel1 

hooks ( 1992, p.339) much of the critical work ençaged in by postcolonial theonsts continues to speak 

to the "fascination with the way white minds, particularly the colonial imperialist traveler, perceives 

blackness and very M e  expressed interest in representations of whiteness". Through student 

discussions on racism, hooks found that this absence of recognitions of whiteness invests a sense of 

storiti], but the old timers pull& his les! Instcad of tellhg him al1 the Gliiskcb s~ories thcy told him friiry tales with 
indians in them, just to see ifhe would write thern d o m  and a l 1  them legmids! Nisgam! And he did Loo-.. Ho! We're 
aIways pulling peuples' legs - and looking pretty serious when we are at it too!". 



'whiteness as mystery', which in tum facilitates the construction of 'other': 

In these classroom discussions there have been heated debates among students when 
white students respond with disbeliet; shock and rage, as they listen to black students 
taik about whiteness, when they are wmpelled to hear observations, stereotypes, etc. 
that are offered as 'data' gleaned fiom close scrutiny and study (hooks, 1992, 
p.339).13 

The 'othering' inherent in academic colonialism can also proceed through the appropriation 

oF1ndiçenous Peoples' voices and experiences, and their subsequent translation within a theoretical 

framework. Translation in this sense includes selecting which Indigenous voices are to be highlighted 

and generalized, whose experiences and what parts of those experiences are goinç to be retold in the 

academic text. It includes decisions on what is 'valuable' knowledge worth theorizing and what is 

not, or it may emphasize that which is spoken over other subtleties in communication The researcher 

as editor fiequently gains complete control over the information provided by Indigenous informants, 

the manner in which it is to be interpreted and the conte* in which it is to be presented. In this sense, 

social science research exemplifies "disciplinary knowledge which siçnifies the power of naming and 

the contests over meaninç of definition of self and other" (Mohanty, 199 1, p.3 1). As Fine (1 994, 

p.74) suggests, "when we construct our texts in or on their words, we decide how to nuance our 

relations with/for/despite those who have been deemed Others". 

How to engasge in research that is ethically sound, accountable and responsive to Indigenous 

"I can recall v a y  similar expiences  md debates Corn Native Studis courses 1 took during my undergraduate 
dep-ee. ln most of these classes Aboriginal students made up the rnnjority of the student body, which 1 believe enabled a 
more Gank and open discussion about their own esperiences of rricism ruid colonization One tirne in pdcuiar  a 
'white' student approoched me &er a Native Studies clas, fnistmted and angy wviih the lnnguage and charges made 
ngainst 'white society' by Aboriginal students. This 'white' student had originally signed up for this Native Studies 
cIass because her thesis topic was explorhg the dynamic roles of Aboriginal music in cultural resistant processes, and 
she had hoped ihat the combination of the course moterinl and Abonginal students sharing their own esperiences in class 
wodd enhance her own thinking on the thesis topic. At this point, however, she wanted to drop the course because she 
felt that the nurnerous in-class discussions on racism and colonialism as experienced by Aboriginal students, and iheir 
expressed anger with 'white' society ,was not in anyway contniuting to her education. 
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Peoples is an ove~wbehhg and often ambivalent concem. Much of rny own ambivalence binges 

around whether or mt 1 ought to be pursuing such research, questionhg the colonial nature of my 

very c o r n M i n t  to engage in research on/wWfor Aborigmal Peoples. It is out of concertls such 

as these thai a growing body of Iiierature m the areas of feminist rnetbodobgies, participatory action 

research and postcolonial fnticism is now actively "working the hypbensn (Fii, 1994), writing 

against the grain of bb&ïursi~e colonization" (Mohanty, 1991) in an effort to weave cntd and 

contextual struggk(s) back into research and tem. Central to these types of  social justice projects 

are themes of positionality or the "politics of location" (books, 1990) anci selfother subjectivity, 

t hemes which "mark a space of analysis in which motives and consciousness, politics and stances of 

infamants and resear~hers/~ters are rendered contradiçtory, [dl proble niatic..." (Fine , 1994, 

p.75). 

For instance, the theme of positionaiity highlights the understand'mg that sociai science 

researchers are not outside of theV subject matter but rather deeply inscnii throughout. Marjorie 

Mbilinyi (1 992, p.3 5) argues that "one's personal location is r e k t e d  through decisions and 

outcornes inmiencecl by and arsUig h m  theoreticai frameworks, ideological underpmnings pmod 

identity and the material sociai location of research". Uniike more 'traditionai' scientinc processes 

which adwere mesmerizeà by the notion of neuîrai, vaIue-fiee objective research and knowledge, 

emergent alternative approaçhes are "eroding the fixedness of categories, [such that] we and they 

enter and p& with the blurred bounnaries that proliferate" (Fine, 1994, p.72). As a resutt, feminist 

methodologies and participatory researchers anchor their researcb in p e m d  location vis-à-vis the 

research project and the bmader discursive contact in which the research and researcber are situated, 

M y  own positiooality m this reseazch eLdeavour is prrimsed upon my siatus as a wbey - white 
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person @ritchard, 1997, p. 133) who belongs to the 'colonizer culture'. 1 am therefore implicated in 

a history of violence, dispossession, and genocide perpetrated against First Nations Peoples. 

While my 'outsider' status colours every aspect of my research, the politics of my location 

go beyond being 'white', 'woman', or 'colonizer'. Social science researchers conscious of 

positionality argue that al1 knowledge is shaped by the perceptions of the knower, which Vary 

according to identities that are shaped by and through experiences and societal positions (HLlntington, 

1998). In recognizing the CO-existence of multiple identities, researchers are able to participate in 

subvertinç social conditions by positioning outselves as "no longer transparent, but as classed, 

gendered, raced, and sema1 subjects who construct Our own Iocations, narrate these locations, and 

negotiate our stances with domination" (Fine, 1994, p.76). The production of analysis in this sense 

prompts questions about the roles of 'outsiders' in research projects. Donna Haraway points out that 

"there is no way to 'be' simultaneously in al!, or wholly in any, of the privileçed or subjugated 

positions structured by class, gender, race, nation" (quoted in Sylvester, 1995, p.948). This 

understanding challenges the notion of 'like studying like' while at the same time highliçhting the 

significance of 'internal' subversion by those researchers deemed to exist within the 'cdonizer 

cuIture7, drawinç attention to the ambivalence of coloniai processes. In other words, social science 

researchers can formulate alliances based upon 'conscious partiality' - recognizing common aspects 

of multiple identities while still respecting and acknowledging differences (Mies, 1991) - which in tum 

has the potential to divers@ the knowledge tools available for social justice projects. 

However, being conscious of one's positionality has a minimal effect if that understanding fails 

to be incorporated into processes of data collection and presentation. It is in this sphere that the 

theme ofself-other subjectivity becornes so important as subjective consciousness translates into what 
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1 cal1 'positionality performance'. Inherent in subjectivity, therefore, is the relationship between 

researchen and 'researched', &en characterimi as king akïn to that ref ationship between oppressed 

and oppressor as the balance of power generally accrues to the researcher. It is within the context 

of establishing more equitable relations that participatory action research (PAR) is emerging as a 

siçnificant methodological approach. For rnany researchers, PAR is seen as a mechanism through 

which ". . .to reduce the distinction between the researcher and the researched by incorporating them 

in a collaborative effort of knowledge creation" (Sarri and Sam, 1992, p.267). Grounded in notions 

of empowerment, local knowledge and Indigenous control, PAR "seeks to set in motion processes 

of social change by the populations themselves as they perceive their own reality" (Rahnema, 1995, 

p. 129). My understanding of the essence of PAR lies in its ability to poss mer the stickL" providing 

the space(s) for a multiplicity of voices and experiences to corne fonvard and be heard. 

The 'politics of representation' was for me the critical link for adopting to engage in primary 

data collection. Media presentation of the 'logging dispute', government responses to the struggle, 

and Aboriginal individuals at the forefiont of the stmgçle, al1 seemed to be "traficking in 

çeneralizations" (Abu-Lughod, 1993). From my discussions with various Wabanaki Peoples, I was 

aware that a number of experiences and perspectives were not beinç heard, and that the talking stick 

had ceased moving at least within the context of resolution. My primary research, therefore, engaged 

in methods of data collection ernphasizing context-specificity and difference. 

Field research in New Brunswick took place in May and November of 1998, and 

14 1 have Ieamed this phrase fi-om Madeleine Dion Stout, a professor at Carleton University. This phrase refers 
to a proccss followd in Aboriginal taking circles where a tûlking stick, Stone, fathcr, is used to signify who is able to 
speak at any given the. When you are holding the object in your hand in the circle, you are the only one allowed &O 

speak until that time that you p a s  the object on to the person beside you At ail times in the circIe you are to respect the 
person who has ihe talkuig stick in theu hands. 
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Febmary/March 1999. Being familiar with the research environment", the first two trips served as 

preparatory visits dunng which time 1 gathered documentary data on the 'logging issue' - newspaper 

articles, court documents, various Abonginal groups' meeting notes - and gained a sense of the 

dynamics at play through discussions with Mï'kmaq and Welastekwiyik fiiends, professors and 

activists. Andrea Bear Nicholas, the Chair of Natives Studies and professor at S t . Thomas University 

provided me with fi111 access to all her resources, as well as assisting me in developing an overall 

fhrnework through which to present the data I was çathering. She also served as an important link 

to First Nations communities by suggesting and providing the names of various individuais to contact 

in respect to the 'logging issue'. 

Throuçh these two initial trips in May and November of 1998, 1 was able more clearly to 

define the nature and objective of primary data gathenng, and to examine which PAR tool would best 

suit the data sathering process. 1 elected to ose the research instrument of persona1 interviews which 

1 believed would enable me to draw attention to the multiplicity of perspectives within Wabanaki 

communities by focusing on voices that seemingly had not been voiced or listened to during this 

ongoing struçgle, including women, elders, youth and off-reserve. 

To ensure a flexible interview structure, leadinç questions. provided to a11 participants in a 

research letter prior to interviews (Appendix A), were open and general: How was this issue first 

brought to your attention? How do you see this issue in relation to Abonginal self-determination 

struggies? How has this 'logging issue' irnpacted your community and your own life? Mi'kmaq and 

IS~iving in New Bninnvick for most of my lifc os well os studying nt SL Thomas University fmiliarked me 
with the ' politics' surrounding forestry. First Nations 'poli tics', and Wabanaki-white reIations and histones. It aIso 
made available to me a network of Aboriginal fnends, acquaint;incçs and professors devefopcd during my university 
Y-. 
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Welastekwiyik individuals who agreed to participate in rny research project decided for t hemselves 

where those inten4ews would be held. 

AI1 of  the interviews conducted took place dunng my last field trip to New Brunswick in 

February/March of 1999. Through a network of  Aboriginal fnends and acquaintances, 1 secured 

intewiews with six Wabanaki individuals- Al1 interviews, through participants' preference, were 

conducted in sets of  two, Iasting between one to  three hours, and were tape-recorded with their 

permission. interview notes were transcribed within days of  the interview and sent back to the 

participants for their perusal, providing them with an opportunity to review the notes and to which 

they coufd make any deletions, changes or add new information. To ensure anonymity and 

confidentiality al1 interview tapes were destroyed afler transcnbing, the interview notes are stored 

on a diskette kept in a locked container in my home, and al1 participants' initiais within this thesis are 

scrambled. 1 must note however, that this process causes me some discornfort. Ail participants 

commented that there was no problem in using their names in my thesis. And while 1 very much 

wanted to accommodate individual ownership over the information, I felt equally uncornfortable with 

including peoples narnes without participants having an opportunity to see or comment on the context 

in which their voices were being frarned. Ideally, and if 1 were to repeat the process, 1 would have 

Iiked to been able to retum the research to the participants prior to submitting my thesis. 

Unfortunately the time restraints within which 1 am working did not enable me to engage this more 

participatory approach to research. It therefore leaves me to question, as Heather Farrow (1 995) and 

Barbara Shaw (1995) do, how 'participatory' and flexible research can be when workinç within the 

structure of an M A  program. Given that participatory research is a dynamic process requinng 

cornmitment and flexibility, "should graduate students even attempt to undertake this kind of 
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research in the contex? of a tthesis?" (Shaw, 1995, p.3 1). 

Reflecting back on the entirety of the research process there are a number of conclusions and 

dificulties that I would Iike to explore. First, the subjective experience of the research process is 

linked to the relationship between researcher and research participants, where power relations* 

~Inerability and fnendship are played out (Hovorka, 1997). It cannot be denied that the research 

process itself generates a power structure which favours the researcher mer the 'researched'. As a 

researcher, 1 chose the research topic, selected and designed the data gathering format, and 1 walked 

away with the data and the power of its representation. At the same tirne, we (researcher and 

participants) were al1 enmeshed within a larger power structure which 'privileged' my position by 

nature of belonçing to the 'colonizer culture'. Do these power dynamics render participants 

cornpletely vulnerable and powerless? 

Reading through numerous literature on social science research, it appears as though a 

rnajority of researchers over-emp hasize t hese power dynamics to the extent t hat lndigenous açency 

and subjectivity are somewhat denied. In respect to my own research, the interview process and 

environment seemed, to me at least, to be either more equitably based or  in favour of the participants. 

First of all, al1 interviews took place on the participants 'home turf', a place in which they were 

cornfortable and in control of the environment. Secondly, as al1 the inteniews were conducted in 

pairs, there was an atmosphere of comradery and support such that participants were not only able 

to  bounce ideas of off one another, but also their views and perspectives were backed up or 

confirmed by each other. Thirdly, my positionality as a rvabey made me an 'outsider' such that 

authority of knowledge and expenences were in the participants' hands. The open-ended and 

informal structure of the interviews rendered the participants the 'experts' and enabled them to direct 



the flow of dialogue, drawing attention to 'bggîng cootlict' processes and aspects deerned by thern 

to be important. Wahm this context therefore, my timidness and shywss did not hinder data 

gathering, particulariy wkre the interviews fobwed a dialogue between participants such tbat 1 

rareiy had to direct or intervene in the discussion That such W o m  e a e d  witbin the mterviews 

is evident in the diversity of aii three sets of interview notes. Whiie it could be argued that k 

ffowing &dogue couldjeopardize the 'integrityr of the reçearch, in my situation it was precisely the 

opposite as it enhanced the content of the Hûormation so kindly shared by ail participants. 

A second preoccupation that concemeci me was whether the smali number of people 

interviewed would undermine the mtegrity of my research. Certainly codd bave hte~*ewed more 

people, but 1 chose not to do so. My original goal was to gather information on W a b d  

perspectives that had been absent in this 'logging issue'. The six people interviewed were indicative 

of some of this diversity' includhg: Mi'kmaq, Welastekwiyik, and Wampanoag; on and off-reserve; 

women and men; youth; 'traditional' and 'modem'; and dif5erences between communities. My 

overall decision to Iimit my i n t e ~ e w s  to six people, therefore, was based in the nature of the 

information that had alresdy ben supplied through these six mte~ews,  uiformation which udicated 

the existence of multiple experieaces and perspectives within Wabanaki cornmunitie~'~. 

A third preoccupation ttiat 1 encountered in my research is in respect to accountability. 1 have 

'bnie people I interviewcd do no( reprsent the wbole ammunity, but rather provide an indication of 
diverse identities and experiences. Further research would be needed befae broader gerieralizations can be drawn. 
1 am particularly conscious of the hct that 1 did not interview any 'elders'. M y  reasons foi. this abserice indude: 
having access to some Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik dder's voices through secondary data; apprehensiai about 
approaching eiders due to al1 ready sristing pressme and reqxmsibiIities upm th& shooldas as a rcsult of 
increasing inside and outside pressure fa tditiaial knowkdge, as d l  as th& U i d g l y  impatant rde in 
cultura1 revitalization initiatives; and understandimg that defhitiais of 'eldas' are commmity/cultural specific 
such that extemai mismceptions and/or misundastaodings may lead to 'outsiders' accordhg elda status to 
sorneone wfiom the community does not so duly r c a g n k  



attempted to be as fully accountable as possible by providing a copy of the interview notes to al1 

participants, as well as providing access to the final results. This will be accomplished by fowarding 

a copy of my thesis direaly to participants, and/or placing the research results in accessible locations, 

including the University of New Brunswick library, and the Chair of Native Studies at St. Thomas 

University. 1 do question, however, whether this type of accountability in any way makes the 

research process reciprocal. Reciprocity to me  equals a fair exchange, and I arr. in no way bold 

enough to presume that my research results will necessarily be perceived by the participants as a fair 

exchange for their time and information. 

Finally, the most uncornfortable and ambivalent part of this entire research process, aside Corn 

the interviews themselves, was the interpretation and presentation of participants' voices within my 

thesis. Ioan Scott (1992) argues that the taken-for-granted approach to 'experience' obscures the 

contradictory and contested processes through which 'experience' is conceptualized and by which 

diverse subject positions are assigned, felt, contested and embraced. For this reason she argues that 

there is a need to highlight the "discursive character of experience", particularly where identity is 

indelibly inscribed in and throuçh 'experience': 

Given the ubiquity of the term [experience] it seems more usettl to work with it, 
analyze its operations and to redefine its meaning ... Expenence is at once always 
already an interpretation and is in need of interpretation. What counts as expenence 
is neither self-evident nor straightforward; it is always contested, always therefore 
political (Scott, 1992, p.37). 

It is this very process of anaiysis which Abu-Lughod (1993)refers to as "writing against culture", 

removing the fixedness of boundaries between self and other and enabling a clearer understanding of 

how social life proceeds: 

Individuals are confronted with choices, they struggle with others, make conflicting 



staternents, argue about points of view on the same events, undergo ups and d o m  
in various relationships, and changes in their circumstances and desires, face new 
pressures, and fail to predict what will happen to them or those around them (Abu- 
Lughod, 1993, p. 14). 

By showing that people in effect "live their Lives", Abu-Lughod argues that there is a need to 

represent through texhial means how this happens. For this reason, 1 have interjected an analysis of 

how 'living life' occurs in relation to and through Abonginal 'nghts' discourse by weaving 

participants' own experiences and understandings throughout this thesis". The presentation o f  

research findinçs in the subsequent chapters is my own work, and hence my responsibility in relation 

t o  misrepresentations. However, Wabanaki Peoples' own expenences of the 'logging issue' have 

geatly contributeci to my understanding of this land struggle. As such, 1 have tried to ensure that the 

diversity of Aboriginal voices is clearly heard, 'privileçing' their descriptions, analysis and knowledçe 
- 

as expressed through their own voices. 

17~aving said thnt, there still exisis a fie line behvan t e m l  social justice and academic colonialism which 
leaves me feeling profoundiy ambivalent about the totatity of this tesearch, 



Cbapter Two 
Setting the theoretical 'stmge' and choosing analyticai 'props' 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to set the 'counter-hegemonic stage', so to speak, in order to 

outline the various theoretical and analytical tools 1 draw upon in order to develop a conceptual 

fiamework which allows me to present and analyze critically the Aboriginal 'rights' tickster. In 

partialar, 1 will draw a nurnber of analytical tools fiom postcolonialism(s) and discourse analysis ta 

provide a conceptual fiamework within which to explore relations between power, knowledge and 

discourse, which in turn infonns discussions on processes of 'othering', as well as the problematizing 

of 'subjects', 'identity' and 'aut henticity' within cultural representations. Within this objective, I 

am taking on Donald Moore's (1996, p. 139) challenge to "situate resource struggies within the 

cultural production of landscapes" in recognition that resource conflicts are not simply struggles over 

physical Iandscapes. Using landscape metaphors, therefore, proves usetùl in this endeavour as they 

"...portray not objectively given relations which look the same h m  every angle of vision, but rather 

[refer to] deeply perspectival constructs infiected very much by the historicd, linguistic and politicd 

situatedness of different sorts of actors" (Appadurai, 1990, p.7). Placing the 'logging issue' within 

the "cultural production of  land~capes'~ opens up inquiry into the ways in which the spatial imagery 

of landscapes are constituted disairsively such that rneanings of landscapes become a site for multiple 

and conflicting daims. 

Discourse analysis and the dynamics of  discourse, power and knowledgt 

In The Anti-Politics Machine, James Ferguson (1994, p. xv) comments that "ideas and 
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discourses have important and very real consequences" leading him to ask the critical question, "what 

effects do these ideas bring about"? In removing the 'innocent' mask from knowledge and truth, 

discourse analysis plays a critical role in addressing this question by drawing attention to the linkage 

between power, knowledge and discourse. To begin to explore this relationship(s), it is necessary 

first to delineate the theoretical orientation 1 wish to invoke in using the term 'discourse'. 

Jane Parpart and Marianne Marchand (1995, p.2-3) d e s d e  discourse as "a histoncaily, 

socially, and institutionally specific structure of statements, tems, categories and beliefs". For 

Andrew Arno (1995, p.3) a discourse is distinct in that it makes sense to its participants, while 

çuiding their performance - that is thinking, saying, doing things in the real material and social worlds 

- because of a shared set of Ianguage and sociai expectations, as well as shared material context. 

Arno believes that it is crucial to recognize that a discourse is in "direct contact with histoncal and 

materiai reality" so that emphasis c m  be appropriately placed on the "social dimension of language" 

(Arno, 1995, p.3). 

These definitions of 'discourse' coincide with Joel Sherzer's (1987, p.296-7) contention that 

a discourse is the "nexus, the actual and concrete expression of thought, language and society", 

drawing attention to "the social and cultural backdrop, the ground mles and assumptions of 

language". Discourses within this context represent "fiameworks that embrace particular 

combinations of narratives, concepts, ideologia, and signi@ing pnictices, each relevant to a particular 

realm of social actiony' (Barnes and Duncan, 1992, p.8). 

Recognizing the social contingency of discourses enables those engaging in discourse analysis 

to focus on the power and ideological effects of a particular discourse. Acwrding to Roger 

Andersen (1988, p.9), "social power can be created and justified through discourse and practices 



shaped by hguage". Similady, Bruce Lincoln (1989) argues that discourse supplements brce m 

important ways: 

Discourses of aii fonns - not ody verbal but also symbolic disco- of spectacle, 
gesture, costume, edince, icon, musicai perfomïuice and the like - may be 
straîegicaüy employai to mystify the inevitable ineqdties of any social order and to 
win consent of those over whom power is exercised tbereby obviating the d for 
direct uçe of amcive forw a d  t d o t m i a g  simple power mto 'legitiimiate' authority 
(quoted by Richardson, Sherman and Gismondi, 1993, p. 12). 

htlicfaei F o u d ' s  work on the cl-CS of discourse and powerhave k n  hhmental in 

exposing the intricate connections between knowledge, power and truth: 

There can be no possible exercise of power without a certain economy of discourses 
of tnith.. we are subjected to the production of tnith through power and we carmot 
exercise power except through the production of truth (Foucault, 1980% p.93). 

Foucault emphasizRs the oeed to examine the specificities of power, and in turn its reiationship(s) to 

kno wledge and 'truth' : 

Once knowledge can be anaiyzed in terms of region, domain, implantation, 
disphcement, transpositions, one is able to cap- the process by which knowkdge 
fünctions as a form of power and disseminates the effects of this power (Foucault, 
1 WOb, p.69). 

Insights on "the mechanisms through which certain orders of discourse produce p e r m i s s i  

modes of king and thinking" (Escobar, 1995, pS), how discourses "guide the possibility of conduct 

and put in order die possible outcornes" (Foucauit, 1982, p.789). and the way in which each discourse 

has "its own distinctive set of des or procedures that govem the production of what is to count as 

a meanirigful or tmthfid statemeafn (Fiax, 1992, p.452) have led to a search for previously 'siienced' 

voices in an effort to better understand Iocalized constructions of reality/hkapess. This 

"insurrection of subjugated knowledges" (Foucauit, 1980a) in turn challenges the mCII1Sllii?ation of 

g a o d o ~  k w s e s ,  cntiq* the umversal as a partkuiar conceptual practice through whifh power 
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is exercised in such a way as to exclude or foreclose any knowledges which do not fit within its 

h e w o r k .  

These understandings ieave me to question, with respect to Abongirial hnd struggles, whether 

the environment in which ciaims to access are based on 'rigbts' is wt m and of itself an exerck of 

power where the nature of the debate is hmed in such a way as to exclude other ways of knowing 

the Iandscape. What types ofknowledges are quaiüied and disqiwfified whrh subpçts of experieoces 

are acknowledged and which are diminished in the very itidant of deniandmg 'is it (it is) an Aborigmai 

right ' ? 

According to Foucault there e>asts in 'Western' societies a highiy specific organizathd 

relationship between power, truth and right such that right serves as both an instrument and 

tranmitter of domination In the very process of ascertainiag 'rights', is mt the very discourse of 

rights invested with the effects of power which it c h  and with *ch it has so o h  been 

attriirited? Wabanaki Peoples, for instance, wbo demand acknowledgment of Aboriginai land rights 

or attempt to prove the practice of commercial logging as an 'Aboriginal right' invest a view of the 

landscape, and hence a particular body of knowledge - namely notions of landownership, privaîe 

property, and the physical prÜmcy of ianâ - with a power they have ofien resisted. For this reason 

Foucault believes that ï ight should be viewed, mt in terms of legihacy to be estabLished, but m 

terms of the methods of subjugation that it instigates" (Foucault, 1980% p.96). 

Fou~ault's (1980% p.97-99) understanding of the dati~rishp, betweai po-, tmth d n g b  

give rise to a numba of metbodological preoccupations worthy of investigation, including the neah 

to try and locate power at the extreme point of its exercise,... to study power m its 
extemal visage*.. [and] bw thgs  work at the kvel of ongokg subjugatio n,... [to 
understand tbat] power is empbyed through a net-iike otgaomtt'ion.. [such tbatl 



individuals are the vehicles of power, not its point of applicatio n,... [and to] conduct 
an ascending analysis of power, starting, t hat is, fiom its idinitesimal mechanisms.. . 
and then see how these mechanisms of power have been - and continue to be - 
invested, colonized, utilized, involuted, trdormed, displaced, extended, etc. by ever 
more general mechanisms and forms of global domination. 

Discourse analysis, in my examination of the 'logging issue', enables me to ''expose the 

processes through which different claims are made in the contea over a resource" (Mackenzie, 1998, 

p.5 12)- Within this context. I am engaging in a "hermeneutics of suspicion" (Said, 1993, p.255). 

where my analysis of the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster is "concemed with power at its extremities" 

(Foucault, 1980a, p.96), and particularly with interpreting how and where, through the appropriation 

of the tnckster, "power installs itself and produces real effects" (Foucault, 1980a, p.97). 

At the same time, Indigenous land struçgles are inextricably linked with the struggles waçed 

by genealogies, which Foucault (1980a, p.83) defines as the union of erudite knowledge and local 

mernories which allows one to establish a histoncal knowledge of struççles, against the effects of 

power of a discourse, such as the discourse of rights: 

... in contrast to the various projects which aim to inscribe knowledges in the 
hierarchicd order of power ... a genealogy should be seen as a kind of attempt to 
emancipate histoncal knowledges corn that subjection, to render them, that is, 
capable of opposition, and of struggle against the coercion of a theoretical, unitary, 
formal and scientific discourse (Foucault, 1980a, p.85). 

In this sense, this thesis engages in a project "to deconstruct meaning claims in order to look for the 

modes of power they carry and to force open spaces for the emergence of counter meanings" 

(Ferguson, 1 99 1, p.324). 1 am, therefore, examining 'subjectivity', 'identity', and 'authenticity' as 

a finction of discourse, asking the critical question, "under what conditions and through what forms 

can an entity tike the subject appear in the order of discourse?" (Foucault quoted in Ferguson, 199 1, 
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p.328). Approaching Indisenous land struggles fiom this vanatage point, secures an expedient role 

for ideas fonvarded in a field classified as 'postcolonial', particularly where themes of 'identity', 

'authenticity', and 'subject experiences' play such a criticai role in Indigenous land struggles. 

Using postcolonial tools to explore Indigenous issues 

While I acknowledçe and accept a number of criticisms launched against the field of 

postcolonialism as a whole (McClintock, 1994 and 1995; Rattansi, 1997; Dirlik, 1992; Shohat, 1992; 

Weaver, 1998), 1 would argue that there are aspects of postcolonial thinking which are usefiil in 

analyzing the political constitution of Indigenous land struggles, including the destabilization and 

breaking down of binary oppositions such as colonized/colonizer, centrdpenphery, 

traditional/modem, nationaUinternationa1. Ali Rattansi (1997, p.48 1) stipulates that postcolonial 

theorizing "investigates the mutually constitutive role played by colonized/colonizer, centdperiphery, 

metropolitad 'native', in forming, in part, the identities of both". Accordingly, Stuart Hall (1996, 

p.246-7) contends that a principal value of postcolonial theorizing lies in its ability to direct attention 

to the ways in which colonisation was/is never simply extemal to the colonizer: 

It [colonialism] was always inscribed deeply within them - as it became indelibly 
inscribed in the colonized ... The differences of course between colonising and 
colonized remain profound. But they have never operated in a purely binary way ... 

Kumkum Sangari (1995, p.147) argues, whether it be the Western project of modernity, development 

or globalisation for that rnatter "it never simply mununifies or overlays indigenous cultures but is itself 

open to alteration and reenters into discrete cultural combinations". 

Breaking out of familiar and static binaries is a first and crucial step in recognizing Indigenous 

agency and subjectivity. Far too often theoretical orientations have erased 'subjects' fiom the picture, 
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ha* denied them agency by portraying the 'subjects' as passive recipients who are merely acted 

upo n. For example, whüe the met hodo logical analysis used by George Tinker (1 993) in his book 

Missionay Conquest: The Gospei and Native American CuIfwaI Genocide highlighîs the 

unintentional, albeit genocidal, actions of m i s ~ i o ~ e s ,  it also dortunately erases Indigenous 

Peoples' agency h m  this narrative. In contrast, Homer Noley (199 1) in First White Frost discusses 

prominent Native missionaria who labolrred among their own people. "Natives were, of course, 

actors in the drama as wek A respnse w s  r e q d  of them Remarkably, despite brutality, a great 

rnany Nat ives did willingly embrace the alien hith and some of h m  went on to carry the message 

to ot hers" (Weaver, 1998, p.5). In refùsing 'here and there', 'then and now' types of analogies, 

postcolonial thinking acknowledges that relations which characteriz 'the colonial', while stiü in 

existence, are no longer in the s a  place and relative position Rather some other, related but as yet 

ernergent, new confsgurations of power-knowledge refations are beginning to exert their distinctive 

and specific effects ( H a  1996, p.254). 

This acknowledgrnent is crucial for any comprehensive investigation of Indigenous stxuggles 

for it uses as a springboani an appreciation for the complexity of relations, interconnections and 

discontinuities between and within CO lonized and colonkr cultures. While CO lonialism bas and 

continues to have profound effécts on Iodigenous societies, it hm never done so in an egaütarian 

fashion That is to say, ptecisely because colonialism has always fimctioned dong a nwnber of axes, 

and because colonialimi has ahvays involved not only a system of d e ,  power and exploitation but 

also a system of knowledge (Ha9 19%), its impacts have not been the same for al1 colonial subjects 

Certainly the general effects of colonizatbn are felt by Iadigemus P w p k  the world over, but to 

speak of coloniued/lndigenous eirprieoce or lodigenous ide* is to miss tbe pluralitrs and 



mult iplicities o f  experiences and identities. As Carol LaPrarie (1 994, p. 1 4) argues: 

The pervasiveness of 'equality ofvidimkation' stems fiom what is widely recognized 
by Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people alike as the historical injustice of 
colonization ... Degrees of victimization have not been isolated because to do so 
would diffuse the strength for the justification of Indigenous control. 

It is within the context of  'inequality of victimization' that postcolonial theorizing offers a 

second usefùi tool, namely the problematiting of 'subject' and 'experience' which in turn is Iinked 

to 'identity'. 1 hlly agree with Jace Weaver (1998, p. x) that "the dominant culture has always 

sought to homoçenize and essentidie Native Amencans and tried to determine those things that are 

' Indian"'. The naming process, critical to homogenizing/essentializing discourses, has always been 

an integral part of coIoNai landscaping, extending h m  places, to people, to actions and things. For 

example, J.B. Harley (1994) argues that place names in New England cartography played an essential 

role in colonial land acquisition and Indigenous displacement. "Naming a place anew is an act of  

political possession in settlement history. Equally the taking away of a name is an act of 

dispossession" (Harley, 1994, p.296). Anne Douglas similarly ariiculated, in a paper presented at the 

1998 Colloque Nord-Laval en Sciences Humaines held at Laval University, that the designation and 

use of Christian names in Inuit schools influenced transformations of Inuit personal and group 

identity, assigning Inuit children new roles as social participants in a culturally-unfamiliar 

environment. C hristopher Bracken (1 997) in his insiçhthl book I;he Pdach  Papers explores how 

the name 'potlach' became attached to an Indigenous activity unfamiliar to European eyes. By 

investigating the lengthy colonial 'potlach' paper trail, he illustrates how naming this activity 'potlach' 

brought into existence a colonial invention that reflected not 'the Native' but rather 'the European', 

an invention that subsequently enabled coionial officiais to  control the 'unfamiliar'. 
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As the above works illustrate, the naming process bnngs the unknown or unfamiliar into the 

narner's own cognitive framework such that it renders the once 'unknown' farniliar. And it is this 

familiarity which enables that being named to be brought into a regime of control and management. 

By generally defining colonialism as organization and arrangement, V.Y. Mudimbe (1988, p.20) 

contends that reductionist colonial discounes speak neither about Indigenous Peoples or their 

landscapes, "but rather justi& the process of inventing and conquering a continent and naming its 

'primitiveness' or 'disorder' as well as the subsequent means of its exploitation and methods for its 

'reçeneration"'. Hence naming or manaçing within a colonial context is a highly political and 

possessory process, an act that engenders dangerous consequences for those belonging to or 

associated with that which is being clasifid. A prime example is Section t Z(l)(b) of the hrdian Act 

which stnpped Aboriginal women of their "Indian" status if they mamed non-Aboriginal men. As 

Freda MacDonald (1 998, p.69) explains: 

1 hold in my hand a card 1 was given by the government of Canada at the time I 
married a non-Native man- It reads, "Not deemed to be an Indian within the law or 
any other statutey'. It is a record of the loss of my identity. It is my alienation, 
banishment, and displacement fiom my birthplace and country by the governrnent and 
its laws. 

This managerial law, and its subsequent amendment Bill C-31, has and continues to have grave 

consequences for Aboriginal women, children as well as Aboriginal Nations. 

This colonial naming process or regime of representation has not dissipated with the passing 

of time. As William Baldridge (1993, p.24) explains, "for Native Americans, perhaps the most 

pervasive result of colonialism is that we cannot even begin a conversation without referencing our 

words to definitions imposeci or rooted in 1492". Generally speaking, non-Natives engage in it every 

time terms like 'Indian', 'Natiw', 'Aboriginal' or 'Indigenous' are used. Whether 'our' knowledge 



is based upon invented racial stereotypes or new-age 'primitMsrn', non-Natives across this continent 

generally believe in 'knowing' what 'Aboriginality' or at least the essence of 'Aboriginal cultures' 

is al1 about. 

By knowing the native population in these terms, discriminatory and authoritarian 
forms of political control are considered appropriate. The colonized population is 
deemed to be both the cause and effect of the system, imprisoned in the circle of 
interpretation (Bhabba, 1994% p.83). 

Jace Weaver is certainiy correct in claiming that the 'settler' society always engages in homogeniting 

and essentialking discourses vis-à-vis Indigenous Peoples. 

Having said that, cultural politics - the political nature in and for cultural representation 

(Emberley, 1996, p-97) - is not the exclusive domain of a colonizer/colonized binary. Certainly over 

the past number of years colonized peoples the world over have "...begun to find their voices and 

assert t heir own asency and subjectivity" (Weaver, 1998, p. 14). Tn Turtle Island this is evident in the 

numerous Indigenous political organizations that sprang up when the Canadian goverment 

introduced the 'White Paper' in 1969 and the literary arriva1 of Aboriginal authors on the national 

scene in the 1970s, to name but a few examples. These endeavors are ofken defined as 

representations or agencies of resistance against colonial representations and processes. However, 

postcolonial thinking demands that critical scholars move beyond such narrow interpretations in an 

effort to uncover what else is going on. According to Julia Emberley (1 996, p. 100) 'both in their 

characterization and as writing subjects, Aboriginal women are writinç themselves and their people 

into history as subjects to and of their own making". She goes on to assert, however, that: 

the extent to which Aboriginal women's writing can and does resist colonialist 
subjectivity and its relationship to the symbolic formation of intemal colonidisrn, 
when Aboriginal people, too, are subject to the effects of being a colonialist subject, 
is a complicated question (Emberley, 1996, p. 10 1). 
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Eiia Shohat (1992, p. 101) observes that the politically ambiguous developments in the 'Third World' 

over the past few decades have brought: 

the realization that the wretched of the earth are not unanimously revolutionary ... and 
despite the broad patterns of geo-political hegemony, power relations in the Third 
World are also dispersed and contradictory ... Conflicts [occur] not only between but 
also within nations, with the constantly changing relations between dominant and 
subaltern groups. 

It is imperative to recognize that the phenomenon of intemalized colonialism (Freire, 1970; 

Fanon, 1 963 ; Bear Nictiolas, 1 993 and 1 996; Ryan, 2 976; Adams, 1 995) plays a critical rote in intra- 

nation stmggtes and manifestations of violence: 

From studies of colonialism around the world, we know that it is common, almost 
axiomatic, for colonized people to seek relief Rom their oppression or  sense of crisis 
by adopting ways of the colonizer, and unwittingly participating in the oppression of 
their own people (Bear Nicholas, 1994% p.235). 

As Audre Lord (1984, p. 112) wams, you cannot tear down the house of oppression by resorting to 

the tools of the oppressor. 

The phenomenon of internalized colonialism and its impact on subjectivity and expenences 

have led postcolonial thinkers to problematize 'subjects', 'experiences' and 'identities', and to not 

take these cateçories for granted. According to Gayatri Spivak, we need to "make visible the 

assignrnent of subject-positions and begin to understand the cornplex and changing operations of 

discursive processes which formulate identities" (Spivak quoted in Scott, 1992, p.33)- Not to 

problematize the 'subject' is to make invisible the ways in which power functions productively as 

incitement and interdiction (Bhabba, 1994% p.72). Politics and power exist at the various levels 

t hrough which subjectivity and agency are articulated : 

If the subject is constituted by power, that power does not cease at the moment the 



subject is constituted, for tbat subject is wver fidiy comtmited but is subjected and 
produced time and again. That subject is neitber a ground mr a produet, but a 
permanent possibüity of a certain &gn.ifj@ proces (Butler, 1992, p. 13). 

hence always a probieniatic: 

A repertoire of conflictua! positions cotstitutes the subpct. .. The taking up of any 
position, withm a specitk discursive hrm, m a particular histoncal conjuncture is thus 
always problematic - the site of both f%y and htasy. It provides a wbnial 
'identity' that is played out ... in the face and space of disniption and threat h m  the 
heterogeneity of other positions (Bhabba, 1994% p.77). 

Looking at process~s of subjectivity forces one to inquire not oniy into the ways subjects are 

produced and agency made possible, but also into ways in which race, sexuality and class iatersect 

with gender, the ways in which poiitics organize and mterpret e-ences, and the ways in w k h  

identity is ahvays a contesteci terrain (Scott, 1992, p.3 1). Cultural identities are "the unstable points 

of identification or suture, which are made, within discourses of history and cuIture. Not an essence 

but a positionïng"(Ha& 1 994, p.395). Viewing identity as a production, as a discursive process 

composed w i t b  representations is to place it within a politics of constmctioa. 

Subjects are constituted disculsivek, but there are codkts m n g  discursive systems, 
contradictions within any of them, multiple meanings possible for the concepts they 
deploy (Scott, 1992, p.34). t 

Deconstructing 'subjects' and 'identities' is not to 'proclaim îbe end of subjectivityvity,.[nor] to 

disphce it poiitically" (Weaver, 1998, p.14 and 15). On the contrary, udecoostniction hpües only 

that we suspend CO- to that whkh the term 'subject' refers, that we consider the Iùiguistic 

functions it serves in the consolidation and concealment of autho W... and to chim that certain 

versions of the subject are poaticany insibus" (Butler, 1992, p. 13 end 15). Jorn Scott (1992, p.38) 

similarly argues that 'this kind of approach does mt undemut p o k s  by denying the existence of 
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subjects, it instead interrogates the processes of their creation ... and opens up new ways for thinking 

about change". For Emberly (1996, p.102) the loss of a stable subject "leaves us open to the 

possibility of connnicting ourselves as subjects.. . [while] the production of dtemate subject positions 

allows for a diversity of articulations to take place". 

A recognition of the divergent pulIs on identity and the divenity of expenences is clearly 

siçnificant in the context of the political constitution ofindiçenous land struggtes. As Donald Moore 

(1996, p. 136) argues, "class, gender, age and ethnicity are important in shaping not only the 

experience of resource struggles ... but also social actors' participation in those fields of conflict" . 

In reviewing the 'logging issue', one certainly needs to pay attention to the fact that social actors 

participating in this struggle were overwhelmingly male, predominantly status, on-reserve Natives, 

çenerally within a specific açe group, and it could be aryed that some of the more outspoken actors 

belonged to a particular 'class'. To disavow these 'intemal' diversities. according to Homi Bhabba 

(1994% p.79,  "tums colonial subjects into misfits- a grotesque mimicry or 'doublinç' that threatens 

to split the sou1 and whole ... Denying the play of difference constitutes a problem for the 

represeritation of the subject in significations of psychic and social relations". bel1 hooks (1994, 

p.426) similarly remarks with respect to Atncan-Arnericans that when diversity is ignored "it is easy 

to see black folk falling into two categories; nationalist or assimilationist, black-identified or white- 

identifier. 

This is not to say that a recognition of diversity forecloses collective identity or simplifies 

everything to an individual basis, something which is of great concem to many Abonginal Nations. 

"Putting aside for the moment the diasponc nature of much of modem Native existence, one must 

nevertheless admit that there is something real, concrete and centred in Native existence and identity" 



(Weaver, 1998, p. 14). This coïncides with Hall's assertion that difference penists in and alongside 

continuity : 

The boundaries of difference are continually repositioned in relation to different points 
of reference ... Its complexity exceeds a binary structure of representation. At 
difFerent places, times, in relation to different questions, the boundaries are re-sited. 
They become not only what they have, at times certainly been - mutually excluding 
categories, but also what they sometimes are - differential points dong a sliding scale 
(Hall, 1994, p.396). 

The politics of Indigenous nationalism 

Ofien, however, the sliding scale scenario is discarded in favour of exclusivity or essentialism, 

particularly when colonial subjects interact or negotiate with the dominant culture. The dificulty of 

living in a colonial environment, specifically where the dominant society speaks about colonial 

subjects in essentialking 'then and now' or 'endangered specie' tenns of reference, is that in an effort 

to counteract those representational boundaries colonial subjects tend to respond in 2 similar fashion. 

Senja Gunew (1987, p.262) points out: 

the oppressed Other aipposedly speaks on behalf of the group she or he represents ... 
In the drive towards a universalkm one cannot admit that those oppressed Others 
whom we hear as speaking authentic experience might be playing textual games. 

Weaver refers to this as 'strategic essentialisrn' where it is necessary to speak about a group's - as 

opposed to a given individual's - beliefs in order to say someïhiiig rather than nothing (Weaver, 

1998, p. x). Howard Adams (1 995, p. 132) argues that the deployment of essentialism wîthin 

Aboriginal nationalist discourses serves to restore, revive and preserve Abonginal histones and 

cultures: 

It [Aboriginal nationalism] generates fiom a desire to reverse an intoterable situation 
and to challenge the legitimacy of the dominant system. It is a desire for freedom 
from both domination and contempt ... mationalism] most importantly develops fiom 
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the aniggles against imperialism, suppression and colonization. 

Indigenous usage of 'strategic essentialism' has certainly served a significant purpose in 

decolonkation processes, in asserting Indigenous identities and restonng communities while at the 

same time instigating and advancing anti-impenal struggles (Said, 1993, p.218). Nicholas Thomas 

(1 994, p. 1 88) similady asserts that : 

[The] gains produceci by nativism were probably more sigmficant than the drawbacks 
arising from a recapitulation of a restrictive primitivism ...[ and] essentialist 
constructions of native identity are likely to continue to play a part in gaining ground 
for indigenous causes.. . . 

But at what cost? Diana Brydon (1995, p. 141) conunents that while she can sympathize with 

the usage of tactical strategies, "even tactically they prove to be ~el~defeating because they depend 

on a view of cultural authenticity that condemns them to a continued marginality and eventud death". 

Essentialist constructions within Nativisthationalist discourses can result in "a panacea for not 

dealing with economic disparities [and] social injustices ... Cultural statism is often the result of a 

separatist, even chauvinist and authontarian conception of nationalism" (Said, 1993, p.2 17). Gareth 

Griffiths (1995, p.238) similarly insists that "more subtly, it may construct a belief in the society at 

large that issues of recovered 'traditional' nghts are of a different order of equity from them right 

to general social justice and equity7'. Anne McClintock (1995, p.352) argues that "al1 nationalisms 

are gendered, a11 are invented, and al! are dangerous ... in the sense that they represent relations to 

political power and to the technologies of violence". 

Franz Fanon's waming of the 'pitfalls of national consciousness' are as poignant today as 

ever. Nationalisms enjoy a certain 'joie de vivre' in the heyday of their agency by mobilizing people 

with slogans of independence, fieedom and justice. Through colonial reifications of 'us versus them', 



nationalist movements "celebrate unity where none had existed before and create the illusion of a 

collective identity through the political staging of vicarious spectacles" (McClintock, 1995, p.373). 

But precisely because the powedknowledge fault lines of national identity are so precarious, and 

because Indigenous nationalisms assert theu pr-nce within a colonial context which falsely adheres 

to an uithem dichotomy, the winds ofcjustice' rhetonc soon dies down. And it is within this lull that 

'colonialism recovers its balance ... pulls every string shamelessly [and) is only too content to set at 

loççerheads those who only yesterday were leagued against the settle?' Fanon, 1963, p. 160-1 6 1). 

Accordingly, Adams contends that Abonginal nationalism can become an oppressive and 

colonizing force, changing from a cultural nationalism to a cultural imperialism. 

It then becomes a force in self-suppression - an opium of the masses ... It is a false 
form of nationalism stressing legends and myths the state uses to direct Natives' 
attention away from revolutionary nationalism. Cultural imperialism rejects issues of 
class struggle, and therefore, leads Aboriginals to accept domination uncritically 
(Adams, 1995, p. 135). 

While nationalist discourses, therefore, may serve to mobilize the masses, those who deploy such 

rhetonc also engage in "projecting a fetishistic denial of difference ont0 a conventionally abstracted 

Lcollective"' (McClintock, 1995, p.388) which for Adams often results in "a pseudo-Indian 

nationalism" which ernbodies a "caricature form of Native culture which the colonized have 

intemaiized as their authentic culture. Thus it becomes political oppression of the worst 

The Authenticity conundrum 

It is within the context of staging anti-colonial stmggles, of asserting Indigenous identities as 

well as the viability and continued survival of Indigenous Nations, that the authenticity conundrum 



becomes most poignant, insidious and divisive. According to Margery Fee (1995, p.243): 

the deniaad for autheriticity d& Fourth World [peoples] a living, ch- cuiture. 
Their culture is deemed to be other and must avoid cmssing the fictional but 
ideologically essential boudaries between "Them and Us, the Exotic and the 
Familiary the Past and the Future, the 'Dying' and the Living. 

How is this pbying aSelfout within Aboriginal Nations? In rnany cases the power/knowledge 

regime which once characterized the 'ciassic' colonial reg& has manifested itself in neo-colonial 

practices where oppressive methods are dkguised under an air of 'authenticity'. This wt oniy 

preserves oppressive authority as '%e enterprise in an honest way" (Penn, 1992) but also legitunizes 

unjust govemhg as an exercise of self-governance or  self-determination As V.S. Naipaul (1979, 

p. 135) commenis "it takes an Anr;ui to rufe Afka ,  the coloniai powers never understood thatn The 

departure of the foreigner', according to Fanon, wïll, therefore, equally give rise to i n t e d  rivairies: 

... minor confiaternitks, local religions, and maraboutic cults will show a new vitality 
and will once again take up their r o d  of excommunications.. . It sptits up the people 
into diffierentiai spiritual cormnimitiff, aIl of them kept up and stflened by cobniaümi 
and its instruments (Fanon, 1963, p. 160 and 161). 

There are numerous examples which can be drawn upon to illustrate this mechanistic 

hctionalism taking place within rriany Aborïgid Nations, a fkctionaiism *ch generally plays itseif 

out in a context of 'identity', - 'authenticity' and 'authority'. In communities like Kahnawake, 

Kanesaîake, and Akwesasne, peoples' support has becorne divided dong lines of  traditionalisrn and 

modernism, the governing structure of the longhouse versus that of the band council (Alfied, 1995; 

York and Pindera, 1991). And even within the rubric of traditionalism there is division on its 

In the 'Canadian' cmtext this departurc eui not be defimd within a cIassic decolonkation mtext, buî 
may be comparable to the gaicd mavanait t d  df~ovanmait  a 'managanart' wbue Aboriginai -les 
are now replacuig non-Aboriginals within the goming structure ofthe kpartment of Indian Afbiirs and 
Northem Development responsi'ble for the mfirircement and managanent of the lndian Act. 



interpretation and contemporary use. Thus in Kahnawake there exists the Mohawk Trail Longhouse, 

the Wmior Longhouse and the Five Nations Longhouse, al1 of  which engage with, appropriate, and 

reinterpret various aspects of  the Kaietrerekowu - the Great Law of  Peace (Alfred, 1995). "This 

lack of consensus has manifesteci in mainly negative ways and has led t o  senous confrontations within 

the community" (Alfied, 1995, p.83). 

Similar fiactiondism has afso manifested itself in relation to community membership and in 

turn deftnitions of identity. These divisions were particularly ardent in 1985 when the Canadian 

govemment irnposed Bill C-31, whkh was intended to rectie the sexually discriminatory provisions 

of the hdim Act. Many nations refùsed and continue to retùse t o  accept back those women and 

children who had oriçinally Iost their 'Indian status' as a result of the 111dian Act  and then had their 

'status' reinstated as a result of Bi/l C d .  This issue has not only irnpacted malelfemale relations but 

also mptured kin relations where brothers were pitted against sisters, fathers against daughters, etc. 

precisely because the issue becarne classified as a self-determination concern. In some First Nations, 

it has resulted in some stringent membership codes, such as blood quantum , inter-mamage 

reçulations, and residency mles in an effort to preserve and protect cultural integrity and authenticity. 

The proverbial 'fractionalism' buck, however, does not stop here. Intemal divisions and 

frictions, which have in tum resulted in 'cultural silencing', also occur in the realms of  statudnon- 

status, band rnembednon-band mernben, on-reservdoff-reserve, and along the lines of age, gender, 

language2, and kinship networks. Federal govemment initiatives to promote Aboriginal 

1 rememk a fiîend shnruig in clnos one tune his eqtxiences of attending a meeting for M i ' h a q  youth. 
During the f m t  break lhey began intrducing uiernselves to -ch oiher- My fiend wos asked ifhe could speak Mi'kmaq 
to which he replied 'no'. mer this exchange he noticed that he was suddenly king ireated diffetently, as though he was 
an outsider. He argueci that the other youth hod made him feel Iikc he was not 'Mi'kmaq because he  could not speak the 
Ionpge. 
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entrepreneurship has increasingiy brought class into intra-nation struggles as well (Cayo, 1997). This 

is partiailarly signifiant given that a rnajority of Aboriginal comrnunities continue to have high rates 

of unemployment such that those entrepreneurs having the capabilities to employ people begin to 

*eld a significant amount of political power within the cornmunity (RCAP, 1996). The goveming 

structure of band councils, having derived their authority through the hdiat~ Act and having generalty 

been charged with nepotism, corruption and lack of accountability, are &en classified as an 

'illeçitimate authority7(Cayo, 1997; PerIey, 1996; Bear Nicholas, 1994). Ofien their actions, whether 

they be in the best interest of the community or not, denved from good intentions or bad, are cast 

off as simply colonial puppetry, part and parcel of the neo-colonial system of rule (Perley, 1996; 

Adams, 1995). 

The cultural silencing that accompanies notions of authenticity, and hence authority, manifests 

itself in a wide variety of venues. For instance, a lecture given by GeraId Alfred in 1996, at the 

University of New Brunswick, revolved around the blending of traditionalisrn and modemism, the 

negotiable and non-negotiable aspects of Mohawk identity. For Alfred the 50% blood quantum was 

non-negotiable, while the traditionally held pnnciple of sharing was. After the lecture 1 overheard 

a group of Native students criticizing and condemnins what he had said, and concluding that his 

entire perspective was tainted - he was a neo-colonialist, an 'apple". 1 also remember a class 

discussion on the movie Pochahot~tus, h ~ w  it portrayed Abonginal Peoples and whether it was 

suitable Mewing for Abonginal children. The rnajority of students in the class held that it was 

inappropriate precisely because the movie reinforced racial stereotypes about Abonginal Peoples and 

It \vas explained to me by a fiiaid thnt ihe insulting 11bel of 'apple* refers to king d on the outside and 
white on ihe inside. 



the notion of the 'dyïng race'. Ooe Mügemag d e n t .  however, d k g m d  with the class arguhg that 

whiie the movie had some sxhus îàuits, it did at the sanr: time place AbnginaL peoples and cultlaes 

at the centre of the story. Indeed, she felt that seeing Aboriginal peoples in a central as opposed to 

a marginal position witbin a makûeam rnovie could ver- weli make ber son f e l  good and pmud of 

being Mi'krnaq. Mer class 1 heard various Aboriginal midents opposed to her position state that 

she had mtefnalMed colonialism to such an ment dnt she muid not see 'the forest for the trees', that 

she was obhious to the way in which colonialism tainted her perspective on the wvie. 

Cultural silencing is m h e r  exacerbatecl by 'exteniaVoutsider' interpretations of Indigemus 

au t henticity, mierpre tations that are par* p o p u k d  through Iodigenous m>vementsT usage of 

'strategic essentialism'. The complication of depbying such a strategy today, of course, is that the 

environmeni in whîch it is being asserted has changeci. Today, culiural coasumerism4 is becoming 

increasingly popular, where particular versions of 'authentic cultures' are Eiug bought and sold as 

a cornmodity; environmental and biodiversity concerns are popdarizhg and f e t i s b g  Indigeaous 

knowledges; and new-age movemaits m kir quest for a deeper spiritual engagement with the world 

are appropriating, exploithg and distorthg Indigenous spintual practicd. In other words, the 

1 am thinking hem of the entertainment and tourist industries, as weil as îhe cultural produc& scctœ, 
which display and seIl lndigenous Peoples and cultures in much the same way as museums and 'wild west shows' 
have traditionally done. A key selting feature withim these industries is naturally 'aulhenh'city', an authenticity 
which is significantly based on the faathat it is more oflenthan noi created, managcd and caitrdled by 
Indigenous Peoples themselves. FOC fiirther reading see Daniel Francis (1995), "Marketing the Imzginary indian", 
-ofthe First. F. Ahenakew, B, Gardipy, and B, Lafaid, Toronto, McGraw-Hi11 Ryasori 
Limitecl, 48-59; Marianna Torgomick (1990), m e  h m d ~ v y ;  Sa- a&Mdcm- - ., 

- - Liw& Chicago. 
University of Chicago Press; S. Eliziabeth Bùd (1!B@, u n n  in F d a s =  The Constnrction of the Indian in 
Po~ular American Culture. Boulder, Westview Ress; Gerdie Van Waidenberg (1 WS), ''Trding in the 
landsca~es of others: Marketing culîures and claiming cultural ownership", peper prepared fot an Intemational 
mirs Class (iA 46.504). NPSIA, Carleton University, 

5 See Andrea Smith (1991). T h e  New Age Movancnt and Nrtiw Spinturlity", Idgi'genotrr Wonen. l(I1, 
Myke Johnson, 'Wanting to ôe indian: When spinîtd teadiing tums into cultural thefi?, Novembcr 26, 1996, 
Online, Internet, http:didcshovel.n~gate/respedhtml; Svrneab Indian a ( W o m e n  make Movies)- 
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contemporary context in which Indigenous Peoples are exposing injustices and asserting their 'rights' 

is one in which 'their' differences have not only become popularized and solidified, but also one in 

which those differences have becorne 'trendy * . As Trinh Minh-ha ( 1995, p.266-7) explains: 

now, i am not only given the permission to open up and talk ... i am also encouraged 
to express my difference. My audience expects and demands it ... They, like their 
anthropologists whose specialty is to detect ail the layers of my falseness and 
truthfùlness, are now in the position to decide what/who is 'authentic' and what/who 
is not- 

According to Gareth Griffiths (1995, p.24 1 ), "when 'authentic speech' becomes conceived as ... a 

fetishized cultural commodity it may be employed to enact a discourse of 'liberal violence', re- 

enacting its own oppression on the subject it purports to represent and defend". 

We should not undemine the role external notions of 'authenticity' play in the politics of 

Indigenous struggles, including land struçgles. 1 would argue that Mi'kmaq, Welastekwiyik and 

Wabanaki movements have over the yean çained New Brunswickers' 'sympathy' for Aboriginal land 

riçhts. Part ofthat sympathy, of course, denves from fetishized notions of the 'green Indian' or  the 

'environmentally sound Indian'. As a result, when Wabanaki loggers went into the woods to exercise 

their Abonginai 'right7 and indiscrirninately cut down trees wherever they could gain access, a large 

majority of New Brunswickers were outraçed. It almost seems as though the 'sameness' of the 

process. the commercial enterprise of logging, relinquished any 'right' Aboriginals may have had 

to the land. In other words, the perceiveci 'diRerences7 of Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik Peoples have 

become solidified to such a degree that anything they do which appears to be reflective of 'white' 

culture becomes labeled as 'unauthentic'. It is here, of course, that the discourse of sameness takes 

control, and within this discourse equal treatment serves as the mle of thumb. And if everyone is the 

same then they ought to be treated in a similar manner such that no special 'privileges', such as 



Aboriginal 'rights', are dowed. 

Ciearly, there are reai dangers in advancing authenticity claDns and authentic Indigemus 

representations - a danger that manifèsts even more insidiously when appropriated and expressed 

through 'white' mediums of It is therefore crucial to explore and expose the maniia 

in which this 'authenticity conundrum' ac-s itself vis-à-vis idgenous land smggles. As 

Gnffiths (1 995, p.237) notes, authenticity clamis: 

... by overwriting the actual complexity of difference, rnay write out that voice as 
effitively as eark  disaourses of reportage. In fact, it may weli be the same proces 
at work, and the result =y be just as crippliog to the efforts of ùidigenous peoples .... 

The crippling effect of the authenticity conundrum is evident in Minh-ha's (1995, p.268) comment: 

Every path I/i take is edged with thom- On the one band, i play into the Saviour's 
hands by concentrathg on auhdciity, for my attention is numbed by it and diverted 
h m  other, more Emportant issues; on the other han4 i do feel the necessity to retum 
to my so-called rootq since t hey are the fout  of my strength, the guiding arrow to 
which i comtantiy refer before heading for a new direction 

These types of 'xhizophrpnic' understandings of 'seif?, of Indigenous identity and what that 

means to self-in-community development, are but another colonial manifestation, part of 

"colonialism's culture"(Thornas, 1994) . How many times have those of us who are 'white', those 

of us belonging to the colonkm culture been forced to deal with authenticity concerns? 1s there such 

thing as an authentic Dutch or Canadian identity? Does it even matter to us? To therefore not ask 

"whose mteffsts are king served by this tetreat into preserving an untainted authentic@?' (Brydon, 

1995, p. Ml), to overlook the reaüzation that the ideai of authenticity is relative and context-bod 

(Fee, 1995, p.245) is to ignore a power/knowledge batte that has increasingly corne to play a criticai 

role in all contemporary Indigenous stniggles. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has developed a conceptual 'stage' upon which to namte the ways in which 

mechanisms of power merge, converge, invest, transform and disphce the interface(s) between 

colonial structures and Indigemus agency. Focusing on power, postcoloaial d discourse aaalysis 

'props' enables me to expbre the mamer UI which Aboriginal 'rights' discourse produces a cenain 

economy of 'kmwledge' aad 'tniths', and to àvestigate how thip dissemination thmugh the 

Abriginai 'rights' trickster influences Wabaoaki respooses to a d  actions in the 'logghg issue'. At 

the sarne tirne, these analytical tools allow me to rnove beyond static binaries, to prob1e- 

'subjects' and 'experiences' in such a way tkit Iiighaghts the nmhipkity of identities and perspectives 

withui Mi'krriaq and Weiastekwiyik o o f ~ ~ l u a i t ' i  As such, these took cnticidly engage a recognition 

ofthe divergent pulls on 'icientay' whrh cbknge and subvert cultural 'authority' and 'autbenticïty' 

claims. Application of these tools, therefore, will infonn the subsequent analysis of the Abriginai 

'rights' trickster, beginning with its performance in the New Brunswick provincial court. 



Cbipttr Thnt 
Legai dynamia of the Aboriginal 'rights' hicksttr 

Introduction 

" t  des ofright," asks Michel Foucault (1980a, p.93)' "are implemaited by the relatioos 

of power in the production of dûcours*r oftnith? Or dternatively7 what type of power is suscepti'ble 

ofproducing discourses of trtsth that in a Society such as ours are endowed with such potent e@kts?'' 

W& tliis metfiodologid pre~nxupation serving as a backgmm4 F o u d t  bas sougbt to expose not 

only how right is an instrument ofdomination but also the extent and f o m  in wbich right, and ai l  its 

associated agencies of application, transmits and puts in motion relations of domination (Foucault, 

1980a, p.95-95). The following chapters of ttiis thesis engage in a s d a r  project vis-à-vis Aboriginal 

'rights'. This chapter begins this critical engagement by drawing upon the trilogy of Thomas Peter 

Paul cases in New Brunswick, which sparked the 'logging dispute', to explore not only the legd 

dimensions of Aboriginal 'rights' discourse, but alw to expose the type of 'knowledge' and 'truths' 

this discourse draws upon and reafbns. 1 am thereby acknowledging Foucault's assertion that "...it 

is truth that make the laws, that produces the tme discoune which, at least partiaiiy, decides* 

transmits, and itself extends the effêcts of power" (Foucault, 1980a, p.94). This acknowledgment 

is particulady signifiant given that the struggle over land in Turtle Island has predominantly played 

itseif out in ' Canadian' courtrooms. 

At the same the, as Jane Flax argues, each discourse has its own set of rules or procedures 

such that 'tmth' is always contextuai anci rule dependent. "The rules of a discourse enable us to make 

certain sorts of statements and to make truth claims, but the same rules force us to reniain within the 

system and to make oniy those statements that conform to those niles"- 1992, p.452). Resolving 



conflicts, therefore can only occur ifthere is "piior agreement on the des, not the compelling power 

of objective tmth"(Fiax, 1992, p.452). Abonginal groups or individuals who bring, or are for& to 

b ~ g ,  their land stnigsies within the rubric of Aboriginal 'nghts' must do so within a set foundation 

of d e s  that govern not only the production of the discourse but also the nature of Abonginai c l a h .  

What 1 therefore explore in this chapter is what those rules are that govem Aborighd 'nghts' 

discourse, and more specificalfy how the ambident hctioaiag of these rules serve to police 

counter-hegemonic spatial displacement. 

This chapter begins by reviewing what the vanous courts said in the Thomas Peter Paul case 

in order to gain an understanding of how the d e s  and assumptions that govern Aboriginal 'rights' 

discourse play thernselves out withh the legal realm While I recognize that fiom a legal perspective 

this is a 'weak" case with which to explore Abongiaal 'rights' and 'title' arguments (van der Laan, 

personal communication, Feb~acy 1999), the underlying assumptions of the discourse and the r eah  

of 'truths' upon which the discourse depends, and with which 1 am most concemed, are as 

distinguishable in this case as in any other. As lawyer Jake van der Laan explained, Aboriginal 

'rights' and 'title' are a lepi fiction (van der Laan, personal communication, February 1999)' and that 

fiction, in whatever form it may take in Abonginal cases, is based upon a distinctive body of 

knowledge. In order to outline that knowiedge base, as weil as its inherent contradictions, it is 

necessary to review the legal discourse that flows f3om that knowledge as evidenced in the Thomas 

Peter Paul case. As Homi Bhabba (1994% p.67) argues, "to understand the productivïty of colonial 

'In my discussions with Iawyers M e  van da Lam and Cleveland AUaby. it was acplained (o w chat this case 
was considered legaiiy weak because there had been no extriasic evidercce introduced to N I y  substantiate Thomss Peter 
Pad's Aboriginal 'right' daim, such as Abonginai orai testimOnya m!hmpologicai and bistorical evidence outlining 
traditional Aboriginal I d  use and occupation. This casea as Cleveland Aiiaby explained, was genedy based on the 
power of persuasion. as opposed to the power of evidence. 
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power it is crucial to construct its regime oftruth". For this reason, 1 will move on to draw attention 

to the sorts of assumptions embodied w i t b  rights discoune and explore its contradictory and 

ambivalent nature in iight of Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik landscapes. What becornes evident is that 

these 'legal fictions' serve to entrench a national narrative based upon a colonial image ofboth the 

landscape and its original inhabitants. 

Her Majesty the Queen versus Thomas Peter Paul 

As was noted in the introductory chapter, Thomas Peter Paul was charged under Section 

67(2) of the New Brunswick Crown km& md Forest Act, S .N.B. 1980, C-3 8.1 with 'ülegaily' 

harvesting bird's eye maples on 'Crown' lands. His defense in the provincial court rested on the 

argument that the harvesting of those logs was in fact legal according to a number of treaties 

negotiated between the British and Wabanaki in the 18. century. To support this 'treaty right' claim 

a number of historical documents were placed in evidence before Judge J. Frédéric Arseneault, 

including: 

Submission and Agreements of the Delegates of the Eastern Indians, December 15, 1725; 

otherwise known as Dummer's Treaty or the Treaty of Boston 

Dummer's Proclamation, December 15, 1725 

Treaty of Peace with the Eastern MickMack Tribes, November 22, 1752 

a Doucette's Promises, June 4, 1726 (two separate documents) and Doucette's Promises and 

Other Items, June 4, 1 7Z62 

2 ~ e  Trial Uansaipt reférs to these three documents as MaScarene's Tmaty. However, it was noted by the 
New BNnswick Court of Appeal that Doucette's Promises relatai to a treaty hown as Mascareoe's Treaiy, also & 
at Boston on December 15,1725. The Court noted that this trealy was not placed in evidence, but that it was a m  that 
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Belcher's Proclamation, May 4, 1762 

The defeuse's purpose for submitting these documents, despite existing legai precedents 

concluding the non-appücab'ity of some of these agreements to 'New Brunswick' Aboriginals, was 

tw O-fold. F ' i  the defense Iawyer, Cleveland Aliaby, argued that, notwithstanding disputeci 

territorial relevancy, the wordmg of these documents expressed British intentions at the time of 

execution vis-à-vis Aboriginal t d o r y .  It is important to recognke that the Atlantic 'Canada' 

region is classified as a Teace and Fnendship Treaty Aref13, r e f h g  to the fact that agreements 

entered into by and between Indigenous populations and the British in the 18"' Century did not 

ùiclude the surrender of any land by Abonginai Peoples (Bear Mcholas, 1994 and1996; Department 

of Indian Mairs Northem Development (DIAND), 1985). Generally, earlier treaties and 

proclamations were intended to "secure the neutrality or assistance of Indian Nations, ... to facilitate 

Indian trade, ...( and) to stabilw relations with Indian peoples to further the economïc and military 

objective of the colonial power"@IAND, 1985, p.2). However, and as Alïaby attempted to show 

in Peter Paul's defense, the spirit of those agreements did provide for a general recognition of 

Aboriginal interest in the land. Take for example the following paragraph containeci within the 1725 

Submission and Agreements of the Delegates of the Eastern Indians: 

... Saving unto the Penobscot, Narridgewalk and other Tribes within his Majesties 
Province aforesd, and their nshiral decedents respecbively, Aii their lands, liberties and 
properties not by them conveyed or sold to, or possess'd by any of the English 
subjects as afored .. (Arseneault, 1995, p. 55/20-25). 

Belcher's Proclamation, accordkg to the dâense, provided M e r  evidence of this territorial 

Doucette's Promises reflected the terms of the Treaty (Enbanc, 1998, p.3). 

' S e  the Nationai Atlas Idonnation %vice, Mine, HwJlS6.32.16 1/wanvnaisl 
selec~rndiadenglishmtmvlndi~html 



recognition by r e f d g  to d e r  enctoachment and possession taken "oflands, the propaty of which 

thqr [Aboriginals] have by treaties r e s e n d  to t h d v e s 7 '  (Respondents Submission, 1997. p. 40). 

This proclamation issued in 1762 demanded that "aU persons what ever who m y  have wüWy or 

inadvertently seated thernselves upon any lands resetved to or claimed by the said Indiaas, without 

any la* Authority for sa doing, forthwith to remove theretiom" (Respondents Submission, 1997, 

p.40). The proclamation then proceeded to outiine a geographicd description of the ana claimed by 

Aborigind Peoples: 

And where claims have been laid ... for Fronsac Passage and fiom thence to 
Nartigomeich, and Born Niutigonneich to Piktouk, and nom thence to Cape Jeanne, 
from thence to Ragi Pontouch, fiom thence to Tedueck, from thence to Cape 
Rommentin, fiom thence to Miramichy, and fiom thence to Bay Des Chaleurs, and 
the environs of Canso (Respondents Subrnission, 1997, p.40). 

By making reference to a number of historid maps in an attempt to delineate the area to be wvered 

by this description, defense counsel submitted that it did in fact encompass the area where Thomas 

Peter Paul harvested the bird's eye maples in May of 1995 (Arseneault, 1995, p. 73/14-20). 

The defense also argued that in addition to recophhg Aboriginal 'title' the documents 

expressly recognized and intended to prevent intefierence with 'traditional' activities engaged in by 

Abonginai Peoples at that t h e .  For instance, Aiiaby pointed out that al1 three of the 

agreements/prornises made in 1726 under John Doucette, then Lieutenant Govemor of Annapolis 

Royal, contained the foiiowing clause: 

. . .That the said Indians s h d  not be molested in theu Persons hunting, fishing, or 
planthg on their planthg ground nor in any other of their Iadul occasions by bis 
Majesties subjects or  their descendants (Arseneault, 1995, p. 59/25-30; 60/20-25; 
6 1/15-20 Emphasis added). 

Similarly, the 1752 Treaty of Peace with the Eastern MickMeck Tnibes recognited Abonginai activity 



as "incident to ownership''@apondent's Submission, 1997, p.8): 

... The said indians shaU have free liberty to bnng for sale to Halifbc or any other 
settlement within this Province, skias, feathers, fowl fish, or  my other thing t h q  
sbail have to dispose thereof to the bat idvanîage (Arseneault, 1995, p. 62/15-25 
Emphasis added). 

Accordingly, the defense wbmitted that the combination of di these documents, documents 

which have never been repealed nor the pursuant rights exthguished, clearly demonstrated that 

Thomas Peter Paul had the 'right' to enter upon 'Crown' lands as these were in fact lands his 

ancestors had reserved - hence never ceded to the Crown - for Aboriginal use and enjoyment. 

Moreover, Aiiaby argued that the specinc phrases "in any their other lawfiil occasion" and " any other 

thing they shall have to seU, where they shall have the Liberty to dispose thereof to their best 

advantage" gmnted Thomas Peter Paul not ody "fiis right to hmest thiogs that grow nahirdy in the 

forest" but also "the right to engage in commercial enterprises" (Arseneault, 1995, p.6Y22-28). Trial 

Judge Arseneault was therefore asked to h d  the defendant, Thomas Peter Paul, not guiity of 

unlawful harvesting on 'Crown' lands (Arseneault, 1995, p.86/10-15). 

While the defense's arguments were built specincdy on a historical understanding and 

interpretation of the aiieged criminal activity, the Crown's approach tended to be more 'modem' in 

nature. Crown Counsel, Keith McCormick, focused specificaliy on the commercial aspect of the 

harvesting, sutrmitting to the Court that this was the defining feature ofthe case at hand: 

He [Thomas Peter Paul] intended nom the outset to nit the logs for the purposes of 
resale, that is not for religious or cultural purposes but for the purposes of sale. The 
Crown submits that thïs is important (for) what you have here is srnaif scaie selective 
commercial logging.. . (ArseneauIt, 1995, p. 87/5-10). 

Before advancing this argument, howmr, Crown caunsel proceeded to ded with the some of the 

issues brought forth by the defense through the introduction of the various historiai documents. 
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With respect to the 1752 Treaîy ofPeace with the Eastern MickMack Tribes, the Crown held 

that this treaty did not apply to the case at bar as an earier Supreme Court of Canada (S.C.C.) 

decision (R v. Simon, 1985) had adjudicated that the relevancy of the document was restricted to 

members of the Shubenacadie band and theu descendants (Arseneauit, 1995, p. 89/20-25). 

The second issue dealt with by the Crown was the relevancy of hunmer's Treaty (1725). 

Here too the Crown submitted that the treaty did not apply to 'New Brunswick' as the agreement 

spdcally referenced Aboriginals within the Province of Massachusettes Bay where the Penobscot 

and Narridgewalk tribes of Indians were reputed to reside (Arseneaulî, 1995. p.91120-25). Crown 

counsel noted that whiie the document did "reference in passing the territory of Nova Scotia, the 

provisions conceming assurances given to the Indi am...[w me] made in respect of the Natives in other 

parts of the territory which is now the United States" (Arseneauiî, 1995, p. 91/28-30). 

Thirdly, Belcher's Proclamation (1752), acwrding to McCormick, had a limited jurisdiction 

on two fionts. F& the wording ofthe document implied that land encroachments were initiated by 

'white settlers' such that the phrase '1 do hereby strictly enjoin and caution aii persons to avoid any 

molestations' speaks directiy to private citizens and not the Crown (Arsenuealt, 1995, p. 1 1 511 5-20}. 

Secondly, Crown counsel argued that the proclamation's jurisdiction was fiirther hindered by the 

phrase 'W His Majesty Royai pleasure shall be signifiai of the Indians in their clahs". In 1784 the 

Province of New Brunswick was established by royal authority and thereby "His majesties Royal 

pleasure" was signified. Accordiigly, the combination of these two limitations led the Crown to 

conclude that the Crown LmirLF md Forest Act and the application of that Act to Aboriginals in the 

province were not uiconsistent: 

Belcher's Proclamation doesn't prohibit that especiaily since who are enjoined ... and 



the authority which is purportedly exercised by the game wardens in this case has 
been assenteci to by th M o m h  This document enjoins private persoas fiom doing 
things (Arseneault, 1995, p. 117f5-10). 

From the Crown's perspective, the " r d  meat of the issue ... the real treaty that counts is 

Mascarene's Promises made to the delegates of the Natives that lived in this jwisdiction" (Arseneadt, 

1995, p. 93/10-20). This particular treaty negotiated in Boston by Paul Masarene, a major in the 

British army, h December of 1725 was later ratifïed under John Doucette in Annapolis Royal 

whereby agreements made with Mascarene were recited in Doucette's Promises of June 4, 172@, 

including the right not to be molested "in any other their lawful occasion". 

Crown couse1 noted that according to the S.C.C. " it is incumbent upon an individuai who 

aileges (s)he has a treaty right to prove to the court that there is a treaty, the scope of the treaty, and 

that the activity for which (s)he is claiming treaty protection fàiis within the treaty" (Arseneault, 1995, 

p. 96/10-15). The question of central concem for the Crown, therefore, was whether the particular 

clause cited in Mascarene's Treaty, and specifically the phrase "in any other their lawful occasion", 

included the right to harvest logs cornmerciaiiy. 

From the Crown's vantage point the meaning of "in any other their l a 6 1  occasion7' refers 

to "those types of aboriginal practices outside hunting, fishing, and planting, or the exercise of 

religion which would have been recognized as such in those days and which continues today" 

(Arseneauit, 1995, p. 99/10-15). In 0 t h  words, Crown counsel submitted that if Thomas Peter Paul 

had a defense under M&came's Treaty then it had to exkt under the catchdi phrase of "Aboriginal 

rights". and ifit was an Aboriginal right then it needed to comply with those judicial rules goveming 

'It was noced by the Crown îhat such a ratification was necess~y because the ncgotiators in Boston recogaized 
that the Natives who Iived in Nova S d a  who were interestecl in ibis treaty were not there; their representatives were 
(Arseneault, 1995, p. 93/25-30). 
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the constitution of aboriginai rights - R v. Sirnout (1985); R v. Sioui (1990); R v. Sparrow (1990); 

DeZgamuukw v. Brilsh Columbia (1997). These des include the foilowing: 

The protection of abonginal rights (are) extended to those practices which were an integral 
part of their distinctive culture (Arseneauit, 1995, p. 101/15-20)- 

Aboriginai rights are intimately connected to pre-sovereignty aborigllial practices. They are 
site and activity specific ... (Arseneault, 1995, p. 101/10-20)- 

The nature and m p e  of an aborigmal ri& is determined as a fact fiom the evidence adduced 
at trial (Arseneault, 1995, p. IO 1/25-30). 

Given the above criteria, the Crown submitted that there was no evidence on the trial record 

showing that logging on a commercial basis was an activity carrieci on prior to the assertion of 

sovereignty in 1713' (Arseneadt, 1995, p. 104/1-2). Indeed, Crown counsel argueci that the evidence 

led by the defense was mostiy anecdotal- it was not the kind of 'professional' evidence necessary to 

reconstruct for the court what aboriginai society was iike pnor to European contact (Arseneault, 

1995, p. lO4/2-lO; 1 14/16-22). W e  the Crown did acknowledge the need to interpret treaties 

perspectively, as 'living documents' so to speak, such that the exercise of a treaty right changes over 

time in order to take advantage of modem means (Arseneault, 1995, 112/15-25), the commercial 

harvesting of logs was perceiveci by the Crown to be a "new phenornenon because it is economicaliy 

dnven and the dernand for the speQes and quaiity ofwood drives the search for it"(Arseneault, 1995, 

p. 1 1 1/5-8). In other words, the purposes for harvesting logs by Aborighals in pre-sovereign times 

'~he assertion of s o v ~ g n t y  date was deduad h m  the recitai in Uascarene's Treaty, which reads: "Wh- 
His Majestie King &orge by the commission of the Most Christian King made at the Treaty of Utrecht is becorne the 
rightfiil possessor of the Province ofNova Scotia or Accadie to its ancient boundarysn (Trial Tdpt, 95/14; 102/1- 
10). The appeal tnaiscript (1 18/5-10) nded that the Crown's d g  for the 17 13 sovereiguty date was that this was 
the date by which the Treaty of Utrecht ceded Acadie to the English Crown and that the area in question in this trial feu 
within Acadie. Justice Turnbdl, however, disagreed with this conclusion and argued that the date of jurisdiction might 
some day be vay important. He firrther co~tended that 'Her Majesty could not c l a h  jurisdiction acc0rdi.g to her own 
law d e s s  they came upon heatben lands.,By the 1700s the Indians in the province were Christians" flumbuii, 1997, p. 
119/10-15). 
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as compared to the commercial hmesting of logs today was seen by the Crown as "not simply a 

change in degree but a change in the very purpose" (Arseneault, 1995, p. 104/24). The Crown 

therefore appealed to Judge Aneneault to fhd Thomas Peter Paul guilty of iliegaiiy barvesting logs 

on 'Crown' lands. 

.. And the winner is? 

In August, 1996 Trial Judge Arseneault rendered his decision in the Thomas Peter Paul case. 

Having found that aü the essential elements of the charge had been proven via the trial a d  admissions 

in relation thereto, he defined the issue to be adjudicated on as foiiows: 

... whether the rernoval of the timber was 'unlawfuly' made since the defense is that, 
being a status Indian, Thomas Peter Paul is exempted fiom the requirement of 
obtairiing andor submitting to a Licence or permit by reason that he has a treaty right 
to harvest timber on Crown lands which said right is guaranteed in the Constitution 
Act of 1982 (Enbanc, 1998, p.5). 

By focusing specificdy on the phrase "in any other their lawfùl occasion" contained within 

Doucette's Promises of 1726, Judge Arseneault conciuded that harvesting trees did fd within the 

scope of this phrase, and therefore constituted a treaty right (Tumbd, 1997, p. 6/5-15; Enbanc, 

1998, p.5). Specificdy, Judge Arseneault found because ofthe language used in the promises and 

in the subsequent treaty of 1752, that there was a commercial aspect to the nghî, and that because 

commerce was contemplated in those documents that there did not have to be a ceremonial or 

religious aspect to the haweting (Enbanc* 1998, p.6). Furthemore, he also found that this treaty 

nght had not been extinguished by pre-codederation legislation, and that Thomas Peter Paul's 

harvesting of bird's eye maples on Crown land, despite the fad that those same lands were leased, 

was compatible with Crom ownership. Thomas Peter Paul was therefore found 'not guilty'. It 



should be noted, however, that Judge Arseneault did qu* the nature ofthis treaty right, arguing 

that its existence did not e x i d  to trees that are spoken for by other users (Tumbull, 1997, p. 74/1). 

It could therefore not encompass or protect activities such as "a native owned sawmiil company 

engaged h cutting wide maths into limits already granted to others. Incompati'bility woutd then be 

evident" (Enbanc, 1998, p.6). 

Not surprisingly, the Crown appeaied tbis judgement to the New Bdck Court of Queen's 

Bench by notice of appeal and both parties argueci their case before Justice John Turnbull on March 

3, 1997. By a written judgement dated October 28, 1997 Justice Turnbull upheld the trial court's 

decision and dismissed the Crown's appeal (Appellads Subrnission, 1998, p.4). Interestingly 

enough, while Justice Turnbuli agreed with Judge Arseneault's final conclusioq he did not concur 

with his rationale: 

With the greatest respect 1 am unable to agree that the 1725/26 treaties and 
agreements entered into at Boston, Casco Bay and Annapolis Royal and their 
subsequent reafbmations gave the Indians of the present provinces the unrestncted 
right to cut trees under the treaty aegis of trade (Enbmc, 1998, p.6). 

Turnbull, in fkct, took a much broader approach to the issue at hand by directing his attention 

to two concem: whether the British Crown ever obtained title to Indian land and whether Indians 

hacihave the right to harvest trees (Enbanc, 1998, p.7). To assist in answering these questions 

Justice Turnbdi took judicial notice of disputable historical data and engaged in his own independent 

historical research He therefore drew upon a number of documents that had not been entered as 

evidence in either the trial or appeal proceedings, including: the Treaty of Breda, 1667; Royal Grant, 

169 1; the Treaty of 1713; a report of a conference between the Governor of Massachusettes and eight 

Indian chiefs in 171 7; two accounts of Dummer's Treaty negotiations; an account of the treaty 



a post ratineation mbetiog; an exchange between Durmnei and Indiaos not redents of 

NOM Scotia; and a report nom the Board of T d e  to His Majesty9s Privy Councü (Enbanc, 1998, 

By combiig his own research wïth the evidence submitted d arguments made in both 

courts, Justice T m b d  concluded that: 

The trees on Crown Iand are lndian trees. Not exclusivety, but their nghts are 
protected by Treaty. The Crom has jurisdiction and dominion over aii land. 
Undoubtediy the Legislatute and Parliawnt can enact laws which affect treaty rights 
in New Brunswick Govemmmis rrm~t accept that Dummer's Treaty was understood 
to protect l n d h  land and recognizes the Indian's primacy when enacting legislation 
ifit mtends to emct laws afEècting treaty rights. At  the present time Indians have 
the right to cut t ~ c s  on ail Cmwn binds. If this provision in the Crown Lands and 
Forest Act had met the guidelines set out in R.v. Sparrow [1990] 1 S.C.R 1075 the 
law would apply to Mr. Paul.. My ratio is that the Act is not applicable to the Indians 
of New Brunswick (Respondents Submission, 1998, p. 17 Emphasis added). 

Given the significant ramifications of this judgement on the biggest industry in New 

Brunswick, and the province's interest m uphokiing its ownaship of Crown lands and forests, Crown 

counsel quickly proceeded to file a leave for appeal in the New Brunswick Court of ~ppeal6. The 

tbrust of the Crown's appeal was grounded m the foilowing: 

Justice Tumbull erred m hw m considering documentation not entered as evidence at the trial 
or appeal (AppeIlant's Submission, 1998, p.5); 

O Justice Turnbuii erred in law in deciding the appeal on grounds upon which the Crown was 
not afforded an opportunity to submit argument or c d  evidence (Appellant's Subrnission, 
1998, p. 5); 

Justice Tumbuii erred in iaw in fiMiag mt ody that Thomas Peter Paul was entitled to cut 
d o m  and remove trees fkom Crown lands as of right h m  hunmer's Treaty, but also in 

?he NW Brunswick Court of Appeal is made up of five justices This case wu heard by JlDtife~ Hoyt, 
Rice Turnbull, Ryan and Drapeau It is intdng to note that Justia I)rapeau was new to the bendi having only 
been swom in on Fdn-uary 20, 1998, replacing Justice L.C. Ayks who chose to become a supïumerary judge- 
The Thomas Peter Paul case was scheduld to begin on February 26, 1998 (Staples, 1998). 



fading to find that this treaty right has been extinguished by pre and post-codederation 
legislation (Appelloat's Submission, 1998, p.5). 

It shouid be noted that the first and only time extemai stakeholders were pennitted to voice 

their concems and opinions was in the Court of Appeal. The stakeholders selected to subrnit written 

statements and granted ' intervener' status were JD. Iniing Liited, Her Maje* the Queen in the 

Right of Canada, JUNper Lumba Co. Ltd., Big Cove F i  Nation, and the Union ofNew Brunswick 

Indians. The points r a i d  by the intemners and the Crown, according to the Court of Appeal, al i  

related to four key questions to be resolved (Enbanc, 1998, p.7) were: 

1. Could Justice Tumbuli take judicial notice of disputable historicai data? 

2. Should Justice Tumbuii have used the results of his exclusive research after the hearing 
without notice to the parties? 

3.  Ifso, does the evidence disclose a treaty or other right that exempts Thomas Peter Paul fiom 
the provisions of the Crown Lands and Forest Act? 

4. IfThomas Peter Paul has such an exemption, has pre-confederation Iegislation extinguished 
that right? 

In reviewing the various legal precedents goveming judicial notice, the Court of Appeal 

argued that not only had Justice Turnbuil erred in conducting and reiying on his own research, but 

that in so doing he had transformed the very nature of the case fiom one dealing with "the basis of 

a treaty nght to trade" to one premised upon "abonginal title7' without ever providing either counsel 

an opportunity to respond (EnbmK:, 1998, p. 13). For this reason alone the Court of Appeal held that 

the appeal shouid be allowed. However, the Court of Appeal noted that because Justice Turnbuii's 

"comments with respect to abonginai title to the Province of New Brunswick bave generated 

uncertaintf' ( E n h c ,  1998, p. 15). it was necessary to make some conclusions vis-à-vis Aboriginai 



title h m  îhe evidence presented in trial'. 

First, the Court of Appeai heki, as it bad on two previous occasions, thaî Dummer's Treaty 

and Roctamation of 1725 did mt appiy to New Brunswick as both docunmts m N d  specifically 

to Aborigiaals m the Province of Massachusettes Bay (Enbanc, 1998, p. 15). Shibrly, tbe 1752 

Treaty of Peaîe with the Eastan MickMixk T r i  was alPo deemal to be impplicable as "it has been 

held ody to apply to an Indian banâ in Eastern Nova Scotia" (Enbanc, 1998, p.16). 

Secondly, the Court of Appeal argued that neither Doucette's Promises (1 726) and 

Doucette's Promises and ûther Items (1126) "asserted or acknowledged any aboriginal title to those 

lands" (Enbanc, 1998, p.15). It was argued üiat ifanything, Thomas Peter Paul's ancestors, by 

signing these documents, "acknowledged not ody the Crown' s jurisdiction and dominion over the 

lands, but also the Crown's titie d rightful possession to the l d s "  (Enbanc 1998, p. 16). 

Thirdly, with respect to whether Thomas Peter Paul had a treaty right within the rope of the 

phme "in any otber their la- OCCaSiOn" coniaiied within NaScarene's Treaty, the Court of Appeal 

d e d  that "there was no evidence to support the clah that commercial tree harvesting f a  withn 

the mtended meanhg of the term" (Enbanc, 1998, p20). Iodeed, it was noted that the arnbiguous 

wording iu the treaty led both Judge Arseneault and Justice Tumbuil to opposhg conclusions. The 

Court of Appeal (Enbm, 1998, p 2  1) stated that the only way to resolve ambiguous wording when 

mterprehg a tRaty is to fobw ex trhk  evidence 'guideliaes' as outloied by Lamer, J. in Rv. Sioui 

(1990), which inchde: the continwus exercise of a 'right' pst and pr~sent; reasons why the Crown 

'In a lecture held ai Febnily 18, 1999 mtitled "Abaiginai Title in New Brunswick" held ai the 
University of New Brunswick, &ian Slattery canmcnted that a b  diastising Justice Tumbull fîx going beycmd 
his propet legal bUundary by making a decision in the absence of evidence, the New Brunswick Court of Appeal 
went beyond its own bamdary by similarly going cm to make sane suggestions about Aboriginal 'rights' and 
'title' in the absence of 
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made such a co~nrnitment; the situation prevaihg at the t h e  the treaty was signed; and evidence of 

relations of mutual respect and esteem between negotiators ancf subsequent conduct of parties. As 

this type of evidence was not submitted by Thomas Peter Paul and where he bearo "the burden of 

proving that his actions were authorized by a treaty... he cannot rely on a treaty right7' ( E n h c ,  1998, 

p.2 1). 

Finaliy the Court of Appeal Bcaniined wbether Thomas Peter Paul couid c k  exemption k m  

the Crown bmak ondFored Act under an Abonginal 'nght'. A number of legal precedents have set 

out a jurisprudential framework in which to determine and examine an Abonginal 'right'. Namely, 

that the specific nature of the activity in question is determined, and that the evidence led illustrates 

that this activity, custom or tradition was an integral and defining feature of the Aboriginal cuiture 

pnor to Euopean contact ( . b a n c ,  1998, p. 22-23). It was articulated by the Court of Appeal that 

the specifics of the aaMty in this case were the ''hawesting and selling of timbei'. The question that 

therefore needed to be addressed was whether this activity was an integral part of Mi'kmaq culture 

before 'contact'. Accordingly, the Court of Appeal noted that the only evidence brought forward by 

Thomas Peter Paul was that "he and other Micmac had been harvesting wood on Crown land since 

he was an adult, and that he had only begun commercial harvesting the previous fali"(Enbanc, 1998, 

p.25). The failure to provide any fùrther evidence that the harvesting and selling of timber was an 

integral and distinctive aspect of pre-contact Mi'kmaq society resuited in Thomas Peter Paul behg 

unable to daim an Aboriginal 'right'. Comquemtiy the Court of Appeal aiiowed the Crown's appeai, 

directed that a conviction be entered and remitted the matter to the provincial court for sentenceg 

'On June 19,1998 Thomas Peba Paul's counsel hled s notice of application for leave to appeai to the Supreme 
Court of Canada. A panel oftbree judges -ewed the application to examine whether or not the case was worthy of 
furthe- hearing. As many had suspecte4 the Supreme Court of Canada rejected the application concluding bat the case 



(Enbanc, 1998, p.26). 

While the New Bnwwick Couxt of Appeal's ruiing cumntly stands in relation to Aboriginal 

'rights' and 'Me' in the province, it has by no means resohred the issue. According to one newspaper 

editoriai, the trilogy of Thomas Peter Paul cases has lefi the 'Torests of the province, and ail the 

politics pertaining to them, in a mudciie" (TeIegrqhJour1tc12, 1998). "This is so fiir fiom setîied", 

notes the former head of the Union ofNew Brunswick hdians, "there is a camprehensive land 

claim, win or lose" (Hrabluk, 1998b). 

There seems to be a general recognition amongst all parties involved that the Thomas Peter 

Paul case was a 'weak' legal case through which to examine and decide the status of Aboriginal 

'rights' in 'New Brunswick'. The suggestion has therefore been made that either a test case or an 

Abonginai title case be initiated to 'resolve' the rnaîter or at fast to dari@ the nature and scope of 

Aboriginal 'right~'~ (Hrabluk, 1998~; Bear, 1998; Hrabluk, 1998d). A test case could pursue one of 

three Aboriginal daims: a treaty clah, an Aboriginal 'nght' or the broadest of them all Aboriginal 

'title' to the land (Hrabluk, 1998~). 

My preocacpation is not so much which Aboriginal claim ought to be pursued, but whether 

this type of stnitegy ought to be pursued at ail. My concern is not simply a recognition that the 

Canadian legal system as an adversarial system wiU result in a winner and a loser, or the diflBCUIty 

was too ' weak' to warrant the Couit's attention (Mommsen, 1998)- 

'While doing field fe~etllch in New Brunswick in Febrcl~iry, 1999 and in Spesang with Cleveland Aiiaby in 
ApriI 1999,I was i n f i e d  that there cirrrently is another 'logging cose'(E3amaby) working its way tbmugh the courts. 
Whiie the situation is simiiar to the Thoaias Peter Paul Case, the defénse has been upgraded h m  a ̂ nfty dollar 
to a million dollar defensen (Allaby, p d  ~ o m m ~ c a t i o n ,  Apd 1999) meaning that this time around a substantial 
amount of evidence is being entered into the trial, inc1ud.g hisioncal, oral, and 8~1thropological evihce.  Apparently 
there are a h  a number ofother 'loggbg cases' set to go to tn'al but AUaby noted that these would probably be 
postponed peading the outcorne of the Barnaby case. 
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Aborigirial Nations wili &ce m gaming access to the nnancml resources necessary for launchhg such 

a claim Rather, my concem is grounded m the very narrative of the legal system: the politicai and 

cultural agendas this narrative implicitly promotes, the ways of knowing it legithates, and the 

complex power relations t conq>lements Given haî the source of Aboriginal 'rights' is the canadh 

legal and political system (Monture-hgus, 1995) it is necessary to explore the ways in which the 

underlying assumptions or 'lrnowledge' on which Abonginai 'rights' k w  is grounded govems the 

legai performance of the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster. Can the counter-hegemnic narratives 

Aboriginal Peo ples bring into CO lonial courts subvert nation-state pedagogy? 

Canadian nation-state pedagogy and spatial sovereignty 

When pursuing Aboriginal 'cights' within the parameters of Canadian Iaw, one of the 6rst 

rules to be encountered, one which often becomes obscured within the forked-tongue of 'prior 

rights', 'sui generis interest in land', and 'prima facie ownership', is the Crown's assertion of 

sovereignty, and in tum its underlying 'just' tale or paramount lordslip over the land. This spatial 

imaginary premise applies not only to the Canadian system of law but also to the very foundations 

upon which the Canadian nation is constmcted. Justifications for this assertion of çovereignty 

include the presumption that Eutopeans discovered ' Amenca' (Gray, 1989) and that this 'discovery' 

"'under the  nom^ of international law at the time of contact ...g ave the d i scove~g  nation immediate 

sovereignty and ail rights and tale to the lands" (RCAP, 1996b, p.43). 

According to proponents of the common îaw approach to Aborigùlal 'titk', there is a 

s i p i f b n t  dîshction to be made between sovefejgnty and &le, a distioaion which for them is a lynch 

pm m the legal estabt'ihment of Aboriginal 'title' and 'rights'. Legal s c h o b  such as Brian Slattery 



and Kent McNeil argue that Crown sovereignty, whether it be asserted by way of conquest, cession 

or settlement would not affect private lands such that pre-existing private property rights wouid 

continue by Mmie of the doctrine of continuity: 

The public lands of the former sovereign and lands that were uwccupied and 
unowned in a de rnen t  would vest in the Cmwn as a consequence of the act of State 
by which the territory was acquired but other lands w d d  remain uaaffkcted (McNeii, 
1989, p.192). 

Setting aside for the moment the probletnatic dichotomies of private/pubiic and unownedlunoccupied 

lands, whatever path one wishes to pûsue within this narrative - be it comrnon or civil law - the d e  

of sovereignty acquisition remains intact. 

In the context of the 'Atlantic Canada' region one may ask the question of how the British 

acquired territorial sovereignty and the common response would be either by way of settiement or 

derivatively through conquest and cession fiom Fr- (McNeil, 1989, p.267-268). The question of 

how France acquind sovereignty will geaerally be answered within the realm of discovery, effective 

occupation or symboiic acts (Slattery, 1999). The 'knowledge' or 'truths' of these responses are 

grounded in an understanding that at the period of European exploration and senlement 'North 

Amenca' was l em mrllus - temtory not belonging to any recognized international entity (Slattery, 

Over the course of tune, the concept of terra mIfius was extendeci by European 
lawyers and philosophers to include lands that were not in the possession of a 
'civilized' people or were not being put to a proper 'civilized' use according to 
European defmitions of the terni (RCAP, 1996b. p.43). 

Being absent of any sovereign entities the 'new wodd' was legaUy vacant at the relevant time 

(Slattery, 1999), a vacancy argued to be evidenced by the absence of cultivation ( Bracken, 1997; 

Turpel, 1 989). 
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Every subsequenî Eutopean traxmction with respect to the land tbat flows h m  bere is 

therefore deerneà to be 'just' and 'legai'. This includes the Tmty of Utrecht in 17 13 wbere the 

French rebqukkù control of Amdia to B* the 1763 Treaty of Paris which ceded the reniainder 

of French Canada to Bntain; the varbus aeaties d e k a h g  the boindary between the 'Unaed States' 

and 'Canada'; the British North America Act of 1867; and the series of 'indian legislation' 

c- in the Iradi. Act of lm6 and its various amenâme* The whole structure depends on 

the prernise that North America at the time of European eaounter was Iegally vacant land availahle 

for appropriation (Slattery, 1999) and was 'legaiiy' open to Ibe assertion of sovereignty by whichever 

European crown could plant their flag m. 

This nationai narrative, as Patrick Monture-Angus points out, provides "no recognition and 

no respect that there are other traditions that came with this land" (quoted in Gray? 1989, p. 147). 

This lack of recognition and respect is after ali what current Aborigùial 'rights' and 'title' cases are 

ail about, in more ways than one. The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) report 

notes, "arguments IW<e discovery, vacant lands, uncivïiized peoples] which distoa the reality of tbe 

situation and converted dzrerences into infriori~ies ... are at the kart of the modem doctrine of 

Abonginai title9'(RCAP, 1996b, p.45). Indeed, respect for Abonginai occupation and traditioos is 

o d y  granted where they can be proven to exist (Slattery, 1999), and where such a claim is proven 

to exkt it is ahvays subject to the 'Crown' s pleasure' (Mandeii Pinder, 1 998). Solidification of this 

national pedagogy occurs through the very processes of 'dealing' with Aboriginal 'rights' d iand 

ckms domsticalfy. Sovereignty, as Brïan Shttery (1999) explains, is a question of international law 

wherPas AborigBial 'rights' to tbe lani, king deooed as property nghts, are a natter of domestic law. 



Couater-hegemonic nrmtives and spatirlity 

But are they, and according to whom? For rnany Aboriginai peoples the question of 'how did 

the Crown acquire tit!e to our land' (Mmdeii Pinder, 1998, p.19) is indeed a million dollar question 

that remains uaanswered. More importantly it is a question that cannot be compartmentalwd or 

divided into either a sovereignty or land issue as such a distinction is not necessarily understood or 

appreciated fiom Aboriginal world views- 

It is important to recognize a d  understand that the landscape described by the 

aforementioned 'Canadian narrative', in spite of its persistence and dominance, is but one among 

rnany. For Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik Peoples, as weil as many other Indigenous Peoples, land is 

defhed in a broad sense "... covering the environment, or what ecologists know as the biosphere, the 

earth's life supporthg system. Land means not just the surface of the land but the subsurface, as weii 

as the nvers, lakes (and in winter, ice), shorelines, the marine environment and the air" (RCAP, 

1996c, p.448). Oral teachings speak of land as '...a sacred source of We, Wce water or air. It could 

not be owned, bought, sdd or abused, but oniy respected, used and shared" (Bear Mcholas, 1994b, 

p.8). Ancestral voices in these narratives speak of a time when Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik Peoptes 

were fiee to carry out the creator's instructions (gkisedtanamoogk, 1996b) in accordance with a 

symbiotic relationship1° between humans and land that the peoples had practiced since time 

''On Aboriginal popla understanding of and relationslip with land, see: Royal Commission on Abonginal 
Peoples (1 999,  Treaîy Makine in the Soirit of Co-existence: An Alternative to Extinnuishment. Ottawa, Minista of 
Supply and Services; Linda Clarksan, Vern Moirisette, and Gabriel Regallet (1992). Our Responsiiility to the Seventh 
Generation: Indinenous Peoples and Sustainable Develmment, w~*peg,  Intematid Idtute for Sustainable 
Development; Report on the Royal CommisSion oa Aborighd Peoples (1996), Resûucturinn the Relationshib, voL2, 
Ottawa, Minister of Supply and Services, Wodd C w n d  of Indige~nis Peoples (19%4), "An Wan Without Land is a 
Dead Man",  WCIP Newslemr, I(Febniary); Roger Moody (1993), The Mgenous Voice: Visions and Realities, 2" 
edition, Utrecht, Intematid Books; Oren Lyons (1984). "Spirituaiity, Equality and Natural Law", in Pathways to Self- 
Determination, &. LLiüle Bear, UBoldt, and LA. Long, Toconto. University of Toronto Press. 



Our whole appmach to the re1ationship, to life that was around us, the earth We, the 
sky üfe, the water lifé, was ail about taking what we reaiiy needed to take. And m n  
in doing that we showed our respect for the fact that ifwe huated a moose, what we 
would be taking h m  a h d y ,  that the moose is a fw, or the deer or the fish We 
wouid be upsetting someone eise's f i d y .  And ifwe did that without any awareness, 
any cognition or respect for that famüy, that something would happen to our famiy. 
That is our experGence, ifwe live a Life that we don't care what happeas around us 
(KG, InteMew, March 1999). 

The symbiotic relatiomhip between people and land swved not only to govem modes of 

interaction and patterns ofactiMty with the naturai environment, but also provided Wabanaki Peoples 

with teachings about thanselves and their place in the universe, which in tum spumed the 

development of sociaVpolitical institutions (gkisedtanamoogk, 1996; Clarkson, Morrisette and 

Regaliet, 1992). As the Wampanoag man interviewed explained: 

The fact that they [ancestors] paid attention to the muskrats or the deer is based on 
a real aociait relationship to the land, because our identity was tied up with that. We 
had our deer clans, extended fmdïes of communities whose identity is tied to the 
deer, or to the moose or to the &on (KG, Interview, March 1999). 

A Miîgemag woman fiom Esgenoopetitj expanded upon this fbrther by explainhg how 

environmentai notions of intercomectedness extended to inter-nation relations: 

One cornmunity can't make a decision alone, it atfiects the whole temtory. We are 
talking about the Wabanaki Confederacy, the Wabanaki Nation and that is all of the 
eastern Coast. When you rnake a decision in one area it affects dl-.. And when you 
bnng the larger issues home, to your own personal circle it creates a lot of 
understanding. And when you have that understanding, how 1 waik, how 1 am, that 
1 have a responsi'biiity to wak a good way, 1 becorne aware because 1 am responsible 
for the well being of the community, and it grows fiom community to Mi'lmiaq to 
Wabanaki (GM, Inteniew, March 1999). 

Foiiowing these Iliinatives, it is not s~~lprising to discover that aot only are Wabanaki Peoples' 

identities Uitunately connecteci to the land but aiso to the exercise of sovereignty, to 'walk in a good 



way'. When Indigenous Peoples speak of sovereignty the notion iacludes fieedom of movement in 

one's own territory, fieedom to manage one's own territorial flairs, and the responsibility to 

maintain and safeguard territorial and social integrity. Certainly such understandings of sovereignty, 

the fieedom to be Mi'knaq and Welastekwiyik, have arisen out of a more recent history of rapid 

change and stniggle- As Mi'kmaq pet  Rita Joe (1991) articulates in her poem "The Hidden fences": 

Once upon a time 1 was in spaces fhe 
1 trod the land of the rainbow road 
My identity my own 
And ail the earth and sky my fnend. 
In barricaded fences of rescue 
Subrnission becorning my prison 
Now slowing to a trickle. 
My stride becoming a shufne 
The feather hanging Iunp as 1 signed the X. 

The more recent histories of Wabanaki Nations have not been a cause for celebration but 

rather "a painful education of the fact that so much has ben lost" (Bar Nicholas, 1995). 'Yes, the 

history ofmy people holds much pain which you see. / but 1 challenge you to look deeper: ask, what 

could the cause be?" (Montour, 1995, p.27). What causes an 85 year old Mi'kmaq man to look back 

over his Iife and comment, "this not Micmac country. .. poor Indian - he have no country - cali'em 

saanger here" (Quoted in Upton, 1979, p. 141). The 'cause' that 1 have heard most Mi'kmaq and 

Welastekwiyik Peoples speak about includes the thefi of their lands (Reid, 1995; Upton, 1979) and 

the usurpation of their sovereigntyty In 1749, for instance, Mi'kmaq elders and Chiefs spealaing to the 

Governor at Hatifax about the great thefi perpetuated agaUIst them stated: 

This land which you wish to make yowself now absolute master, this land belongs to 
me. 1 have corne fiom it as certainiy as the gras, it is the very place of my b i i  and 
of my dwelling ... Show me where 1 the Indian will lodge? You drive me out, where 
do you want me to take refige? You have taken aimost al i  this land in aii its extent 
(quoted in Hotmes Whitehead, 199 1, p. 1 14). 



Similarly, in an 1840 petition to Queen Victoria, Mi'kmaq Chief Pemmeenautweet stated: 

My people are poor. No Hunting Grounds - no Beaver - no Otter - no nothing ... Ail 
these woods once ours. Our fathers possessed them d l -  Now we cannot even cut a 
tree to warm Our wigwam unless the white man please (Quoted in Upton, 1979, 
p. 134). 

While the "white man and his courts" are pleased to interpret treaties within a national 

narrative, Wabanaki Peoples understand these historiai documents in a very dierent marner. Take 

for exarnple the 1725 SubmisSon and Agreements of the Delegates of the Eastern Indians. As noted 

earlier in this chapter, the New Brunswick Court of Appeal(1998) held once again that this treaty 

did not apply to Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik Peoples in the province because, according to their 

interpretation, the document referred specifically to Aboriginds in the province of Massachusettes 

Bay. From Abonginai Peoples' perspectives, however, this treaty of peace negotiated with the British 

in Boston was signed by leaders of the Wabanaki Confederacy on behalf of the various Wabanaki 

Nations, including the Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik: 

The t e m  of the Treaty in 1725 conform to a pattern that had been established earlier. 
It was buiit on the law of Nikamanen ~ ' k m a q  term for international law] ... For us, 
it served as a fùndarnental agreement on the nature of our relations, and it was to be 
renewed at appropnate intervals (Marshall Sr., Demy, and Marshall, 1992, p. 75 and 
80). 

Indeed, pnor to the amval of the Europeans the Iaw of Niknrnmeti was already well 

established and served to maintain peace and national territorial integrity in Turtle Island. "We 

carried on relations with other indigenous peoples throughout North America, among other things 

for the purposes of d e ,  alliance and ffiendship. All such dealings were based on mutual respect and 

co-operation, formalized through the treaty-making process (Marshall Sr, Demy and Marshall, 1992, 

p.75). Therefore, entering into peace negotiations with the British was not a foreiçn practice for 



Wabanaki leaders but instead served as a continuation of a pndce already weli entrenched. Such 

practice was not, however, based on coloniai concepts such as 'ornerslip of land' for giving up their 

land would be to terminaîe their existence (Bear Nicholas, 1994b). Rather the mindset of Wabanaki 

negotiators was based upon the principle of "...sharhg land with di creatuns [which] was integral 

to the Native concept of land, hence one could not renise a people wanting to live in and share the 

land in peace and tnendship" (Bear Nichohs, 119995 p.8). As the Wampmoâg man 1 h t e n k ~ e d  

A hdarnental respom'b'i of the Wabanakii ConWeracy is temtorial integrity and 
that means that no one mmmunity can deprive itselfofits own land base, and we are 
beginning to re-examine that at the Confederacy level because treatîes were made 
with the Conf'eùeracy. They weren't just Mi'- or Maliseet treaties, they were 
Wabanaki treaties and al1 other Nations were brought into those treaties. And those 
treaties were specificaliy to safeguard the temtorial and social integrïty of the 
Confederacy (KG, Interview, March 1999). 

Given these understandings of the historical process of treaty-making it should not be 

surprishg to discover that wmments Like the one made by Mi'bnaq Chief Francis Paul in 1853 that, 

"we treated as independent natio m... we are not the subjects of Queen Victoria" (quoted in Upton, 

1979, p. 135), continue to resonate throughout Wabanaki temtory. This was evidenced, for instance, 

in 1989 when twenty-nine Mi'lmiaq comrnunity leaders took part in a summit to develop a common 

approach to land and treaty matters culminating in a Dechration ofMi'kmaq Nation Rights (Marshall 

Sr., Denny, and Marshall, 1992): 

The Declaration rratnmis the Mi'bnaq cornmitment to the principles of self- 
determination, sovereignty and se~govemmen? ... These are not alien concepts, and 
they are not threatening as some would argue- They are based on the reality of 
historical record and on the prevailing mrms of international Iaw that guide the 
conduct of nations in their relations with one another @hsbalI Sr., Denny and 
MarshaIl, 1 992, p. 104). 



Similar evidence of sovereignty and nationhood can also be found in the meeting notes of a 

Wabanaki organization known as the Hunters and Gatherers (1997, p.3): 

We tell them "your laws do not apply to me" ... Our rights go back a long way. 
Treaties meant li'beration, a guarantee to not be dependent on the Crown. The htemt 
of the Treaty was the preservation of fieedom. Words in the Treaîy, FREE 
LIBERTY, have meanhg behind them (emphasis in original). 

As well, a dedaration made by one Welastehyik family in St. MW's during the midst of the 

'logging issue' articulated: 

We are Waloostookwiyik, and claim absolute title to al1 the lands of our ancestors, 
which have never been surrendered, ceded or given to anyone ... We have a right to 
our nationhood and seW-detennination, to d e t e d e  Our citizenship, and to live and 
move fieely about on our land. We do not recognize provincial borders or the 
CanaciidAmencan boundary which was estsblished without Our knowledge, 
participation or consent (Brookes and f d y ,  1997). 

The nation-to-nation relationship empbasized by Aboriginal Peoples and depicted through 

treaties is "... in the clearest terms, important and vital to the suMval of our cultural integrity as 

nations over our inherent sovereignty, jurisdiction and territorial viability" (gkisedtanarnoogk, 1996). 

One simply needs to listen to what Aboriginai Peoples across Turtle Island were saying before and 

afler the repatriation of the Canadian Constitution, or in their resistance to any provincial involvement 

in Aboriginal &airs, an involvement that despite protests seems to be intenswg in both scope and 

nature. One Mi'kmaq youth informant articulated: 

It is almost like a slap in the face that this [Thomas Peter Pauu case was brought to 
the province, appealed in provincial court, and that the provincial court is even 
questioning t h i s m e n e ]  treaty. This treaty was signeci between the Wabanaki 
Nation and Britain, so the fkt that they @rovince] are even questioning this treaty is 
k e  a ofjustice. A big part of this gas back to sovereignty. They don? see 
us as a sovereign nation, they don't recognize our sovereignty, our nationhood and 
because of that, they have the fU jwisdiction to take us to provincial court, to 
question those treaties. They way it is viewed by them is that Our treaties are dead 
because our nations are dead because we are 'Canadian' Aboriginals @H, Interview, 



Wabaoaki appropriation of the cobnial language of 'sovereignty', 'nationhood', and 'rights' 

serves two important ftnctions". First, as a counter-hegemonic narrative, it '"mts to a profouad 

ambivalence in the very narration of the aation-state itself' (Sparke, 1998, p.464) such that space, 

t d o r y  and jurisdiction become contested, matingent and negotiated te-. Secondiy, tbe power 

inherent in such commter-hegemonic narrative is having a substantid effit  wÏthin Wabanaki Nations, 

particukriy given the Uacreasmg ernphasis on Aboriginal histories, traditions, and languages. Indeed, 

younger Aboriginal Peopks are mcreasingly identifying themselves f h t  and foremost not as 'Indian' 

or 'Aborigmal' but rather as Mi'biiaq, Wekstekwjüc. "When 1 was young we wodd say, 'yea, I'm 

Indian'. But now children are sayhg I'm Lakota, I'm Navaho, I'm Cherokee ... That is very 

to  have a sense of themselves as being not only Mi'kmaq or Wehstekwiyik but also belonging to, 

bemg c i t k  of those nations- And this sense and pride of bemg Mi'kmaq or Wekstekwiyik is part 

and parce1 of the various decolonization initiatives - initiatives emphasizing language, spintuaiity, 

Aboriginal history - that have been taking place at the local levels: 

AU this stuff  we are talking about, not king able to be self4etennuUng, are by- 
products of colonialism. People forget who they are, they forget the real reason why 
we are here on this earth, and it is getting to the point that we cali ourselves 
'Canadians'. T'bat is soniething that is realiy big for me, last year especially. 1 am not 
a 'Canadian', I am not a cit'izen of the 'Canadian' Nation, 1 am a citizen of the 
Mi'kmaq Nation People have been saying that for years and now a lot more are 
saying it. We have come to that understandhg @H, Interview, February 1999). 

"1 have m e  to understand Cmm listaihg to n w#FI oîAborigïnal speakers during my years at St- 
Thomas University that such n d h s  are not neassarïly indigaious in a linguistic @no comparable word in 
Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik languages). This was articulatd by the Wampanoag informant "owning the land is 
not an indigenous concept, like rights, sovereignty, natiorihd W e  sort of react to these concepts. And the 
reason we have to react to those is because ifwe don't say we own the land that gives them justification for 
denying o w  presence on this land. A sîandard historic play on wordsw (KG, Interview, March 1999). 
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Ifthese are the understandings and ways of knowing prevaleat withùi a Wabanaki landscape, 

then how does this work within the colonial context of Aboriginai 'rights' law? Matthew Sparke 

(1998, p.468) argues tbat the voiciag of "contrapuntal cartographiesn can enable a rethuilong of the 

"coIonial fiontirs of national hiowledge ... subverting the notion of a singular national origin. .. and 

[a remmideration of] the discontinuous positions of native peoples" . Unlike the Delg~muukw case, 

the Thomas Peter Paul trial did not rely on hdigenous oral and cartographie evidence that 'roareâ' 

disruption into the national spatial imagery. Rather, this case's subversion potential hinged indelibly 

upon ''playing the garne aga& the game" (Sparke, 1998) by tapping h o  the ambivalence of colonial 

discourse as expressed in historical treaties. That there was power in this tactic of subversion is 

evidenced with both Judge Arsendt (1995) and Justice Turnbull's (1997) rubgs. Sparke discusses 

this same disuptive potential with respect to the arguments in Delgmmukw over the applicability of 

the Royal Proclamation of 1763. "It was the direct appeal to colonial law that came closer to 

disrupting the abstractions of suite pedagogy. It forced a fadical review of the limits of Canada's past 

in space" (Sparke, 1998, p.479). 

The question that remains, however, is how close can Abonginal Peoples corne in actually 

displacing Canadian date pedagogy through Aboriginal 'rights' discourse? According to Sparke 

(1998, p.479). despite the disuptive potential of appealing to histoncal colonial law, it "was no equai 

to the court3 colonial clasp on the dominant apparatus of powerhowledge in the present". One can 

not ignore the paradox Abonginai Peoples find themselves in when appropriating the canon of 

Abonginal 'rights' as an ally in the process(es) of substantiatïng their counter-hegemonic narratives. 

Having land cl- adjudicaed by a Ciuÿidian court acknowiedges date juridiction on these matters, 

an acknowledgment of jurisdiction that not 0 3  envelops Aboriginal Peoples and Nations within a 
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naiion-state effect, but tbat m han invests the state with the power to define the sature, scope, and 

beneficiaries of Aboriginal 'rights'. It can therefore be argued that appealiag to or appropriating 

Aborïgid 'rights' discourse 'aBriies' tbe &estate to t~spass into the kart of Abonginal cultures 

through its power to adjudicate on trsiditions, customs, and pracfices, ali of which are intituately 

linked with Abonginai understandings of W d u d  and collective identities. 

Notions of 'other', 'authenticity' and historia1 passivity in Aborigiiial 'ngbb' b w  

To gain an appreciation of what 1 am referring to, it is necessary to tum back to Aborigmal 

'rights' Law in an effort to explore how this discome understands Abonginal Peoples and cultures. 

1 classify this as another d e  of discourse witbh the power-knowledge complex of Aboriginal 

'rights', namely the d e  of 'othea'. This d e  piays a very sigdica~t rote precisely because the 

d e m  dichotomy inhetent in Aboriginal 'rights' law sets out 'authentic' boundaries that may not 

be crossed ZAboriginai 'rights' and 'title' clairm are to be awarded. To understand how this plays 

itseif out, one needs to fntifally examine the various standards or tests set out within the legal 

precedents govemhg Abonginai 'rights'. 

For Histance, m R v. V m  der Peel (1996, p.549) Supreme Court Justice Lamer stated, "AO 

be an aborigmal ri@ an activay must be an elexnent of a practice, custom or tradition integrai to the 

distfnctive culture of the aborigmal group clamiiag the nght". In Parnqfewoon (19%) Justice Lamr 

went on to argue that prior to appiying thk test 'the court must nrst idente the exact nature of the 

actMtyclaimed to be a right and must then ga on to detemime whe ther... that act- could be said 

to be a d e m g  feature of the cuhue m question prior to contact with tbe Empeans'' (quoted in 

E h ,  1998, p.22). Thus in the T'bornas Peter Paul case the actMty clairnad to be a 'nght' was the 



commercial harvesting oftirnber. The question therefore fhcing the court(s), as set out by the various 

Aboriginal nghts tests, was whether this practice was " ... rmted in the pre-contact societies of the 

aboriginal community in question" (Enbrc, 1998, p.24). And wMe continuity of the a* 

claimed to be a 'right' is deemed to be a m e r  consideration, the Supreme Court noted in 

Delgumuukw that any "practice, custom or tradition that arose solely as a response to European 

influences do[sic] not meet the standard for recognition as aboriginal rightsn (quoted in &km, 

Given these criteria, it is not sutpnsing that Crown counsel in the Thomas Peter Paul case 

consistently ernphasized the commercial natun of the activity in question: 

We're not dealing with somebody that's cutting wood for ceremonid or religious 
purposes or purposes deaüng with natives. This case has very narrow application 
because it deals with somebody who is engaghg in smaii scale cornmerciai fogging 
(TunibuIl, 1997, p. 33/15-20). 

Later on McConnick reiterated again: 

What is the nature of the right claim? Smali scale commercial logging. What is the 
evidence to show that pnor to the arriva1 of the Europeans the natives in this part of 
the country had invdved themselves in even bar te~g  logs? None. There's not one 
shed of evidence (Turnbuli, 1997, p. 46/20-25). 

The absence of  evidence to which he is referring is. of course, not just any evidence. 

Abonginal 'rights' law demands specitics rooted in 'pre-contact' times. Indeed, when Justice 

Tuxnbuii asked %hat's wrmg with calling it making a living oî€the land" (Turnbull, 1997, p. 4811 7- 

18), the response by Crown c o d  was that such an argument had been specifically rejected by the 

Supreme Court. In Gtdione, for instance, the Supreme Court argued that "there is no point in the 

appellants' being shown to have an aboriginal rigbt unless the aboriginal right includes the actual 

activity in which they were engaged" (quoted in TurnbuU, 1997, p. 4915-8). In Van der Peet the 



majority of Supreme Court Justices agreed that: 

Where two customs exist, but one is incidental to the other, the custom which is 
integral to the aboriginal community in question will quf i@ as an aboriginal right, but 
the custom that is incidental wiii not- Incidentad practices, customs or traditions 
cannot qualii as aboriginal rights through a process of piggybacking on integral 
practices, customs or traditions (quoted in Tumbull, 1997, p. 5 1/15-20). 

Such standards certainiy lead one to question, as Justice Turnbull did, 'what's lefi'? The 

Crown counsel's response was, "dl kinds of things are le& aii the core things; hunting, fishing, ali 

the things that aboriginals did before the amval of the white men" (Turnbull, 1997, p- 52/5-10). But 

what are these things that Aboriginais did prior to European 'contact' which can, under Canadian 

taw, be recognized as aboriginal 'nghts'? "1 don't know my Lord.. 1 don7t know" (Tumbull, 1997, 

InterestingIy enough, while this lack of knowledçe extends to what Aboriginal Peuples did 

prior to 'contact', it does not seem to extend to the classification of non ~boriginal 'pre-contact' 

activities. For instance, McCormick arçued at trial that : 

there was wood gathered in pre-sovereignty times and there were things made out of 
them, but my suggestion is that you can not keep the commercial aspect out of it 
because it is not simply a change in the vecy degree, but it's a change in the very 
purpose (Arseneault, 1995, p. 10420-25). 

He goes on to argue as follows, "it's a relatively new phenornenon because it is economically driven 

and the demand for the species and quality of wood drives the search for it7' (Arseneault, 1995, p. 

1 1 l / S l  O). 

What emerges in this discourse is a "Iine of thinking which reasons that 'selling' is a money 

econorny concept, and in pre-contact times there was no money economy" (Clark, 1996, p. 1). Even 

if Thomas Peter Paul would have provided the necessary 'evidence' to establish a 'pre-contact' trade 



in timber, would it have made a merence? Ifone examines the Mmshafl case - which dealt with the 

selling of fish - and the Pmajewotz case - which dealt with garnbling - the answer is clearly 'no'. In 

both these cases evidence was provided to the court indicating that these activities, bartering fish and 

garnbling, existeci prior to European arrivai. Both courts' focus, however, fell not upon the existence 

of these activities in 'pre-contact' times, but rather on the nature of and scale upon which these 

activities were being carried out today (CIark, 1996). In fact, the "concIusion reached by the courts 

was that modern forms were not permissible, precisely because, being modem as to style and scale, 

they were not aboriginal" (Clark, 1996, p.2). 

It should be noted that the 1997 Suprerne Court decision in Delgamirrrhv did provide a more 

'liberal' interpretation of Aboriginal activities vis-à-vis use of the lands where 'title' is proven to exist. 

In making a distinction between Aboriginal 'rights' and 'title'12, the Court stated that the test for 

'proving' Aboriginal 'title' is "to show that their ancestors had exclusive occupation of the lands at 

the tirne when the Crown asserted sovereignty" (Mandell Pinder, 1998). Relevant evidence to prove 

such occupation includes: Aboriginal laws, perhaps "a land tenure system or laws governing Iand 

usel'(Quoted in Mandell Pinder, 1998, p. 13); past physical occupation such as dwellings, cukivation 

and enclosure of fields, and regular use oftracts of land; present physical occupation, with or without 

inteference, as long as the "substantiai connection between people and Iand is maintained" (Quoted 

in Mandell Pinder, 1998, p. M), and oral histones13. 

' % l e  Supreme Court recogoized a range of Aboriginal 'rights', a range which depended upon the degree of 
comection to the land. Accordingly, Aboriginal 'rights' involve practices integral to the Aboriginal society before 
'contact', but no title is proved (the standard 1 therefore described above continues to prevail); Site specific 'nghts' refer 
to certain activities at particda places; and 'title' is a nght to the land itseif(Mandeii Pinder, 1998). 

" ~ h e  Delganiuuhv case called for the recognition and respect dora1 testirnonies. that they be given 'due 
weight' by the courts and be p l a d  on 'equal fmting' wvith other historiciil evidtnce the courts are familiar with 
(Mandell Phder, 1998). The digiculty which wîll ernerge is how judgcs wvill h o w  how to give oral histories their due 
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Where title is established, the Supreme Court held that "aboriginal title is not Iunited to the 

right to carry on traditional praaices or activities [but] ... is a broad right to the exclusive use and 

occupation of land for a variety of purposes" (Mandell Pinder, 1998, p.3). The variety of purposes, 

however, "..is abject to the Limitation that they must not be irreconciiable with the nature of the 

attachment to the land which forms the basis of the particular group's aboriginal title7' (quoted in 

Mandell Pinder, 1998, p.5). Once again, one wonders what types of activities are deemed to 

"maintain a substantial connection to the land" or held to be "irreconciiable with the nature of 

attachment to the land", and according to whom? As Mandell Pinder (1998, p.7) note in their 

analysis of DeIgctmu~~kw, "we can envision legal and political debate, now and in the friture, over 

where the line is drawn ... 1s the native connection to the land broken when the land is used to build 

a shopping mail? A saw miil? The tine is very blurry". 

Men one begins to examine aitically what Canadian law is saying about Aboriginal Peoples 

and their -'rights', what begins to filter to the forefkont is a pecuIiar notion of 'aboriginality'. 

Certainly, the udthern dichotomy is consistent with eariïer colonial discourses which similarly sought 

to impose rigid boundaries between colonists and Natives. As Franz Fanon (1963, p.45-46) argues, 

"the colonial context is characterized by the dichotomy it imposes upon the whole people". V.Y. 

Mudimbe (1988, p. 4) similarly asserts: 

Because of the wlonizing structure, a dichotomizing system has emerged, and with 
it a great number of m e n t  paradigrnatic oppositions have developed: traditional 
versus modem; oral versus written and printed; agrarian and customary communities 
versus urban and industrialized civilization.. . 

The colonking structure to which Mudimbe refen indudes the projeet of "acquiring, distributing, and 

weight and how these histories are going to be interpreted by judges. Given the colonial dichotomies exkting within 
Abonginai 'rigbts' discourse, this d d  prove to be a very dangerous evidentiary tool. 
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exploiting lands in the colonies" (1988, p.2), a project which was/is clearly facilitatecl by the grrat 

divide between traditional and modern worlds (Robins, 1998). Big Bear was nght on the mark when 

he commented t h s e  many yeam ago, "the land, it is always about the land" (CBC, BigBeur, 1999). 

However, the way in which 'abonginaiity' rnodalities around land play out within colonial 

diswurses points to their inherent ambiguities and ambivalence: 

It is the force of ambivalence that gives the cofo~ai stereotype its currency: ensures 
its repeatabiiity in changing historiai and discursive conjunctures; informs its 
strategies of individuation and rnarginaiization; produces the effkct of probabTstic 
truth and predictability which, for the stereotype, mua always be in excess of what 
can be empincally proved or logicdy constructeci (Bhabba, 1994% p.66). 

For instance, earlier colonial discourses constructed both the 'new worid' and its inhabitants as 'wild', 

'savage' and 'uncivilized' (Reid, 1995; Wynn, 198 2 ;  Burtis, 1860; Haliburton, 1829). To thecefore 

bring 'civiiization' and 'progress' to this world required 'knobstructed access to the land" (Reid, 

1995, p.33), where the 'salvation' of original peoples depended upon theù being made 'civilized' as 

well. "The civilization of aboriginal peoples would require the adoption of agricultural modes of 

subsistence ...[ and] educating them in agricultural methods and technologies (as well as the English 

langage)" (Reid, 1995, p.41). In other words, access to the land, aibeit extremely ümited, depended 

upon Abonginai Peoples becoming white, becoming "liberated from their masters" and disjointed 

fiom the "haunts and habits of their forefathers" (Gesner, 1847). 

Today however, the t h e d i s c o u n e  of Aborigbd 'nghts', which continues to embody this coloniaI 

stereotype, claims that these "haunts and habits of the forefathers" are those customs and traditions 

integral to Aboriginal cultures, and that their contirnid existence and practice must be proven in 

order to secure access to lands and resources. In other words, the purity of the ushhem dichotomy 

continues to prevail and exercise its authority, albeit in an ambivalent fashion, to continue to deny 
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Abonginal Peoples access to land. 

disco- 'timeneeres' horiginai cultures, and in so dohg limits those who can lay daim to having 

Abor$$.mil 'rights'. In this tashion 'rights' discoune continues on with Indm Act practices, namely 

defning who is and who is not 'Indian' or 'Aboriginal' in accordance to definitions that arise fiom 

the consciousness and imagination of the nation-statel'. The &dence needed to prove a 'rights' 

daim in a Canadian court of law is akin to pulling out one's Indian status carci, where a failure to 

prove one's clah indicates a lack of 'authenticity' . 

At the same tirne, the soiidifkation of Aboriginal cultures within this 'rights' discourse 

perpetuates 'us and them', 'there and now' type of analogies which serves to reinforce an 

understanding of coloniaiism as being characterized by the binary relations between colonized and 

colonizer. This in tuni projects a number of arnbiguous 'truths' about both colonial history and 

Aboriginal Peoples. 

F i  it denies Aboriginal Peoples agency, subjectMty and humanity. By focusing exclusivdy 

on 'pre-contact' and 'pre-sovereignty' aistoms and traditions, Aboriginal 'rights' discourse treats 

Aboriginal Peoples as blank dates to be written upon, as 'primitive objects' devoid of cultural 

creativity and ingenuity, as though Abonginal Nations housed themselves in 'glass boxes' to remain 

pristine and untouched. The abnirdity of this is evident in the very suvival and continued existence 

of Aboriginal Peoples and cultures, despite colonial efforts to the contrary- As Jender Reid (1995, 

p. 84) suggests, in order for Wabanaki Peoples to survive the turbulent changing landscape, they 

'%or ~ e r  rrding on this imagination see Dauiel Francis (1 992). The hapinary Indian: The Imag  of îhe 
Indian-, V B I ~ C O U ~ ~ ~ ,  Arsenal Pulp Press. 



needed to corne face to face with the colonial world: 

They exploited every niche in the settler economy that had not been closed to them.. 
Sumival requùed of Native people a clear understanding of the r d t y  of a changed 
homeland. Acquieschg to reality, however, did not sig* an acceptance of culhual 
meanings that had nourished the changes. 

Similady, Kenneth Momson (1994, p.123) in his article "Mapping Othemess" explores how 

Mgonquian mythology shaped and mediated Wabanaki Peoples' understandmgs of and interactions 

with European 'others': 

Algonquian religion stresseci that the struggle against the dangers of othemess had 
high value and that people (human and otherwise) faced responsibüity.. . wythology] 
established the ethical premises by which Algonquian peoples faced the challenge of 
history. Theirs were not defeatist religions. To the contrary, Algonquians h e w  by 
dennition that present trouble ne& to be faced constnictbeLy. 

A comrnon understanding of culture is its permeability, as well as its adaptive and regenerative 

capacities. As Edward Said (1993, p.217) articulates, "the history of aii cuitures is the history of 

cultural borrowings ... Culture is never just a matter of ownership, of borrowing and fending with 

absolute debtors and creditors, but rather of appropriations, common experiences and 

interdependencies of aii kinds". Claiming that practices which arose as a response to European 

infïuences do not q w  as a 'right', Aboriginal 'rights' law appears to 'punish' Aboriginal Nations 

for su~ving .  Moreover, such a daim embodies two key assumptions: nrst, that the cultural 

information flow was a one way Street (Harp, 1994), and secondly that cultural borrowing or 

responses to European uitluences equals ass~at ionl?  As explained by J e d e r  Reid (1995, p.89). 

ho wever: 

''One can eqyaily argue that this is aiso ssacwd to be me way process as historieal texts mver c l a h  chat the 
survivai techniques and technologies borrowed by colonists hm Aboriginal peoples assimilateci them h o  Native 
cultures. 



BBng Mi'kmaq wehstekwiyik, Wabanakï] did not signe a rupture with the reaüty 
of being enbenchcd in a colonial world, but neither could behg New World people 
negate a notion of humanity wntained in king Mi'kmaq. This duality afforded 
aboriginal peoples a vision of themselves with which they could withstand the 
pressure to become extensions of the British imagination that sou@ to make of them 
either British clones or dead Mi'kmaq. 

Secondly, the perpe<uation of 'us anci them' dichotomies within Abonginal 'rights' discourse 

projects aa 'innocence' and 'pwivity' on the colonkr's history. For Aboriginal Peoples to gain 

access to lands and resources through Aboriginal 'rights' law, they need to prove the &stence and 

continuation of 'pre-contact' practices, traditions and land uses. This onus of proof, however, 

obscures the existence of a pre and post-confêderation national agenda (Dickason, 1992; Polson and 

Spielman, 1993; Bear Nicholas, 1996). Whether hidden or irnplicit, the objective of this agenda was 

assimilation, or as Indian A&h veteran Duncan Campbell Scott noted 9 0  continue untii there is not 

a single Indian left in Canada that has not been absorbed into the body politic and there is no Indian 

question and no Indian Department" (quoteâ in Francis, 1992, p.221). To this end, numerous 

domestication laws and replations were enacted and enforced to dismantle those Indigenous 

institutions and aistoms which: 'disorganized' Indian AfEairS efforts; 'wsettled them' for senous 

work; encouraged them in 'sloth and idleness'; and served as 'obstacles' to progress (Elliot, 1921; 

Pad, 1993; Francis, 1992). The endurableness of this regdatory system had and continues to have 

grave consequences for First Nations, consequences often referred to by Aboriginal Peoples as 

genocidal (Smith, 1998; Bear Nicholas, 1996; gkisedtanamoogk, 1996; Harp, 1994). 

The idea, therefore, thaî 'rights' equals access to land where the continuation of customs and 

traditions can be proven to exkt silaices this 'active' and 'violent' side of Canadian nation-building. 

Ronald Wright (1998) argues that in order 'Tor whites to be at peace in this land they need to forget 
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this part of history", this part of hiaory including: dispossession of ancestrai lands and confinement 

on reserves, the abduction of Abonginal children, the establishment of residential schools, forced 

enfranchisement, the criminalition of traditional governments and customs, an 'Indian' registry 

system, denied access to land litigation, Indian agents, the disenfianchisement of Aboriginal women 

and their children fiom their own communities, management of Aboriginal Peoples lives through the 

111diat1 Acî, to name but a few. According to Patricia Monture-Angus (1995, p.591, "every 

oppression that Abonginai people have survived has been delivered up to us through Canadian law.. . 

Canadian law is about the oppression of Aboriginal people". 

Conclusion 

Franz Fanon (1963, p. 142) warns that "colonialism never çives anythinç away for nothing". 

The discoune of Abonginal 'nghts' within this context may be regarded as a 'concession' extorted 

by continued demands of and claims to lands and resources by Aboriginal Peoples. However, and 

as this chapter has demonstrated, the underlying assumptions or rules on which Aboriginal 'rights' 

law is grounded serve to entrench a narrative of Canada. And herein lies the colonial paradox. On 

the one hand, Abonginal use of this body of law as a response to colonial manifestations on their 

lands and in their communities has to some degree served to ward off fùrther colonial violence and 

trespasses (Bear Nicholas, 1993). On the other hand, it has also opened up the door and 'invited' 

continued trespasses on and violations of treaty established nation-to-nation relations. Therefore, 

even though the 'dubious dliance' between First Nations Peoples and Aboriginal 'riçhts' law is based 

upon counter-hegemonic narratives which potent ially (can) subvert the spatial imagery of the 

Canadian state, the ground rules or assumptions of this body of law police these narratives into a 
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nation- state e f f i  As the Wampanoag informant articulateci, "it doesn't take a genius to figure out 

that the way to respond to this colonial process is to stop participating in it and to revitalize a sense 

of ourselvesW(KG, Interviewy March 1999). The Mdty inbernit in such a response. udomuiaelyy 

is that the power-knowledge dynamics of Aboriginal 'rights' discourse does not end when leaving the 

'Just Us'16 buildings. Patricia Monture-Angus (1995, p.80) comrnents that , "even First Nations 

people are talking about our Aborigiaal rightsn. As the next chapter wiii show, the appropriation and 

varying degrees of intenialization of this discome, and the ways in which the Aboriginal 'rights' 

tnckster manifests itself within Aboriginal cornmunities, has created a variety of intemal dynamics, 

which have in turn heightened and expounded the 'politics' of land stniggles. 

%avid Gidmaric's book entitled Jndian CriAs of William and Mary Commanda d e s  refèrence to a 
conversation between then Chief William Commanda and Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau d e n  he visiteci Maniwaki 
According to W-fiam Commanda, the prime minister asked him if there was anything he didn't Iike with respect to the 
'Indian situation" in Canada Commanda's respoase was that he thought the word justice on the court houses wem 
speiied wrong. Thqr s h d d  have been spelled J-U-S-T U-S. See David Gidmark (1980). Indian Cr& of William and 
Mam Commanda, Toronto, McGraw-Hill Ryerson, p. 12- 13. 



Cbapter Four 
Commudty d y a ~ i a  of the Aboriginal 'righb' bickster 

1 see the spirit 
The load on his back, heavy 

He is WlSuTe of hïmse& so very shy 
The sprhg of the year awakens the song 

He sings through his We, but 
The pattern of history is in the way 

You ask whyl 

Introduction 

It was noted in the previous chapter that Aboriginaî Peoples have appropriated or allied 

themselves with the discoune of Abonginal 'nghts' in an effort to secure access to land and 

resources. Roderick Neumann (1995, p.377) argues that appropriation of the language of rights is 

a significant political act which heralds a new assertiveness. Certainly, one cannot dismiss the 

pressure such assertiveness has appiied to provincial and federal governments across this land to 

'deal7 with Aboriginal land and resource claims. According to Oren Lyons and John Mohawk. it has 

been individuais, not 'Indian' governrnents, that have led this stniggle by asserting 'rights7, taking the 

necessary action and risking the consequences. ''They were the heroes of the movement to those of 

us who sought Indian self%letemiination and independence fiom the state and federal bureaucracies 

and they were absolutely necessary to that smiggle" Gyons and Mohawk, 1994, p.60). In the 

context ofthe 'logging issue7, those Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik loggers who asserted their 'right' 

to harvest trees on 'Crown' lands had a profound &&t on pusbing the 'land baii7 into motion. Every 

Wabanaki individual 1 have spoken with about this issue could not deny that the actions of those 

individuals, regardles of motives, launched the land debate in New Brunswick into a new realm A 

1 Rita Joe (1 Wl), "Anatysis of M y  Poem: lm, in Lnu and indians We're Called, Charlotte Town: Ragwed 
Press. 
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conip~hPnsBP land clami filed a number of years ago by a group of Abonginais had tàiled to sokit 

any response h m  either tk provincÏai or fèderal govemment (HrabIuk, 1998a). According to Gary 

Gouid, Tor 25 years we've been cailing on the feded and provincial governments to conte and sit 

down and look at this evidence" (quoted in Hrabluk, 1998a, p. 18). By winning the iïrst two legal 

battle rounds, the Thorrias Peter Paul case forced the provincial government to look at this evidence 

and to take Aboriginal claims more se ri ou si^^ 

Having said that, one canwt examine the appropriation of Aboriginal 'rights' diourse by 

First Nations Peopies, and the success or Mures effectuateci by it, without placmg it in context. This 

chapter moves the location of focus 60m the courtroom into Mi'lunaq and Welastekwiyik 

communities with the UndecStanding tbat Abriguial 'rights' disfourse simuitaneousiy phys itselfout 

wahm and outside those communities. It is not sîmply a matter that this 'rights' discourse bas been 

appropriated, it is also important to ask why and to wbat effect? Nor can it be assumed that aU 

Aboriginal Peoples have appropriated the language of 'rights', or that it is appropriated and 

understood by everyone in a similar fasiiion. It needs to be remembered that those iodividuals or 

collections of individuais who ut* Aboriginal 'rights' discourse are subjects constituted through 

and by the 'politicized communities" (Lithman, 1984) to which they belong. 

This chapter beguis with an examination of the context into which Aboriginal 'rights' 

discourse is approp~ted to formulate some understanding of exkthg dynamics at play withm 

Wabanaki communities. Pos ta  boial tools of analysis are expedient in this context, particularly the 

problematizing of 'subject', ' exp iend  and ' M y '  wahin cultural representations, as they enable 

me to explore cntically how multi-layered social interfaces wïtb, diverse mterpretations oc and 

dinerential respooses to, culturai symbols s i m u l ~ u s l y  mobiüze and p o b  WabaMki 
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" intbeirarticulaao comminnnes nad exercise of 'rights'. Fobwbg the Aboriginal 'nghts' trickster's 

joumey through the conf%ontaîioaal pmcess of the 'Iogging aniggle', particular attention is pad to 

the ways m whkh the trickster soiicits the use of "contested, contingent and never absolute" (Cohen, 

1985) cuhrral symbols. These symbok, whose paformative fiiaction marks the spatial boundaries 

of commm&y7 fimftionambhddy wiChm the context of this struggie, for while they are henrssed 

as a medium through which to praent a coilective claïm, this chapter wili demonstrate that their 

intemai contestation results smniltaneousîy in enbanchg individual ckins as a result of colonial 

madèstations of power transmitted through Aboriginal 'ngbîs' discourse. 

The political milieu of chdian Country' 

To understand the context in which Aboriginal 'nghts' are being asserted requinsi one Grst 

to examine the politics Biherited by and inherent in 'Indian countq', politics tbat on the one hand 

reinforce a sense of cornmunity, while at the same tirne at odds with evidence of dislocation, 

iachding high rates of unempIoyment, hnüy violence, s e 4  abuse, suicides, alcoholism and dmg 

abuse (York, 1990; RCAP, 1996; Cayo, 2997). 

The contradictory and ambivalent miiieu of 'Indian country', according to Paulo Freire 

( 1  970) is contingent upon a "historicai d t y  of dehwilaoizaton" blended with a contemporary 

This vocation is constantly wgated, yet it is dlbned by that very qat ion .  It is 
thwarted by iojustioe, e x p b i n  and oppression, a d  îhe violence of the oppressors; 
it is afbmed by the yeamirig of the oppressed for fireedom and justice, and by k i r  
stniggfe to recover theu bst hurirsnity (Freire, 1970, p.26). 

For Anihony Cokn (1985, p.79, 'IodiPn couliry" is iuustrative of the begemonic b g k  of 'mtiod 
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and 'intemationai' pedagogies which "attack the old structural bases of community boundaries ... 

Communities respond by rebuilding their boundaries on symbolic foundations". As such, 

understandings and sense(s) ofbeiig within 'Indian country' are concumntly grounded in spatial 

location and displacement where cultural symbols serve to reinforce a sense of community despite 

evidence of social dislocation, 

For instance, and contrary to 'quality of We' indicators, 'Indian country' is tüled wîth the 

'wealth' of rnany d e s  and mich laughter, fàmilial communitarianism, a sense of belonging and great 

pride in being Mi'kmaq, Welastekwiyik, W a b d .  Elder Maggie Paul claims 'Tm cornfortable 

where 1 am. This is my community, where I live aad nobody on earth could make me move" (quoted 

in Cayo, 1997% p. 10). Mi'bnaq youth Wre Yale Augustine and Todd Simon argue that the best 

thing about Big Cove is the $niiüarity and bdonging, traditions and the employment of the Mi71rmaq 

ianguage (Cayo, 1997% p. 1 1). For Juanita Perley (1997, p.43) h m  Tobique, "culture and tradition 

are jus  iike getting up in the mornuig opaiing your eyes and being happy that you were bom Indian. 

This is how 1 always felt, I would not want to have been bom anything else". Perspectives such as 

these contradict statistical data depicting Aboriginal Peoples as 'disadvantaged'. As Patricia 

Monture-Angus (1995, p. 13) explains: 

1 just can't understand how Abonginal people are disadvantaged ... 1 have an entire 
community, or rather pockets of community ali over this landJwhere] things are 
done in a different way, against a different value system. So when the world of the 
dominant culture hurts me and I cannot take it anymore, 1 have a place to go where 
things are diierent. I simply do not understand how that is disadvantaged. 

The interface between a sense of wrnrnunity on the one hand, and a sense of dislocation on 

the other, are consti~ed through much more than material 'poverty', social 'problems' and cultural 

'wealth'. 'Indian country'. accordhg to Don Cayo (1997a) is also divided, inequitable and comipt, 
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where issues of accountabiüty and repre~etltation continue to rise to the surface. To understand these 

conditions requires one once again to turn back to history and into the face of colonialism, in order 

to explore how sirnuitanemus notions of placement and displacement within contemporary Aboriginal 

landscapes serve to incite individual and collective 'identity' as a site of multiple and conflicting 

daims. As Andrea Bear Nicholas (1996, p-63) articulates, "until it is recognized that current 

conditions in 'Indian country' are consequences of deliberate imperialism, the strate= of which is 

colonialism, there can be no Iiberation". Indeed, historical and contemporary forms of colonialism 

have instigated various displacement processes within Indigenous economic, social, cultural and 

political realms. 

First, there exists an I rd im Act originally passed in 1876 and based on 'Indian' policies t hat 

had developed in the lgh Century. Sometimes referred to as a 'legd straitjacket', it regulates almost 

every aspect of 'Indian' peoples' lives and hence idwas a direct trespass and intrusion upon 

Aboriginal sovereignty by removing al1 self-governing power and control fiom the hands of 

Aboriginal Nations to the hands of the 'white man'. This is why it is perhaps more suitably named 

the 'White Man's Act'(Gidmark, 1997), as it says more about 'Canada' then it does about Aboriginal 

Peoples. And while its jurisdiction is 'Indians' and lands reserved for 'Indians', its impact extends 

to those Abonginal Peoples who fall outside of its definition of 'Indian', and hence not entitled to 

'status' conferred by this Act. The dilemma that has arisen as a result of 'Indian Status', and the 

'benefits' that 'status' confers, is that it has divided Aboriginal Peoples along this arbitrary identity 

divide. As Rick Harp (1 994, p.50-5 1) explains: 

Proof of the effectiveness of this divisive strategy can bee seen in Native peoples 
actually organizing themselves along this designation into Status (most notably, the 
Assembly of F i  Nations) and Non-Status (including the Native Council of Canada) 



political groups ... Could t h m  be a more apt or blatant symbol of our colonial 
condition than the fact that our sense of who we are has become contingent upon a 
legal definition we have had no part in creating? 

At the same time, nobody in 'indian country' Likes the Indm Act, seeing it as "the most 

paternalistic, oppressive, piece of legislation that ever was" (Cayo, 1997a). Yet the paradox of the 

Indm Act lies in the fàct that Aboriginal Peoples are sharply divided about what to do with i t  While 

some screarn for its abolishment, others fear that it wiiI strïp away a last protective vestige of th& 

distinctiveness, and yet others "refer to the rights and protections it contains as almost sacred" 

(RCAP, 1996b, p.259). It is thdore not surprising that when there is talc in 'Indian country' about 

self-determination or seEgovemance, how ever they are defmed, the Indimt Act hangs like a dark 

cloud over their landscape. 

A second displacement process was the creation of 'reserves', which were inherited by and 

institutionalized through Canadian law. Reserves, or lands set aside for 'Indians', began as early as 

the 1? Century in New England and Acadia and continued on through the I 9& Century due in part 

to settlement pressures (RCAP, 1996c, p.473), although even these parcels of land came to be 

regarded as 'retardkg' colonial settlement of the colonf. The general phiiosophy behind resewes, 

apart h m  facilitating colonial land acquisition, was to  confine Aboriginal Peoples until they became 

'cidked'. "Once they had lemeci 'proper habits' of  industry and thrift, they could then be released 

into the generai society" (RCAP, 1996c, p.473). Control over reserves, sometimes referred to as 

laboratories (Jarnieson, 1978). as well as theu population was delegated to the federal govemment 

through Section 9 l(24) of the British North America Act and exercised through the Department of 

' ~ e e  ~n Act to mguhte the Management and Disposal of the Indian Rcsems  in thü Province (Nou 
Brunswick), 1844.7 Chapter XLVIL 



Indian Mbirs- '%en h a i e s  were first established, they were very much part of a plan to control 

Indian populatio as... Indians were even once prohibited fiom traveling off these resemes without a 

p a s  secured nom the Indian agent (Monture-Angus, 1995, p. 18 1). 

The estab- of -es, however, is not just a story of Abonginal land dispossession3, 

but it is also about the disruption and disorgMization of Abonginal families and comunities 

(Monture-Angus, 1995). Only registereâ 'Indians', as defieci by the Ihdiimt Act, hold the 'right* to 

reside on m e s  as 'Indian Staîus' equals an entitlement to band membership4. Pnor to 1985, the 

Indian Act  definition of an 'Indian' included a clause which stripped Aboriginal women of their 

'Indian Status' if they marrieci non-Native men. As result, a significant number of wornen and their 

children were banished fiom their communities and barred fiom their families (Native Women's 

Association of Canada, 1 Wl), becoming involuntarily disenfianchiseci fiom their own cultures and 

enfranchised into Canadian society. The philosophy then, as it is now, was that one could not be 

'Indian' and 'Canadian' at the same time (RCAP, 1996c, p.473). To, 'remove' oneself fiom the 

reserve is to assimilate into Canadian culture and to give up one's 'Indian-ness'. 

Over time, resewe residency has corne to be equated as the 'tme' or 'authentic' Aboriginal 

experience, as though non-resewe residency is somehow less real or legitimate (Monture-Angus, 

1995, p.180). It must be saki, however? that this dichotomy has not been lost on Aboriginal Peoples 

as some have embraced this distinction. 'This attachent to reserves on the part of some native 

%on Cayo (1 997a) in his report on 'Man country" notes that %e total amount of rcserve land set aside for 
Indians in Canada is less than the Navaho own in Arizonan (p,lO), whicb aztaidy indicates the enonnous extent of the 
colonial land grab- 

Vnder the Indian Act a band member is awarded various 'nghts' a r h  as Living on the m e ,  votiag in 
elections, owning and inhetiting properîy, having a sùare in the incame of band resources, on-reserve housing, and 
heaith, weIf8fe and educrt t id  &ces. See Joan Holmes (1987). "Bi11 C-3 1, Equality or Dispari9 The Effects of the 
New i d a n  Act on Native Women, A Background pape?, Ottawa, Canadian Advisocy Council on the Status of Womm 



peoples is just another example of the way we've accepteci, ifnot embraced, the boudaries 0th- 

have laid out for us" (Hirp, 1994, p.52). 

This on-reservdoff-nsaw dichotomy is of course problematic on a number of fionts. First, 

it has had a disproportionate &kt on Abor@d womai who "statistidy are more ükely to live off- 

reseme (Monture-Angus, 1995, p. 18 1). Despite Bill C-31, the 1985 amendment to the Man Act 

which repealed the disabinatory 'many out' dause, oaly a Mted number of women have ban able 

to move back into their 'reserve' cornrnunities. "The women are excluded because there is no land 

and no housing ...[ some] have been shut out of their communities because band governrnents do not 

wish to bear the costs of prograrns and services to which they are entitled (Native Women's 

Association of Canada, 199 1, p. 14). 

This leads directly into another problematic assumption, namely that those who live off- 

reserve 'choose' to do so. One Welastekwiyüc wornan I h t e ~ e w e d  explained: 

Ifyou don? live hem Ireserve] where do you live? Myself, 1 Lve in Oromocto, 1 live 
off-reserve. It wasn't really a choice 1 made. 1 could not live on-resewe as there is 
no ifiastructure for me. 1 had to live somewhere else but it is not really a 'choice' 
(TQ, Interview, March 1999). 

When asked if it was relatively easily for individuals to move back and forth between on and off 

resecve the answet was emphaticaüy 'no'. 

Often there is no infiastructure, no housing. When people corne back they would 
need to move in with immediate families or relatives. It's very hard to find a place ... 
Like here at St. Mary's there are 160 peopldfamilies on the waiting list for a house, 
and it has always been that way as long as 1 can remernber (TQ, InteMew, March 
1999). 

The irony of the on-reserve/off-reserve dichotomy does not end here. Federal fiindimg criteria 

are based on total popuiation which inchides ofSreserve members. However dispersal of those h d s  



for services and prognuno are restricted to the on-reserve population only. 

Any diversion of h d s  cornhg f?om the band cound could be seen as 
misappropriation of fùnds if it were diverteci for services and prognuns for people 
who do not üve in the community. In essence t is done ruiformelly] but it is not 
talked about (TQ, InteNiewY March 1999). 

That is where you also get a lot of abuses taking place, a lot of misuse of fùnds (KLy 
Interviewy March 1999). 

Sidarly, with respect to plitical represeritation, oEreserve Aborigüiais are represented by the Chief 

and Council of the communities to which they are a rnember: 

They [off-reserve] see thek Chief and Council as being their representative. And 
bureaucratic wise that is what all other departments and groups view as being theu 
representative (KL, InteMew, March 1999). 

Yet, off-reserve [Abonginals] don? have the ~ g h t  to vote for Chief and Council. 
That they cannot participate in that pohticai proass - but Chief and Council represeat 
them - is in the Indian Act (TQ, Interview, =ch 1999). 

Gary Gould sMilarly articulates this lack of democracy: 

I'm a band member at Woodstock because of Indian Act legislation. 1 am used to 
determine the sire of the band c o u d  [whïch has one position for each 100 band 
members]. Yet 1 don? have a say in the electoral process of choosing those 
councillors. In my band there are 400 of us who live off reserve. So there are 
basically four councillors elected on our backs, and we don? have a say (quoted in 
Cayo, 1997% p. 17). 

Consequently this leads diuedy into another colouiaily instigated displacement, namely the 

nirrent govemhg structure in Aboriginai cornmunities, Chiefand CounciI. F i  'introducedy in 1869 

under An Act for the grdual enfianchisement of lndansy the elective band council system 

(originally every three years but now every two) was designed to undermine and e i i i t e  traditionai 

goveming structures which were seen by colonial officiais as irnpeding their policy goals (RCAP, 

1996b). Under the band coud system election ternis and conditions were to be detemiined by the 
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superintendent general; eiected chiefi wuld be disposed of by the federal authorities; only 'Indian' 

men could vote; authonty accorded to band councils concemed only minor matters with no powers 

of enforcement, restricied to individual reserves, and dways subject to confirmation by cabinet 

@CAP, 1996b, p.275). It is no surprise that AborigM Nations opposed the colonial imposition of 

this &en goveming structure, an opposition which for colonial authorities confirmed that "the Indian 

minci is in general slow to accept improvements. It wouid be premature to conclude that bands are 

adverse to the elective p~c ip le  because they are backward in perceiving the privileges which it 

confers" (Spragge quoted in RCAP, 1996b, p.257-8). That Aboriginal Peoples continued to resist 

adopting this 'responsible' fom of governrnent is evident with the passing of the 1876 Indan Act 

which criminalized traditionai govemments and ceremonies (Jarnieson, 1978). This act and its 

subsequent amenciments had the eEkt of continuously increasing the powers of the superintendent 

general and local Indian agents (Bear Nicholas, 1996). Moreover, as the RCAP report (1996b, 

p.286) notes; 

Although Indian agents began to be phased out in the 1960s, band councils still 
operate under the restrictive and limited by-Iriw making b e w o r k  developed in 
1869. ln the modem aa, most band cound by-laws are subject to either a ministenai 
power of disallowance or a requirement that the Minister confïrm them. 

Given the history ofthe band council structure it should not be surprishg to discover that a 

number of Abonginal Peoples today continue to denounce its legitimacy. As Monture-hgus (1995, 

p. 180) notes, "the source of authonty for the political leaders in our commUNties is iiiegitimate as 

that source is someone else's systern oflaw and beüef". Juanita Perley (1996, p.47) simüarly asserts, 

"today the mock govemment of the Indian people is more like a puppet of the white nui's 

govemment". Part of this penpective speaks to the goveming (ii)ability of Chiefs and Councils and 



in tum k i r  (m)capabilities of meeting the needs and aspirations of their communities due to the 

heavy hand of the 'white mm'. As N U g q  Albert Levi, who served as Chief of Big Cove for over 

twenty years explains, "the system bas stripped the chief The chief bas m> more power than a city 

dogcatcher. And tbat's the truthn (quoted in Cayo, 1 !Wb, p. 1 1). 

Unfortunately it is mt as simple as aU that. Whik some may bhme Chief and Council 

governing problems on the 'white man's' tegacy, others chim that the 'd-pownttl chief r e p l d  

the ail-powertùl Iodian agent" (Cayo, 199%' p.11). Millie Augustine notes, "d that gettiog rid of 

the Indians agents did was give control of the rnoney to a few people, a small percentage of the 

population, and they becam millionaires" (quoted in Cayo, 1997a, p. 12). It wodd ccrtaidy appear 

that over the years some Aborigùials have iadeed learned to perceive 'the conferred priviieges' of 

a band councü systexn Yngvs Lithman's (1985, p. 125) research on the politics of the Mapie Ridge 

comunity foocluded that 'ccontrol over the reserve economy is to a remarkable extent lodged with 

the polit ical leadership, the Chief and Council, It is a consequence of this that 'politicking' is an 

essential part of 'making a Living' in social as weii as economic terms". Andrea Bear Nicholas 

(1 994q p235) articulates a similar scenarïo: 

Chiefs and Councils have the powers both to give and to withhold nearly aii 
community resources, t k i i  powerç over cormnirnity members are ali but absolute, and 
lllnited only to the extent that the same hierarcbîal powers are imposed on Chie& and 
Councils by the Canadian state ttirough the Indian Act. 

How does thk type of governance play itseifout in 'Mian country'? Periey (19%. p.48) 

expkins, ' lou wiil get a house Xyou are a favorite or if the couacil wants to pay back a favour, not 

because you need it". Roche Sappier h m  T o m  c h k ,  k t  aii native people are treated the same 

or @en the same set of liberties as others. It usuaily depends on who you are, what fàmily or group 



you belong to and wkü yoin piirtinilar d u e  is or was to those in charge" (Vicroria Counîy Record, 

1998d). Some studies expücaîe th existence of  kiaship Favourtism as bemg tbe result of bleodmg 

two incompatible systems, traditional Lmship oehrorks and fàmily values on the one hand and a 

hierarchical band structure on the other (Brown, 1991). Others Lay the blame more on a system 

which "puts oppression on our own people because everything is run by an elite. If you live on a 

reserve and want a house, then you'd better m t  open your mouth to dicize tbat Chief and CounciL" 

(Augustine quoted in Goguen, l998a). 

Once again, there is more to politics in ' Mian country' than this. Not everybody is agaiosi 

the Chief and Council, perbps because the ammi system has served them well. Nor for that matter 

is every chief and counselor 'heli-bat' on serviog theniselves with little regard for othen in the 

co~~ l~~ lun i fy~  ''m start out with tbe inîention of belp@ their people but] they become preoccupied 

with material things ... They never fight based on Aboriginai rights, they fight with the I n d h  Act" 

(Perley, 1996, p.48). From this vantage point it is not so much Chiefi and Councils, or the people 

that support them, tbat is the problem but rather the very structure itself. a structure which is bred 

for corruption and undemocratic practices: 

Another fundamentai betrayd for Indian people is democracy. You hear about 
democracy and we are described as ifwe never had democracy in our tives. When 
they brhg this idea about voting and how one votes and so forth, [this] democracy 
is a red faiiure in Indian country and it has led to dkstrous effects, a system 
accountable to no one but itseP Anci then this potential for corruption. 1 wouldn't 
wish a band council system on any people in the world (KG, Interview, March 1999). 

A 'system accountable to no one" appears to be the mamer in which baud council politics operateS 

5 When it cornes to band politics there seems to be a lot offinger pointhg but no saurce is to be found 
Community mem bers point h g a s  at both the band council and Indian Af?àirs; the band council points fingers at 
Indian Afiàirs and the 'system,; Cndian Afiàirs points a finger back at band ccmcils claiming it is an interna1 
matter, and many Canadians point fingers at îhe oommunities claiming 'you elected thern'. 



where one can usually find a 'scapegoat' for when things go 'wrong'. 

This is not to suggest tbat community politics is fiozen in 'inaction'. Ifanythuig it seems to 

be a continual work in prolpess. As the Wampanoag informant explained vis-a-vis the Esgenoopetitj 

community : 

When somahing r d y  important cornes up in this community, the cornmunity has 
r d y  voiced tbeir opinions to Chief and Cound, to the point where Chief and 
Councii bas adually Mened ad msponded ... It Wt always worked that way, in the 
sort of politics that go I Indian country when provincial and federai dollars are at 
stake.put] what is reaily important here, when something significant taka place, the 
cornmunity evolved to the place where they feei good in their perception of what is 
going on, and that they are able to voice theu opinions. And that point of view is 
given le&imacy ôy Chief and C d  whai they incorporate that view in theù actions 
and their decisions. This whole process is evolving in itseif(KG, InteMew, March 
1999). 

Within this process, however, otha dynarnics rise to the surface. While there exists a general 

consensus in Mi'krnaq and Welastekwiyik comrnunities that politid, economic, social and cultural 

conditions need to be changed, the voices raised and opinions expressed by community members are 

by no means unanimous, and can perhaps partly explain some of the difliculties faced by Chiefs and 

Councils when making wmmunity decisions. Consensus or commonality, as Cohen (1985, p.20) 

explains, does not mean "uniformity but rather a comrnonality of forms (ways of being) whose 

content (meanings) may Vary considerably among its members". 

For instance, many Wabanaki Peoples 1 have spoken with or listened to argue that the road 

l&g towards Indigenous m v e r y  lies in "walking the way Our anceston tell us to walk" (Perley, 

1996, p.46) and where "maintaining traditional dtures must be the Est h e  of defense" (Bear 

Ncholas, 1996, p.63). Pursuant to such understandings colonialism in its various forms is seen to 

be the root cause for "Aboriginal peoples growing up not feeling ok about themselves" where the 
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"world is upside down and inside out, it doesn't make any sense" (Monture-Angus, 1997). As a 

result, the road toward estsblishing weU-king in Wabanaki Nations is "not to be found in the 

institutions and systems of our oppression which keep perpetuating this siclaKss and unbalance" 

(gkisedtanamoogk, 1996b). Rather, the iiberation process demands the re-establishment and 

institutionalkation of traditional goveming stmctures. structures which not ody are principled upon 

democracy, inclusivity, individuai and family respect, and responsib'i, but ais0 reflects Wabanaki 

Nations' continuity in terms of sovereignty and territorial integrity (Brooks and f d y ,  1997; Bear 

Nicholas, 1993 and 1996; Perley, 1996; gkisedtanarnoogk, 1996b). Points of departure to this end 

inciude: re-valorization of Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik languages, drurnrning and singing; 

revitaikation of spirihiality and spiritual ceremonies iike smudging, sweats, and tobacco offerings; 

reconfïguring f d e s  according to longhouse p~cipIes; elder-youth programs, home schoohg, and 

revival of a Welastekwiyik traditional court which issued an order to the province in 1996 (see 

Appendix B). By 'walking theu talk' many traditional or spiritual people, as they are sometimes 

referred to, are striving to promote traditional ways by being an example and inspiration for others 

(gkisedtanamoogk, 1996). 

WhiIe manifestations of Wabanaki traditions "have had a powerfiil influence on many, many 

lives" (Cayo, 1997b, p.10), support h by no means absolute. Some Aboriginals argue that traditional 

'rhetonc' is too idealistic, unreai and impractical, particdarly for those engaging in political and 

entrepreneurial affitirs whose language consists of deficit control, job creation, resource ailocation 

and programs, economic ddopmemt and establishg conditions for fiscal growth. Perhaps part of 

this scenario is the notion of being 'bothered' by culture, as Lome Simon (1994, p.73) articulates 

through the character of Megwadesk in his book Stones and Switches: 



How much of the part is good to keep anyway? Ifthem &ch tales can stop me fkom 
doing things, stop me h m  doing whaî 1 kmw to be ôetter, then XI told my child the 
same silly stories, won't he, tw, grow up to be bothered by 'em? 

For others, the traditional 'trend' is too cuituraliy rigid, denying Mi'kmaq and Welastekwi* 

cornmunities the adaptive and regenerative capacities necessary for cultural survival. 

1 really question whether it is traditional to Say 'we shouldn't ait wood' or 'not for 
profit'. 1 don't agree with that because thai is more iïkely to lock native people in 
the past, rather tban using it as an economïc development or sustainable development 
tool for the present day. 1 think we can use our resources for commercial purposes 
and help our communitia move forward to become mon independent. 1 don? think 
we should be locked into using snowshoes and arrowheads (KL, Inteniew, March 
1999). 

According to Rick Hacp (1994, p.52)' "the debate among native peoples over how we are to 

organize and govem ourseives seerns to have come dom to king an eithedor proposition. either you 

advocate a d e d  'traditional' way of doing things or you buy into the 'modem' presumably non- 

native way". Monture-Angus (1995, p.99) similarly asserts, 'Swhen we ground our ideas in a 

conflicting dichotomy of either 'Indian' or 'white', traditional or modem ... we ground our thinking 

in racist stereotypes of Aboriginai peoples". More oRen than not, the traditionat/modeni spiit in 

'Indian country' is not such a clear eut dichotomyy Miigemag pet Rita Joe (1990, p.325) articulates, 

"In accepting new ways, / native üfe has changeci. I Yet, re-attracted to traditions, / they are 

practiced again". Those in the 'traditional camp' recognize the 'modem' existence in which 

Aboriginal Peoples find themselves, wMe those belonging to the 'modem camp' often respect and 

acknowledge the sipiticance of traditional values and customs. The struggle between the two, 

however, seems to  se in the wntext of nation-building, the process of moving toward living in a 

decolonized way. What traditional ways of b e i i  thinking and acting can be applied to 

'contempor~' W a b d  lifestyles? What form of govemance wili be refleaive of Mï'kmaq and 
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Welastekwiyik values and territorial integrity? How are (extra) land and resources to be used in a 

spiritudly responsible way during the proceu ofdeveloping and maintaining community well-being? 

As the above discussion illustrates, 'Indian country' is a cornplex, contradictory, and 

ambivalent landscape. When it cornes to the politics of self-determination, or Indigenous community 

recovery, contestations over 'ways of being' become even more acute and cornplex. As Monture- 

Angus (1995, p.147) asserts, ''there are complications that arise wïthin our relationship with the 

dominant political structure of Canada, as well as within our own communities. When these sets of 

complications collide, confùsion and stmggle can be the only result". Often, outsiders point to what 

is classified as 'internai divisions' or struggles and 'blame the victim' for their inability to 'çet their 

stuff together' and speak with one voice. Critical scholars, however, have classified these internai 

dynarnics as a result of 'divide and conque? tactics (Freire, 1970; Harp, 1994; Maliseet Court, 1996) 

and the phenomenon of intemalimd colonialism (Fanon, 1968; Freire, 1970; Polson and Speilman, 

1993; Adams, 1995). As Cherokee artist Jimmie Durham notes, " ... colonization is not external to 

the colonized, and it makes for neither wisdom nor charity among the colonized. Made to feel unred, 

inauthentic, we often participate in our own oppression by assuming identities and attitudes within 

the colonial structure" (quoted in Harp, 1994, p.46). Freire (1970, p.27) sirnilarly argues that "the 

very structure of their [oppressed] thought has been conditioned by the very contradictions of the 

concrete existentid situation by which they are shaped". 

It is these types of understandings that postcolonial theorists are appealing to when arguing 

the need to deconstruct 'subjects' and 'experiences', recognizing that politics and power operate at 

the various levels through which subjectivity and agency are articulated. Recognizing these divergent 

pulls on identity and the diversity of expenences is crucial to exploring an Indigenous land conflict 
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such as the 'logging issue', particuiarly where a colonial discourse such as Abonginal 'nghts' calls 

for the harnessing of cultural symbols, which demarcate the community's boundaries, to  substantiate 

'nghts' claims. 

The appropriation and exercise of 'rights' - Scene one 

It is within the above described context that the Aboriginal 'rights' trickstet is employed by 

Aboriginal Peoples. What follows in the remainder of this chapter is a critical analysis o f  the ways 

in which the trickster solicits the employment o f  cultural symbols as  a medium through which 

individuai and collective responses and agency manifest themselves within and out side Wabanaki 

communities. It may be pertinent at this time to  highlight that the character o f  'trickster' in many 

Aboriginal oral narratives is a shape-changer, and as such has the ability to not only change its form 

but also to  change its mind (Holmes Whitehead, 1988). This shape-chançing aspect of'trickster', 

as well a s  many other characters, serves to  illustrate that the universe is both unpredictable and 

unreliable (Holmes Whitehead , 1988). What emerges in the pursuant discussion is that as the 

Aboriginal 'rights' trickster changes foms  within the confrontational process o f  the 'logging issue', 

so too do  the meanings and f o m s  of cultural symbols. While ordinarily this is perceived as a 

"symbolic community resource" (Cohen, 1985)' within the context of 'rights' it becomes a community 

'disdavantage' in the sense that when pressure becomes applied to  the community to  'negotiate' 

within a colonial setting certain meanings or 'ways of being' become solidified at the expense of 

others, resulting in the advancement of individual o r  factional claims. 

It was noted previously that Aboriginal Peoples have varyhg opinions and ideas on what a 

self-determined cornmunity could o r  should look like. However, al1 would agree that the basic and 
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fùndamental premise for its actualization depends upon gaining access t o  and control over more land 

and resources. To this end, favourable 'settlement' of outstanding land daims is a result Wabanaki 

Peoples ultimately desue, and many see this debate over logging as part of  the process (Hrabluk, 

1998~).  

It is therefore not surprishg that when Justice Turnbull in October of  1997 ruled that "the 

trees on C m  lands are Indian trees.-.[and that] Indians have a righ? to cut trees on al1 Crown lands" 

(Respondent's Submission, 1998, p. 17), Wabanaki Peoples saw this decision as the beginning of 'the 

enlightenment' as had been prophesized. According to a Mi'kmaq prophesy, the coming of a ship 

to Wabanaki temtory would bring with it a great darkness that was to be followed, in tirne, by a light 

and an awakening (Clark, 1996). In fact, the accepted fiee translation of Wabanaki means 'people 

of the first light or dawn-land"? Generally speaking, Wabanaki Peoples saw this enlightened ruling 

as justice long overdue. As Mjigemag Lloyd Augustine commented, "1 want to applaud Justice John 

Tumbull for taking the initiative to understand the subject he admittedly did not know. Most people 

would recognize this as a fair and just ruling. 1 thank you Judge Tumbull" (Augustine, 1998). 

While Wabanaki Peoples collectively understood this mling as re-affirming and giving reality 

to  their cultural boundaries, the ways in which this understanding was intemalized by individual 

members was subject to "idioqmcratic interpretation by members in light of their own circumstances 

and expenences" (Cohen, 1985, p. 108). As a reailt, Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik peoples' responses 

to this new dawn played itseIf out on a variety of levels. 

Fkt,  there was a level of pride, as explained to me by a younger Miigemag member from Eel 

f nfomation obtained from n Wop'qtotimoinoi~Oetjgoapmageoag (Wîbnnnki Nations Cultuml Rcsource 
Centre) infornation pamphlet 



River ~ar ' :  

For a littie while you W y  had aaty nghts behg recognized and for me this was the 
first time that I've seen Deaty rights go tbrough the court system and being backed 
by the justice system. So a linle bit of a sense of pride, 1 guess, almost on a nation 
status ... For me and a lot of other people this was a raUying point @Y Interview, 
February 1 999). 

Tobique member Dan Ennis similarly explained, "1 see something very positive happening to native 

people. More than anytime in the ment pst, I see a tremendous reawakeaing of native peoples, a 

resurgence of solidarity, and a retum to traditional ways and beliefs of Our ancestors" (Victoria 

Cmty  Record, l998b). 

This level of pride arose not only nom a recognition of Aboriginal 'rights' and a rea8imiation 

of Mi'kmaq and Welastekwjik cuitun boundaries, but also from the pride inherent in economic self- 

suficiency and independence, being able to take care of oneselfand one's f d y -  What emerges, 

thdore, is an interplay between levels of pride and economics, as explained by Noah Augustine, a 

Mi'kmaq fiom Metepenagiag (Red Bank): 

1 have never seen any change as drastic as what happened on reserves d e r  the court 
decision ... The pride it brought, the spirit of the people who were out working, 
making money, no longer dependent on chief and council for a job, it was 
unbelievable (quoted in ToughiU, 1998). 

Tobique band councillor T i a  Perley Francis similady asserts, " M y  we can crawl out of this 

econornic depression. There is a really positive outlook among our people" (quoted in LleweUyn, 

Indeed, of all else that may be said about this six month period of tirne when 'Crown' lands 

were accessible to Wabanaki Peoples, for the first time in a long time it brought varying levels of 

7 Throughout the remahder of this chapter 1 wiU ideniiljhg the communities to which Wabanaki speakers 
belong. See Appendix E for approximate l d c m  of these commimities withia New Brunswick 



independence to 'hdian country', which in tum effèctuated other comrnunity dynamics. For instance, 

Esgenoopetitj murnt Church) resident Kathy Lambert claims: 

People have dewloped a sense of pride in work When they had to depend on the 
band for jobs, they never had diat... People wodd [now] get up in the moming, go 
to work and go home. People who used to get drunk a lot, worlang kept them away 
from d that (quoted in Uaclean, 1998). 

Chief Burton Martin of this same co~nmunity explains that he has never seen his reserve like this 

before, "the crime rate bas gone way, way down The drug problems are easing oE Nobody has 

time to do that now. They're either too tired to do them or they're too eager to go to work" (quoted 

in Maclean, 1998). Accordmg to Betty Ann Lavalee, President of the New Brunswick Aboriginal 

Peoples Council which represents non-status and off-reserve Aboriginals, S t  is the first t h e  in most 

of their adult lives that people have been able to put food on the table and clothe their children. The 

social violence and suicides have dropped over the past couple of months and it's because people are 

actudy out there making a living (quoted in Cox, 1998). Logger Stewart Clement fiom Big Cove 

clairns that his five hundred dollar eamings per week go a long way in supporthg his wife and four 

children. "This is the nnt fidl tirne job 1 have had in six years" (quoted in Tenszen, 1998a). 

Certainly, one cannot deny that Abonginal 'rights', where they can be 'proven' to exist, 

confer benefits to individuah of claimant communities: 

I can't deny it. It did help the cornmunity. Lie 1 said, the youag were doing work 
and they weren't drinking and doing dmgs so much. 1 can't r d y  blame the 
mmmunity either as there is no employment on reserves. You have your select few, 
there are only JO rnany fbll the positions, ami then you have seasonal workers (QT, 
InteMew, February 1999). 

A second level of response incited by this new dawn stood in direct contrast to initial levels 

of pnde and ecowmic ~e~sufficiency. For some Wabanaki Peoples, the new landscape they found 



themselves in was not just about 'nghts' and the economic opportunities that confers, but also a 

responsiility to the forests and tbe land, a responsibility which was not seen to be exercised by many 

of the Aboriginal loggers: 

Mysdfand otba people who bave the same ideology of taking care of Mother Earth, 
it would not redy be the 'right', it would be the responsibility that cornes along with 
that right. What are you going to do with it, you have to sort of put it in wntext. 
Sure you have a right to the land ...b ut there] is a re~ponsiûiity that goes along with 
that, and h g  up to that responsibüity, of taking care o f t  A right wül last as long 
as the forest lasts. That is what those people couldn't see PH, Interview, February 
1999). 

For those Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik who understand Aboriginal 'rights' as being "an Aboriginal 

responniility to take are of Mother Earth" (QT, Interview, February 1999)' the sense of pride nrst 

effiêctuated by the Turnbuil ruiing soon ended in light of the '%latant disregard for that responsibility 

to the earth" OH, Interview, Febmary 1999): 

There was a sense of pride until you could see clear cutting al[ over the place. You 
could see the trees, you could almost feel their pain. That is where I drew the line. 
I'm glad we had Our rights recognized but look at the trees now (QT, Interview, 
Febmary 1999). 

The landscape describecl by this Miigemag wornan was not lost upon New Brunswick 

residents either. My own fàmiiy and fiiends larnented, in mger and disgust, at the loss of a beautifid 

pine grove along the highway in Brockville that had been harvested by Aboriginal loggers. Simüarly, 

Juniper resident Rick Newman on a fishing outing with his children describes the landscape he 

encountered as follows: 

Trees were tossed along the side of the road and some even feu across the road. 
Huge hardwoods had been dragged acrou the mouîh of some roads and left there. 
Branches, mtten pieces of wood, log ends and garbage littered the landscapepe.. What 
do you say to your children who have ken  rai& to believe in the strong pride and 
rrspe* native people have to tbis land? ... 1s this how the new stewards of our Crown 
lands are going to retum to their heritage, reclaim the right to manage the forests? 
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(Newman, 1998). 

Often lacking the necessary (wo)manpower and equipment to log fkther m the forests, a dit5cuity 

heightewd by the thne of year that this harveshg was occurring, some Abonginai loggers worked 

dong the side of the road harvedng what they could: 

Signs of their work are evident kilornetre &er kilometre - the bate treeless patches 
that poke through the even Iines of tcees that stretch almg the highways, the logs 
lyhg by the roadde waitmg to be picked up and the chips and bark teft behind after 
the load bas departed (Hiabluk, 1998a). 

New Brunswickers used to seeing a b a e r  zone dong the highways, which hide sirnikir yet 

more extensive destructive corporate practices, became outraged at the sight of this 'new dawn' 

landscape and demandeci an answer to the question, why? The conmon response cited in the media, 

as articulateci by Forestry ûBcer Steve GinniSb fiom Eel Grounà, was, "wkn a people who haven' t 

been ailowed to participate ali of a sudden get so rnuch opportunity, it's going to take a while to non 

&If out. Tbere's alwa. a few wfio buck the system" (quoted in Grand Lake Mirror, 1 998 b). The 

unfortunate reality, however, is that those 'Vèw who buck the system'' in the exercise of their 

Aboriginal 'right' serve, br many New Brunswickers, as the 'real' illustration of Aboriginal 'rights' 

application. This too bas had an impact on 'Indian country' as ali Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik 

Peoples are king held accountable to and answerable for the actions of a few. 

Focushg sofely on the actions of a few, however, obscures the divergent pulls and diversity 

of experiences found in Wabaoaki territory It was not simpiy a matter of all Aboriginal Peoples 

nishing into the forest to exercise their 'right'. In hct, estimates by government officiais of the 

number of Aboriginal loggers in the woods during this period of tirne ranged around 500 (Graham, 

1998). T k e  are approhtely 15,000 Aboriginal Peoples in New Brunswick @mis, l998), which 



means that tbose mdmduals Jogging represented oniy 3.3% of the total Abonginai population. Nor 

for that matter was it the case tbaî economic oppominities openeci up ihough this legally pro= 

'right' were equitabiy distried, despite the fact tbat Abonginai 'rights' by nature are held to be 

collective (Mandeli Pinder, 1998; Lyons and Mohawk, 1994)- 

As a result, the level of respoase within this ecommic realrn was also diverse and served to 

oppommisn (gewally equated with eatqmmm) and wUective n z p n s i b i i  referring to equitable 

distnibution of resources (RCAP, 19%~): 

1 kard someone at one tune bring up in a tall<ing circle that people are putting food 
on tbe tabie. But bow much food can you put on the table when it is spilling over and 
falling on the floor? You had some people that were makiog hand over fbt in the 
iuterim W.. You had those who owned theu own rigs, trucks and stuffaod they 
were making hand over W. But you stili had that stratification wkre sorne people 
weren't m g  that much rnoney, who werejust workers putting food on the table 
@H, Interview, Febniary 1999). 

Another Mügemag idormant explained how the benefits conferred by this Aboriginal 'right' were 

viewed by some as bemg soleiy about individuai ecomntic opportuniSm, "...gohg in there and makiog 

lots of money iristead of niaking eaough to get by. People would make Ue five thousand dollars a 

week easily, and to them t k y  are exercising theu Abonginai right" (QT, Interview, February 1999). 

That tbis ùidniidualistic ecommic opportunkm was RF~- is evident in many Wabanaki Peoples' 

reférence to this six mnih mterim paiod as a 'k for ail'. It was also evident m the biih of logging 

orgmhithns and bmkses like the Native Loggers Business Association, Great Earth Consuitiag, 

and Bear Paw, as weii as  the expansion o f  existhg logging operations such as Thunder East 

Corporation and Jigug Enterprises. 

It is within this context tbat the Abongmal 'rights' trickster &es its b t  visible 



transformation, albeit fluidiy interchangeable, 60m a struggle over land 'nghts' to a stntwe over 

resource 'nghts' and in particular logging 'Rghts'. This tnnsfonnation in tum incited a 

corresponding level of response, particularly where the trickster's new shape significantly reduced 

the commonality ofthe struggle. This response arose, therefore, fkom a recognition of what was 

happening in the woods and in relation to the trees, but also ffom a broader understandmg of tbis 

struggle as encompassing land and not just trees- Being more holistidy based. thïs level of 

response was more conscious of process, methodology and justification: 

During this whole process [Thomas Peter Paul trails and forest rush] we never really 
had a way to create a standard of how we are going to use our own resourc es... We 
never reaiiy had the forum to sit dom and premeditate or discuss how we are going 
to manage Our resources. It was more iike a reaction. And while everybody was 
cutting this evolution of thought - oc 'hey wait a minute, we are being iike them 
[normative peoples]. We had objected to theu methods and here we were doing the 
same thing' - took place, that there is a better way to approach our economic needs 
than just obliterating our relatives out there (KG, Interview, March 1999). 

The evolution of thought to which this Wampanoag man is referring includes a recognition 

that current processes were exclusionary in the sense thaî "...people are Ieft out, the people who make 

the baskets, and pipes and drums" (QT, InteMew, February 1999). Indeed for some Wabanaki 

Peoples the confïning restrictions of 'trees' and 'logging' meant an exclusion of half of the 

population, namely women who were traditionaiiy the comrnunity gatherers. One Miigemag 

informant spoke about an Elder in one comrnunity who was speaking out on behaif of the gatherers: 

She [the Elder] makes a clear distinction between hunters and gatherers and logge B... 
They [treaties] were si@ by hunters and gatherers, each had their own particular 
interests and their own interests were heard in a hunter-gatherer society. .. Whereas 
today the emphasis is on logging not on gathenng, gathering medicines, food 
whatever (DH, InteMew, February 1999). 

For others, the narrowing classification of this stniggle as a 'logging issue' also conhed focus and 
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attention to the presmt day, immediate gratification as opposed to fiture sustainabiiity, looking at 

sewen generations into the future (TQ, Intemew, Mvch 1999; QT, Interview Febcuary 1999). 

The ailmination of these types of undefstandings spumd the creation of more broady based, 

collective initiatives such as the Micmac-Maliseet Hunters and Gatherers Association and the 

Mi'kmaq-Maliseet Coalition Indeed the Wampanoag informant noted that the formation of the 

coalition - which included elders, chiefi, councii people, on and off-reserve Aboriginals, and others 

interested in creating a standard of operation - was a direct result of women's participation in the 

process: 

It was the women speaking out that formed the basis of the coalition, It was the 
wornen who did that and the men who were hearing that had this insight about 
responsibility and what had to be done (KG, InteMew, March 1999). 

Reviewing what occurred within this fkst phase of 'rights' appropriation and application, 

what emerges is a contradictory pichire. On the one hand, the Abonginai 'rights' trickster's fluid 

transformation between land and trees semeci to divide people dong dichotomies such as 

rights/responsibiüties, individual/collective, menlwomen. At the same time and as the process 

continueci to unfou there arose an understanding of the need for communal participation, collective 

responsibility, govemance and ownenhip and the potentiai for cultural developrnent inherent in this 

new dawn which served to un* people across the (falsely) dichotomized divides. It  is important to 

note that at this time the trickster's shape changing remairied fluid and interchangeable such that its 

engagement with cultural symbols was flexible enough to accommodate individual and collective 

interpretations of comrnunity boundaries without signiocantly constraining the expression of intemal 

diversities. 



The 'rights' squeeze - Scênê hvo 

On Apd 22,1998 the New Brunswick Court of Appeal ruhg changed the landscape once 

again and diminished the üght of the new dawn to a glimmer. The land-bali was now in the court of 

the provincial goverment, which up until this time had sat relatively quietlf on the sidelines, hoping 

for a reversai of the power dynamics that had emerged as a result of the Turnbull judgement in 

October of 1997. Havhg refùsed to 'deal' with Wabanaki Nations prior to the Court of Appeal 

decision, the provincial government now expressed a desire to 'settle' the matter through 

'negotiation'? To understand what evolved from here, 1 will outhe the sequence of events in 1998 

that foflowed the Court of Appeal niling. 

22 New Brunswick Court of Appeal mhg. From this point fornard al1 Aboriginal 
logging activities that occurrd without express permission f?om the provincial 
govemment were 'illegal'. The province issued a c d  for ail Aboriginal harvesters to 
'cease and desîst', although no deadline was given as to when Abonginais had to be 
out of the woods before charges were laid and equipment seized. 

April29 A meeting was held where the chiefs of ail nAeen reserve communities and loggers 
formed an alliance in preparation for a meeting with then Premier Ray Frenette. At 
this meeting, loggers voted to stay in the woods despite threats Corn the premier's 
office that negotiations would not ocnir unless ail Native harvesting stopped (White 
and Hrabluk, 1998; Hrabluk, 1998e). 

April 30 First meeting between Abonginai representatives and the province. Abonginal 

'The provincial gowmment did interfixe in Aboriginal logguig oprations with respect to non-native 
participation, were they harvesters or tnickers. Acc~ding to the provincial govment ,  the Aboriginal 'right' to 
harvest on crown lands was non-transferable. 

'~here is a divergence ofopinions as to why the govexnxnent decided at ihis point and time to mgotiate, 
especially since the Court of Appeal had upheld the 'fact' that the land in question was 'Crown' land There is 
specuiation on 'uiterior motives'. For instance, Aboriguial peoples fear that the hterim agreements are gohg to become 
land receipts. One lawyer 1 spoke to sîated, "ask yourseifwhy the government would spend mfions of dollars on 
Aboriginai commimities [which is not their jrrrisdiction or responsiiility] when the land is deemed to be theirs" (Aiiaby, 
personal communications, April1999). For a number of people îhe negotiations are more telibg of fihm diversion or 
'milking down' of Aboriginal land 'righîs' shouid another court decision d e  in favour of Aboriginal peoples. The 
question that will need îo be answered should that occur, is what do these agreements mean with respect to Aboriginal 
' title'? 



representation included President Tirn Paul and Spokesperson Noah Augustine of the 
Micmac-Maliseet Loggers Business Association; Chief second Peter Barlow of the 
Union of New Brunswick Indians which represents twelve of the meen reserve 
communities; and some loggers. Discussions that took place in this closed-door 
meeting revolved more around setting the stage for negotiations where the proposai 
put forth by the Premier outlined that negotiations for a percentage of the annual 
allowable cut would proceed once Aboriginal harvesters lefi Crown lands (White, 
1998a). 

May 1 In an open letter to alt chiefs, Premier Ray Frenette offered 200 acres for harvesting 
purposes to al1 Aboriginal communities as a whole (Gregoire, 1998a) 

May 2 A general assembly of Wabanaki peoples was held at Big Cove to discuss the 
negotiation's process and the premier's proposal. ïhe 400 people in attendance voted 
'no' to the proposal, calling it an 'in&iY and a 'joke'. A counter-proposal by loggers 
and leaders asked for 500/0 of the annual allowable cut , demanded federai govemment 
involvement in the negotiation procedure, and Aboriginal loggers once again vowed 
to continue harvesting on 'Crown' lands. A liberal leadership convention was held on 
thk same day which resulted in Camille Theriault becoming the new Premier of New 
Brunswick (MacPherson, 1998). 

May 5 The Department of Indian Anairs and Northem Development Minister Jane Stewart 
announced that her department had no intention of playinç a key role in these 
negotiations (Momson and Porter, 1998). 

May 7 Eleven out of meen resewe comrnunities were in favour of resurning discussions with 
the province, and reaffïrmed support for those loggers still harvesting on 'Crown' 
lands. Of the rernaining four communities: Buctouche First Nation had not yet held 
their community meeting; Big Cove elected to sit in on negotiations but to not 
participate; and both Esgenoopetitj and St. Mary's did not support negotiations 
( Telegraph JmwnaI, 1 998b). 

May 8 The provincial govemment puts together a facilitâtor team for a Task Force on 
Aboriginal Issues whose recommendations will form the framework for a long terni 
'Crown' land harvesting arrangement with Abonginal communities. This team 
consisted of retired Supreme Court Justice Gerald La Forest and Provincial Court 
Judge Graydon Nicholas (Gregoire, 1998b; Vicloria Cormty Record, 1998~). 

May 8 The Premier makes another offer to the chiefs. This deal includes promises to hire 
more Aboriginals in silviculture, mills and manufactunng plants, and acquiring shares 
ofEagle Forest Products Iimited. Wnder this agreement al1 loggers would work under 
existing Crown licensees, and a portion of royalty money paid to the province by 
Iicensees would go directly to chiefs and councils to be used at their own discretion. 



May 11 

May 16 

May 2 1 

May 22 

May 28 

June 3 

June 5 

June IO 

It is miportant to note that this offer did mt include off-resewe Aboriginals 
(approxmiately 7 5 0  Aboriginals), a d  placed chie& and councb as the 'gate 
keepen' mt only of royalty wnies received but also of empioyment contracts. Ten 
out of fifteen chie6 expressed an interest in this offer (Gregoire, 1 99&). 

Rally of Aborigiial bggers and supporters at the Fredericton Inn where they rejected 
the province's latesi offer. Noah Augustine appealed to the province to give 
Aboriginal peoples enough t h e  to develop a counter-proposai based on a wùûed 
Abonginai position (Hrabluk, 1998f). 

This week saw the fomabtbn of the ~Micniac-Naliseet Coalition and a meeting was 
held to try and reach a consesual position ~Ïthin Aboriginal communjties (White, 
l998b). 

'Crackdown in the woods' began on Native logging operations Some loggers were 
arrested and had theü equipment seized (White, 1998c). 

Micmac-Maliseet Coalition spokesperson, Noah Augustine issued a statement to the 
provincial govemmmt wamiiig tbaî ifharassrnent of or interference with Abonginais 
loggers conthued then all negotiations would cease (Gregoire, 1 998d). 

Doug Tyler, Minister of Natural Resources and Energy wams d s  and processors 
that they will be charged if provincial inspectors find iüegal 'Crown' wood on their 
premises (Grego ire, 1 998e). 

Abonginai peoples held a meeting in Big Cove to discuss various counter-propos& 
developed by ditferent groups and to try and reach a consensus on one to present to 
the province. By this time they were looking at around 30% of annuai allowable cut 
(Goguen, 1 998b). 

Intonmtion cornes forwad about the provincial government holding secret meetings 
with some Aboriginal chiefi in an effort to strike logging deah with individual 
Aboriginal communities. Aboriginal peoples charge the goveniment with applying 
divide a d  conquer tactics Govemment justification for their actions was based on 
their nustnttion with the on again off again negotiations (Hrabiuk, 1998J3. 

Tobique F i  Nation signs an interim agreement with the provincial government 
worth 2.1 million dollars (Gregoire, 19981). 

During this second phase of the struggk a number of transformations take place, most 

si@cant of which is the soiidiocation of the Aboriginal ' rights' trickster's fom change h m  an 
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issue over land to one of logging Michael Foucault (1 980% p. 10 1) argues that there is a need to 

examine how "mechanisms of power ... by means of a certain number of transformations have b e y n  

to become economically advantageous and politically usefiil". The transformation of the power- 

dynamics of this struggle through the Court of Appeal decision served an extremely important 

political and economic fùnction as the provincial govemment could control again the manner and 

direction in which this stniggle was proceeding. As a result, the proposals put forth by the province 

to Aboriginal communities were based not on Aboriginal 'rights' or 'title' to the land, but rather on 

a resumed presumption of 'Crown' sovereignty and on a realization of the need to be more 

'accommodating' to the 'needs' of Aboriginal Peoples. The stage of negotiation prepared by the 

provincial govemment, therefore, was from the beginning desiçned to solidi@ the new nature of this 

struggie as being essentially a struggle over logging evidenced in the fact that the proposals offered 

to integrate Aboriginal loggers into the existing forest industry. 

This change in the very nature of the struggle placed Wabanaki Peoples in a precarious 

situation. Fim, to negotiate with the provincial govemment was to undermine their very position on 

and claims to sovereignty. Secondly, offers tabled by the province confined the issue strictly to 

'logging' which effectively diminished the number of those entitled to a 'participatory right'. One 

Welastekwiyik informant noted with respect to the St. Mary's community that "community 

participation was there when it was a land and Native issue, but when it became a logging issue 

people tended to think that it was not their thing.. . so when it became a logginç issue there was not 

a whole lot of participation from the community" (KL, InteMew, March 1999). Inherent in the 

transformation to a logging issue were the problematic dichotomies of medwomen, 

nght Jresponsibilities, individuaVcollective - dichotomies which subsequently shaped social actors' 
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experïence of and participation in this struggle. Thirdly, the option of not negotiating with the 

province ran the risk that Wabanaki Peoples and eommunities would walk away at the end of the day 

with nothing more than they had pnor to arriva1 of the Thomas Peter Paul case, an option that, for 

those who had invested so much time and financidly gained so much throughout this struggte thus 

far, was not an option at dl.  

It is therefore not surprising that the aiready existing community tensions, and those which 

were heightened during the first phase ofthis codict, became more acute. According to Oren Lyons 

and John Mohawk (1994, p.60), those individuals whose aggressiveness brinçs about "the assertion 

of Indian riçhts in the first place create conditions around which choices must be made". 

One such condition in this particular case was the dynamic change of power, which afler the 

Court of Appeal decision once again gave the power advantage to the province. While most people 

expected that this decision would be appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada, few believed, siven 

the weakness of the case, that the Court of Appeal decision would be overtumed. The first choice 

therefore to be made by Wabanaki Peoples was whether or not to negotiate with the province. Some 

Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik Peoples believed that any form of negotiation was an admission of 

defeat. As Carol Polchies, a Woodstock Band Councillor argued, "it7s our land, so why should we 

negotiate?" (Quoted in Brennan, 1998a). For others, the idea of negotiating was not as distastehl 

as the idea of having to negotiate with the provincial çovernment. As the president of the Union of 

New Brunswick Indians articulates, "the main point that has to be made is that our people feel that 

the Province of New Brunswick should not be discussing aboriginal nghts" (quoted in Macpherson, 

1998). There was also a contingent of Wabanaki Peoples, such as chiefs and loggers, who were 

willing to negotiate with the province if the deal was right. Evidence of this lies in the first meeting 



held between the province, loggers and the Union of New Brunswick Indians, as well as the various 

provincial proposals refùsed and counter-proposais offered. 

Consequently, it is this last contingent, whose choice was to negotiate with the province. that 

ultimately prevailed. However, given that their willingness to negotiate was based on the premise 

of a 'good deal', the next condition around which a choice had to be made was the definitional 

characteristics of a 'good deai', an extremely subjective process. The first deal oRered by the 

province, a 200 acre block of land, was recognized by all as a bad deal. The second offer, however, 

which provided for some Aboriginal employment oppominities in the forestry sector and a percentage 

of royalty money to be controlled by Chiefs and Councils, was seen by ten out of fifieen chiefs as a 

'good deal' while being outnghtly rejected by the loggers. For instance Noah Augustine, 

spokesperson for the Micmac-Maliseet Business Loçgers Association comrnented: 

The beauty of this whole Crown land issue was that it brought independence to the 
people ... [with this deal] we're going back to the very system we have been oppressed 
under. Once we got the taste of that independence, boom. The province gets control 
and they throw it back to the chiefs and Say 'fight it out guys' (quoted in Hrabluk, 
l998i). 

Gary Gould, secretary of the New Brunswick Aboriginal Peoples Council expressed similar 

fmstrations with the deal: 

They [off-reserve] were hoping that there was going to be some way in which the off- 
reserve community was going to benefit by an agreement but it is obvious that the 
Premier ... is only going to deal with the chiefs of the on-reserve community (Hrabluk 
l998i). 

Interestingly, this second proposa1 served to facilitate a better understanding among various 

Aboriginal factions of characteristics reflective o fa  'bad deal'. As a result, those Mi'kmaq and 

Welastekwiyik Peoples who wanted to negotiate with the province but found the last deal offered 
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inadequate found themselves rallying more or less on the same side. It would appear that the 

inadequacy of the second proposal, coupkd with people's fear that Chiefs and Councils would 

resurne their monopoly on employment and financial resources, people's desire to stnke a deal that 

would account for more than meager 'provincial swaps', and people's concems that the current 

negotiation process lef3 more Aboriginals out of the fold than it did in, served as the impetus for 

forrndizing the Mi7kmaq-Maiiseet Coalition. Indeed, there arose among those directly and actively 

involved with the codict a general recognition that there was power in numbers and that Aboriginal 

Peoples' interests could better be served if Aboriginal Peoples represented a united front. "We need 

to put our differences aside", "forget our own issues and band together on this7'@H, Interview, 

February 1999)' became the rallying cries by various spokespeople at meetings and demonstrations. 

"Stand by your rights - these are al1 your rights as a community, as a people'' (KL, Interview, March 

1999). 

Cohen (1985, p. 107 and 1 14) argues that "people assert community when they recognize in 

it the most adequate medium for the expression of their whole selves ... [and] it provides them with 

the means to gloss over the innumerable factors which divide them in the course of day-to-day social 

life". While the structure of the conflict had been transformed fiom land to logging, Aboriginal 

spokespeople matched this transformation in tum by calling on cultural symbols which stressed 

collective boundaries. Harnessing syrnbols that spoke to people's sense of locality and belonging, 

Aboriginal spokespeople were able to galvanize support for a stru~çle that for al1 intents and 

purposes was no longer so much collective as it was individualistic. That is to Say, through the 

solidified shape changing of the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster, the nature of this stmggle now 

supported certain experiences and interpretations of the  'logging issue', namely trees over land, 



individuals over the col1 ect ive, men over wornen, economic over spi ritual- Therefore, even though 

the hamessing of cultural symbols 'spoke' to the people as a whole, such a recognition did not 

necessarily imply that people perceived an exact identity between themselves and their comrnunity 

(Cohen, 1985). As a result, the recognition that "as long as we rernain divided and stick with these 

politics we are never gonna win" (QT, InteMew, February 1999), created a largely precarious and 

fragile unity. As one Miigemag youth who attended the various gatherings exptained: 

When 1 went to that protest Fredericton Inn] you could really feel that 
[politicaVspiritual] dichotomy between people ... There has always been that 
undercurrent with people I hang around with from the spintual side. You knew who 
the people were that were involved for money, you cwld tell by the way they ta1 ked.. . 
[but] there were political and spintual indians there together (DH, InteMew, 
February 1999). 

Oren Lyons and John Mohawk (1 994, p.60) explain that "if unity means anything, it means 

that people have agreed that the interests of the whole are greater than the interests, even ideology, 

of the individual. This applies to factions as well as individuals". The difficulty that a number of 

Aboriginal Peoples found in forginç and attempting to maintain some sort of unity was that 

individualistic/factional aspirations took precedence over the well-being of the group. Reginald 

Ginnish argues: 

The land is heId in common and a lot of those loggers don? agree with that. It's 
suppose to benefit everyone on the resewe includiig the smallest child bom today and 
the elders. Now some poggers] don? care about the elders or children. Al1 they are 
concemed with is their own interests (quoted in Hrabluk, 1998e). 

Roger Augustine similarly remarked: 

While this fight, this chaos is going on, a lot of rnoney is being made. How much of 
that is actually filtering down into the community? From what I can see, it's zero. 
I'm not saying anything about anyone making money. But if you're making it in the 
name of Indian nghts, then some of it should filter to the community (quoted in 
Andersen, 1998). 
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From the point of view of the loggers, there was a lot at stake in these negotiations as they 

stood to 'lose' the most in a deal. First, it needs to be remembered that during the 'fiee for ail' 

interim period, those Wabanaki individuals who gained the most financially, be it making a living or 

eaming 'hand over fist', were the ones exercising theïr 'rights' in the woods. Two Welastekwiyik 

women 1 inte~ewed noted community members could not really benefit dunng this period of time, 

short of çoing into the w d s  and cutting, as there was no agreement or structure in place governing 

distribution of either natural or financial resources (KL, Interview, March 1999; TQ, Interview 

March 1999). 

Second, many loggen believed that had it not k e n  for their initiation and assertiveness in the 

woods this 'logging issue' would not have reached the apex it did. As a result, there was a tendency 

for loggers to claim ownership of this conflict, which in turn çenerated a 'protectiveness' over the 

manner in which negotiations were proceeding, particularly in relation to their interests and 'riçhts'. 

"fi's the loggers that brought this issue alive", claims Noah Augustine, "and now the chiefs want to 

step in and take controi" (quoted in Andersen, 1998). Charles Paul, a logger from Tobique argued 

that, "nobody has ever come to the loggers. The province went to the chiefs and people with no 

concerns in the woods. But if they want the real truth and facts, they should talk to people who are 

in the woods" (Dai& Glearrer, 1998). Thomas Peter Paul noted that, "the deal should be with cutters 

themselves, not just a few chiefs. Why should the bands administrate who's going to cut where? 1 

mean if they are in the business. who do they [province] t hink is going to get the cream of t he crop?" 

(quoted in Teiegrtph JocrnmI, l998a). 

Third, loggers' determination to remain on 'Crown' lands and stake their claim did, to some 

extent, ensure them a place at the negotiating table. Former premier Ray Frenette confirmed this by 
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sta ting 'we meet with them Doggers] because they are the stumbling block in the native community" 

(quo ted in Andersen, 1998). This 'staying in the woods' tactic was du, supported by Chiefs and 

Councils and other parties interested in striking a 'good deal' with the province, particuf arly where 

loggers' presence maintaineci pressure on the provincial government. However, the assertion of 

'rights' on 'Crown' lands also placed Aboriginal loggers in the direct line of provincial fire. 

Crackdowns in the woods meant that they were risking being arrested or fined, and/or having their 

equipment seized. It is no wonder, therefore, that Abonginai loggers wanted to take a leading if not 

deciding role in the negotiating process. 

Of course, loggers were not the only ones participatinç on a 'factional' interest basis. During 

the 'fiee for dl', Chiefs and C o ~ c i l s  were able to support loggers' actions but generally çained little 

financially by doing so. In fact, because the 'free for all' had no structure or distributive process in 

place, Chiefs and Councils tended to Jose goveming control to the extent that employment 

opportunities no longer needed their stamp of approval. At the same time, money being brought into 

the community was no longer syphoned through their goveming bureaucracy. This had the efEect of 

inhiiiting any equitable distribution practices Chiefs and Councils miçht have had in place, while at 

the same time preventing those engaged in comptive practices fkom attaining any 'cream of the 

crop' . To this end, negotiating directly with the province and stnking a deal alonç the Iines of the 

second proposal certainly served in the best interests of Chiefi and Councils. Not only would 

employment contracts once again be under their control, but so too would any royalty rnonies 

received fiom the province. Phase two of this 'logging conflict', therefore, saw a resurçence of local 

politics where provincial desire to negotiate with Btdim~ Act chiefs propped up a political faction who 

dunng the 'fiee for al1' had been standing more or less along the sidelines. 
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With these two factions competing for a predominant role in negotiations in order to 

effectuate a deal which would secure their 'rights', other community members and factions were 

either busy acting in a conciliatory role in order to strike a unitied position o r  were leA having to take 

care of their own. For instance, in a position paper prepared by the New Brunswick Aboriginal 

Peoples Council which is said to represent 7800 off-reserve peoples, it notes: 

... although we [coalition] have publicly açreed to a cooperative approach on 
developing a strategy airned at resolving the forestry issue, varying interests, opinions 
and approaches to this subject have prevented and diverted our attention from the 
main reasoning for establishment ofthe coalition (NBAPC, n.d.). 

As a result, the NBAPC put together their own position paper outlining the needs and aspirations of 

their own constituent population- in the end, the coalition's fragiile unity fell apart, due mostly to the 

aggressiveness of self-serving individuaüfactional interests than anything else (Lloyd Augustine, 

persona1 communications, 1999). 

What gets lost amidst the factionaVcollective contradictions and struggles is the will and weIl- 

being of a11 Wabanaki Peoples. "The whole idea of sovereignty is easily lost in divisions" (Lyons and 

Mohawk 1994, p.60), to the extent that a 'win' generally refers to the win of a faction, not Mi'kmaq 

and Welastekwiyik comrnunities. In this instance, the breakdown of the Micmac-Maliseet Coalition, 

as well as other community dynamics, created prime conditions for the provincial government to 

corne in and strike a deal. And this is preçisely what happened. On June 10, 1998 Tobique First 

Nation's Chief Edwin Bernard signed an interim deal with the province based on 5% of the annual 

alIowabIe cut and worth 2.1 million dollars. Tobique Chief and Council rationale for this move was 

based on frustration with 'intemal' negotiations. As Chief Bernard noted, "Too many native groups 

were trying to push their own agendas" (quoted in Hrabluk and Poitras, 1998). SimiIarly, Tobique 
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Band Councillor Wayne Nilas q l a i m ,  'îwe waited and waifed but there was no consensus. 

There were too r m y  interest groups eruptmg, inaking it impossible to corne to an agreemrnt" 

(quoted in Breanaa, 1998b)- 

'Externalities' of Aboriginal 'rights' discou rse 

Reviewing what o c c d  within phase two of this struggIe, it is probably fair to argw that 

cornmunity divisions Innited the negotiating capabies of political eütes (Andersen, 1997). Having 

said thaf it would be incornt to place the bkme at the feet of WabmalÜ Peoples, as  though it was 

through their own ' ineptitude' that Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik cornmunit ies received what many 

characterize to be a raw deai, "a bhtant seii out" (Francis, 1999) or "crumbs" (KG, Interview, March 

1999). Indeed, by focusing solely on internai dynamics and divisions excludes the roles played by 

extemal actors and structures throughout this 'logging issue'. 

Generally speaking, negotiat ions are about compromises, and parties to nego tiations are 

always eager to 'get a band up' on others at the table in order to secure a deai in which they make 

the Ieast compromises or give the fewest concessions. From this vantage point, the positionality of 

the provincial govemment, already advanceci due to the Court of Appeal ruling, was fiuther 

strengthened by the nitenial divisions within Wabanaki Nations. In fact, it was to the government's 

negotiating admmtage to maintain m t d  sûitè preckiy becam a d e d  Aboriginal position would 

uhnately result in the proviace having to make more concessions than it was willing to do. Freire 

(1970) refèrs to this as the dide  and d e  dimension of oppressive action where the oppressor mut 

divide and keep divided the oppressed i~ order to retah their power. "It is in the interest of the 

oppressor to weaken the oppressed stül M e r ,  to isolate them. to create and deepen rifts among 
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them3* (Freire, 1970, p.122). It is for this reason that many Aboriginal Peoples argue that "...to 

interpret the resulting divisions within our communities as mere intemal differences is to overlook 

divide and conquer tactics that are being deliberately ernployed ... to create intemal divisions" 

(Maliseet Court, 1996). 

As noted earlier in this chapter, prior to the arrivai of this 'logging issue' there already existed 

a wide variety of structural factors that impinged upon establishing a consensual Wabanaki front. 

More often than not, the structural forces, such as the Indiau> Act, which divide communities dong 

colonially manifested fault lines, are heightened by existing material conditions in 'Indian country', 

such as high unemploymenf Iimited financiai resources, and inequitable distribution practices. These 

divisions were not lost upon those extemal parties which had a significant stake in the outcome of 

this codia,  namely the provincial govemment and the logging industry. What occurs as a result is 

a lot of 'double-talk'. For example, in one breath the provincial government would argue that "in 

deaiing with the native comrnunity you have to involve everyone" (Andersen. 1998) and in the next 

it would comment that "it's up to the native goups to get over their differences and form a coalition" 

(White, 1998b). Similarly, prior to Tobique signing the first agreement the provincial govemment 

promised that the off-reserve Abonginal population would be duly recognized and taken into account 

in the negotiating process (Gregoire, 1998f). After the Tobique 2 break throuçh, however, the 

province claimed that there were not enough trees to grant cutting rights to off-reserve. "There is 

a limit to the amount of forest resources which can be cut. W e  cannot satisfjr everyone with what we 

have here" (Porter, 1998). 

More insidiouq however, is that with the 'knowledge' of existing intemal divisions and 

divenities within Wabanaki communities, the province and logçing industry were able to manipulate 



"the masses to their objectives" (Freire, 1970, p. 128). In his discussion on 'khy do men [sic] obey'. 

Gene Sharpe (1973) argues that the desired cooperation of individuals and groups can be obtained 

by offerhg incentives, such as money, positions and prestige. Adams (1995, p. 18 1)similarly argues 

that "purchasing the support of [some] colonized people who never had enough money to live on is 

easil y done". It is wit hin this context that the provincial-corporate 'CO w-cat ching scheme' 'O proved 

to be successfid in rnanaging to ''anesthethe the people" (Freire, 1970), or in this case some 

Wabanaki people and leaders. 

It is important to remember that forestry is a 3 billion dollar industry in New Brunswick, and 

as such, provincial and corporate stakeholders were anxious to have the 'logging issue' resolved as 

quickly as possible in order to r e m e  'business as unial'. The provincial governrnent, therefore, was 

holding 'buckets of money', made available to First Nations through signinç interirn agreements and 

accepting incitements to settle. Attention was continuously drawn to the amount of money that 

would be directly injected into reserve economies were chiefs to sign a deal: Tobique, $2.1 million; 

Burnt Church, $1.6 million; Eel Ground, %750,000+ (Francis, 1998); Woodstock, $877,500 

(Brennan, 1998); Kingsclear, $893,750 (Gregoire, lW8g); Orornocto, $568,000 (Dnify Glea~~er,  

1998); Big Cove, $2.8 million (Tenszen, 1998b). Incitements to settle included $20,000 start up 

fùnds as offered to Burnt Church and Tobago First Nations and $1 million dollar signing bonuses as 

'%en reading through the various newspaper articles on this struggie and reviewing what wvs k i n g  said and 
done by the province and logg'ng corporations, it struck me how similar their approach was to the 'catch the cow 
scenario' which h c t i o n s  on the basis of exploitkg weakness. 1 say ihis in light of my own expxiences of growing up 
on dairy fm and the tactics Ive employai to catch cows that had escaped into open land The ciitching process usually 
involved two people, one with a bucket offeed and the oîher with a halter, as this increascd the chances of ultirnnte 
success. Where more than one cow was loose, the gencraI goal was to opproach and catch one and lead it away, which 
ofien hnd the effmt of othets following wih  Iittle coasing. Thot ~ve were successful is evidcnt il! the fact hat there are 
no c a s  running around the neighbourhd in H m e y  Station. Success within the f h n g  context is to place the cow 
back into confinement, at which time you may need to mend some fences, fis some gatcs, or incrcase the voltage on the 
electric face. 
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offered to Big Cove (Hrabluk. 1998g; Poitras, 1998). As New Brunswick Natural Resources 

spokesrnan Wade Wdson comrnented with respect to the $20.000 start up fiinds, "they can use the 

money for whatever they want ...[ and] there is more money available for other bands who sign 

harvesting agreements with the province" (quoted in Hrabluk, 1998g). 

WhiIe the provincial 'cow catchers' were attempting to lure Aboriginal communities on one 

front, the logging corporations were working on another, namely holding out the 'employment 

halter' . As reported by the Telegrnph Jo~~rnaf: 

The eight forest companies that hold leases for Crown land are holding their own 
negotiations with native communities. I.D. IMng plans to have at least one 15 
rnember crew per native community performing siiviculture work on Crown land 
leased to the company (White, 1998d). 

In fact, at this point J.D. Irving had already struck a deal with Tobique and Fort Folly and would later 

on strike a deal with loggers from Big Cove to harvest sixty acres from the company's lease on 

Bronson Road (White, 1998d; Gregoire, 1998h). According to IMng's communication director, 

Mary Keith, "the company has show its willingness to work with native people by givinç them jobs 

in silvicdture and by working out their own agreements with bands" (quoted in Gregoire, 1998j). 

Other corporations were employing similar tactics in an effort to resolve this dispute. For instance, 

an informant from Eel River Bar explained that representatives fkom Fraser Paper Inc. had corne to 

his reserve to speak and negotiate with the community, and they ended up signinç a deal with this 

company. 

That is what these paper companies did when they came to the community. They 
flashed dollars, told people they would get rich quick ... They were really just trying 
to protect their own interests P H ,  InteMew, February 1999). 

Protecting their own interests was precisely what the provinciai/corporate 'cow catching scheme' was 
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al1 about, and in whidi they were ultimately successful given that every 'reserve' community has now 

signed an agreement (Lloyd Augustine. personal communications. Apnl 1999). As one Miigemag 

informant noted, "they are not helping us, they are just allowing us so much to shut us up" (QT, 

Interview, February 1999). 

At the same time, governrnent and corporate stakeholders needed to publicly justiQ their 

course of action(s). which they deerned necessary €or a quick resolution. What emerges as a result 

is a media campaign against Aboriginal harvesters that veers on the edçe of alarmism. First, 

numerous cartoon editorids were published in Irving owned newspapers such as the Daily Gletlt~er 

and the Telegrnph JorcnKII (see Appendix C). Secondly, there were newspaper articles explaining 

the dangers and problems of Aboriginal harvesters on 'Crown' land. For instance, the Minister of 

Natural Resources warned New Brunswick residents that Native loçgers would throw non-natives 

out of work, while the Minister of the Environment accused Aboriginals of destroyinç the forests 

(Toughll, 1998). "We understand they have a nght to cut", explains Jim Lawless, J.D.Irving district 

superintendent, "but we don't see them following the management plan. It's like cutting the fiiture" 

(quoted in Gmld Lake Micor, 1998a). In fact, the J.D. Irving corporation argued that "commercial 

logging under a treaty right would make it impossible for licensees to manage leased lands in any 

manner required by the Act" (Llewellyn, 1 998b). This notion is backed up by such comments as the 

one made by Max Cater, the Executive Director of New Brunswick Forest Products Association: 

Our wood supply in New Brunswick is very critical ... Every tree on Crown land has 
a designation now. To manage our forests sustainably you cannot be cutting wood 
at randorn ... The randomness of harvesting that goes along with individuaI rights is 
a disaster for us (quoted in Llewellyn, 1998b). 

Another forest technician notes that %th no quota on the amount of wood to be cut, it is a fiee for 



all. Greed has taken over ... 1 believe the amount of white pine harvested by native operations rnay 

dready make a difference to future management" ( G r d L u k e  Mirror, 1998b). 
4 

A noticeable absence throughout this 'logging stmggle' hadis the federal govenunent, 

particularly given their fiduciary responsibility for 'Indians and lands reserved for Indians', as well 

as the Deparünent of uidian -airs and Norihem Development (DIAND) obligations to protect the 

interests of Aboriginal Peoples. From the beginning of this 'logging issue', the federal govemment 

found itself engaging in colonial ambivalence, perhaps driven in part by its inherently 'conflict of 

interest' position. Ottawa, through the Attorney General of Canada, supported the provincial 

çovernment in appealing the Tumbull ruling to the New Brunswick Court of Appeal (Tenszen, 

1998~). During phase one of this stmggle, Ottawa, through the DIAND provided $20,000 non 

repayable grants to Aboriginal micro-enterprises, money which was used by Wabanaki loçgers to 

harvest trees on 'Crown' lands (Tenszen, 1998~). When asked by Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik 

peopIes to become involved in this matter, Ottawa declined. According to DIAND Minister Jane 

Stewart, this 'logging issue' has to be resolved between the province and First Nations (Morrison and 

Porter, 1998; Morrison, 1998). In Iight of federd assimilation goals and its reaction tu the 

Delganttn&w decision where it has placed a two year moratorium on implementation with respect to 

Abonginai 'title', Ottawa's silence on this issue, other than its support of the province, is in line with 

its policy agenda. And this is precisely why the question asked by a Wabanaki man at the Brian 

Slattery (1999) lecture needs to be more seriously considered. Will these 5% interim agreements 

become receipts for Aboriginal land? 
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'Rights' last resort ? 

Michael Foucault (1980a, p.95-6) argues that right serves not only as an instrument of 

domination but that the way in which it manifests itself "transmits and puts in motion relations that 

are not relations of sovereignty, but relations of domination". This thesis has followed the joumey 

of 'right ', how it proceeded, where it installed itself, and to what effect. In the beginning of this 

journey Aboriginal 'rights' as understood and conceived by Wabanaki Peoples included notions of 

sovereignty, territorial integfity and self-determination. 

It was the assertion of Aboriginal 'rights' and the exercise of  those 'rights' that brought 

Mi'krnaq and Welastekwiyik cornmunities to this point, namely the first deal 'negotiated' between 

the province and the Tobique Fkst Nation. By sigiing this agreement, Chief Edwin Bernard changed 

the iandscape dynamics once again, installing what is lefi of 'right' within the wording of the 

agreement. First, access to 'Crown' resources is limited to 5% of the annual allowable cut, 

proportional to Tobique's on and offreserve population. Second, makinç Tobique a 'Crown' land 

permit holder (which the provincial government held was a significant concession on their part) 

brought this Welastekwiyik community fùrther into the fold of provincial jurisdiction. Now it has 

to confonn to the regdatory management scheme of the New Brunswick Croivir Latrds ntrd Forest 

Act. 

Part and parce1 of this scheme, as pointed out by two Welastekwiyik women, is the issue of 

taxation. First Nations who sign these deals will be obliged to collect the harmonized sales tax." 

paid to them by the mills they seIl their tumber to. 

What the hell do we do with it? Where does it go in the community? ... Do we just 

"1n New Brunswick the provincial tax and the federal goodr and mvices iax hes been h-onizcd into one. 



keep it or do we hand it over, or should we be charging a handling fee, or should we 
be even coileaing it d and apply our own native tax? (ICL, I n t e ~ e w ,  March 1999). 

n ie  difficulty that an-ses for Aboriginal communities, according to these two informants, is that land 

designated as 'Indian land' is non-taxable. While the province may see 'Crown' land as bdonging 

to 'thern', Wabanaki Peoples see this same land as being unceded or unsurrendered Wabanaki 

tenitory, which es~en~aiiy means it is 'Indian land' and therefore not taxable (TQ, InteMew, March 

1999). WhiIe at the outset this issue of taxation may mean little to most people, for Aboriginal 

Peoples across Turtle Island it is extremely significant and problematic. For Wabanaki communities 

in New Brunswick, to chargdcollect taxes on wood cut on 'Crown' lands is to admit that these lands 

are not 'Indian lands'. Non-taxation is also held to be a 'right' protected by and throuçh the federal 

fiduciary obligation to First Nations, and many Aboriginal Peoples equate paying taxes to outriçht 

assimilation, and hence cultural genocide. 

Being brought further into provincial jurisdiction also raises other difficulties and concems: 

In terms of provincial Crown, there is no regulatory process in terms of 'Indians'. It 
is void of aii that, although the Indian Act is void of provincial Crown, and the federal 
Crown only deals with reserves. You have so many Iittle thinçs with spaces in 
between and there is no line directly through them. So how do you take al1 that and 
fix it into a system that has marks and departures of whose in charge and who makes 
the rules? (TQ, I n t e ~ e w ,  March 1999). 

Third, the deal to which Tobique is a signatory also 'props up* the çoverninç power of Chiefs 

and Councils as the agreements place both employment and royalty distribution under Chief and 

Council control. Michael Foucault (1980a, p.97) argues that it is important to "look at power in 

its extemal visage ... where it installs itself and produces real efects". As pointed out earlier, the real 

effects of power play themselves out at the local level and through colonial 'creatures' such as the 

band council system, which is govemed by the hdia~~ Act. To ' prop up' t his system of government 
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has the effect of rnaintainng interna1 control through extemal structures, such that those directing the 

garne plan, consciously or unconsciousl~, are never seen as participating in the domination. Indeed, 

when interna1 problerns arise, colonial puppeteers cm easily point their fingers to the community and 

argue that 'it is your own fault - deal with it'. In fact, this is precisely what happened with respect 

to this 'logging issue' as 1 will explain later. 

It is therefore not surpnsing that Aboriginal Peoples are claiming that the "worst thing that 

could happen to Abonginal people is Edwin Bernard" (Gregoire, 1998f). The Tobique deal was 

siçnificant in that it undermined any attempt by Wabanaki Peoples to unite and neçotiate a more 

comprehensive deal (Hrabluk and Poitras, 1998). In fact, many people predicted that this break in 

unity would have a domino effect across the province. As Tim Paul noted, "the Tobique deal will 

now send chiefs scrarnbling for the remaining scraps"(Gregoire, 1998f). Similarly, Chief Robert Levi 

from Big Cove commented that "in a very short while we'll have people knockinp at Our doors 

sayins, 'look at what Tobique's doing. Do something to get us into that'" (quoted in Hrabluk and 

Poitras, 1998). And this is precisely what happened. By September of 1998 seven reserve 

comrnunities had signed interim agreements with the province, by December that number had 

increased to eleven, and by Apnl 1999 d l  fifieen comrnunities had signed an agreement (Gregoire, 

1998 h; Tenszen, 1 998 b). 

But while these agreements were continuously beinç pushed forward by the province, 

information about previous deals began to surface. Newspaper headlines reading, "Deals not al1 cut 

up to be", "Tobique's forest fiasco", 'Fontroversy surrounds Rrst Nation's forestry deal" and "Chiefs 

mishandeci native logging deais", indicated that al1 was not well despite provincial arguments to the 

contrary. Residents from Tobique claimed that only a minority of the community were at the 
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meeting, called on the sly, that voted in favour of signing the intenm agreement (Brennan, 1998). 

The First Nations of Tobique, Burnt Church, and Kingsclear had al1 run out of wood within months 

of the agreement king signed with the province. Many communities claimed that favourtism played 

an integrai role in the distribution of timber allotments. In Tobique these allotments were doled out 

to 22 individuals out of a population of 1600, while in Kingsclear 21 individuals received timber 

allotments out of a population of 700. Members of both Tobique and Kingsclear complained that 

over fi@ percent of the profits went to non-native harvesters (YicforCI Comty Record, 1998d; 

Gregoire, 19986 1998g, 1998i; Teiegraph Joirrrd, 1998a; HrabIuk, 1998h ). "We were saying 

reserve politics would play a significant role", claims Brian Francis (Gregoire, 1998i), a revelation 

that had little impact on the provincial drive to strike a deal. Indeed, the provincial çovemment was 

well aware of intemal politics, if for no other reason than that it had been brought up time and again 

by loggers, the NBAPC, and numerous other individuals concerned with issues of representation and 

accountability. "By taking the low road and choosing what appeared to be a quick fix to placate 

native protesters, the government has inadvertently [advertently] made a bad situation worse" 

( TeIegraph Journal, 1 998a). 

Consequently, the government's response to these disturbing revelations and Abonginal 

Peoples' demands for accountability, was to follow the colonial line of 'no fault but yours'. When 

pressed by Tobique members to answer a myriad of questions on management accountability the 

response by the Department of Natural Resources was that it was not their responsibility to oversee 

the inner workings of the Chief and Council. "Look internally, do not corne after the department" 

(Victoria Cormty Record, 1998d). Natural Resource Minister Doug Tyler, the 'genie' behind the 

agreements, similarly argueci that it was not his job to regulate the deal once it was signed (Gregoire, 
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1998g). In fact, when he was asked by the NBAPC why off-reserve and non-status were not 

provided with a portion of the annual allowable cut, his response was that "non natives had already 

been accounted for in the annual aiiowable ait and it was up to them to negotiate with band councils 

or the federal govemment in order to benefit fiom the harvest" (Chilibeck, 1998). The sad irony with 

the off-reserve population, however, is that while a few off-reserve members were successtiil in 

logging under their community deal, the majority were left out in the cold. And while most people 

1 in te~ewed or talked to did not see this as an off-reserve/ on-reserve issue, the very structure of the 

hdkm Act makes it an off-reservdon-reserve issue. Stumpage fees12 collected under these interim 

agreements are being directed to band councils with the idea that this money will be used for social 

prograrns in the community. Under hdim Act regulations, however, money to be used for social 

programs must be directed to the on-reserve population only. 

Perhaps it may be argued that the accountability issues launched at the province are il1 

founded, due either to the province's ignorance of 'Indian politics' or daims that its jurisdiction does 

not extend to on-reserve matters. However, one needs to seriously question whether the provincial 

Iine of action was not consistent with a greater power-knowledge machination which continually 'set' 

Aboriginal peoples up to 'fail'. Why, for instance, did Doug Tyler 'hot demand a plan for sustainable 

and accountable harvesting fiom First Nations, an abstention otherwise unheard of in leasing Crown 

lands for the purpose of harvesting timber?' (Tekgraph J o I I ~ ~ ,  1 %%a). Why were people promised 

one minute that their needs and concerns would be addressed in any negotiations only to be excluded 

in the ne-? Why was the provincial govemment so insistent on 'secretly' negotiating with Chiefs and 

121t must be noted that sturnpng fm: mount only to n smdl portion of the m a l  amount of monriy injcctod into 
reserve economies though these deab. 
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Councils, particularly when it appeared that the Micmac-Maliseet coalition was gaining public support 

and momentum in reaching a unified proposal? Why did the federal govemment with its fiduciary 

responsibilities to Aboriginal Peoples refùse to become involved? 

Conclusion 

This chapter beçan by exploring the context in which Aboriginal 'rights' discourse was 

appropriated, a context that is characterized by colonial contradictions and ambivalence, where 

peoples' understandings of self-in-community are concurrently grounded in spatial location and social 

cohesion, as weli as cultural dislocation and social displacement. The remainder of this chapter then 

focused on the ways in which the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster, through the confrontational processes 

of the 'Iogging stniggle', solicited the employment of cultural symbols as a medium through which 

individual and coflective agency actualized itself within and outside Wabanaki communities. In 

following the trickster's journey, what becarne evident was that as it changes forms so too does the 

manner in which individuals hamess internally contested and contingent cultural symbols, reflecting 

a responsive agency to new structures. The problem that arose, however, is that through the 'rights' 

squeeze, namely an unfavourable court ruling and the provincial negotiating process, the relative 

fluidity of the trickster's transformation became solidified. This in turn not only restricted the nature 

and content of 'rights', but alw, wnstrained exposure of interna1 diversities, particularly where it was 

expedient to maintain a unified front for negotiating purposes. 

With the signing of the agreements, 'riçhts' came to a tentative rest, pn'vileging certain forms 

of cultural symbols and certain meanings of those symbols at the expense of others. That this 

occurred is evidenced in: the content of the agreements; who neçotiated those agreements; and 
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under whose authority Aboriginal negotiators acted. 

Even though at the beginning of this chapter Abonginal ' rights' began with al1 the trees in the 

province, through compromise and 'negotiation'. those 'rights' were reduced to 5% of the annual 

allowable cut. The unfortunate reality is that while this 'rights' journey still remains incomplete, as 

the agreements signed with Wabanaki communities are only on an interim basis, there is every 

indication that the provincial government will make few, ifany, changes to longer term agreements. 

In fact, if the 25 year agreement put foward to the Big Cove community is any indication, 

Aboriginal 'nghts' will become even narrower in scope, as this agreement limits not only logging 

activities but dso fishing and hunting (Poitras, 1998). When one compares these outcomes with the 

original goals and aspirations put forward by Mi'kmaq and Welastekwiyik Peoples in the early stases 

of this struggle, one needs to seriously question whether the 'dubious ally' of Abonginal 'nghts' 

secured Wabanaki Peoples a more self-detemined existence, or whether the Abonginal 'nghts' 

trickster played an 'assimilation tnck' which envelopes Aboriginal Peoples tùrther into the spatial 

ima~inary of the nation-state. 



Chaptcr Five 
Comiag fuU cirick. a conclusion 

In Mrmac stories about the Sa wotlds1. it is always the forest where such beiogs and 
events are encountered The fùrther into the forest, the stranger the encounter, for 
it is the forest w h e  rieality beconies fluid. Within Micmac stories, the forest is chaos 
- the uocoascious, the unknown.. Usualfy, however, it is deep inside the forest tbat 
Persons come face to face with Power, and a story begins to d o l d  (Holmes 
Whitehead, 1988, p.6). 

It is beMtirtg that the 'bgging struggie' for Wabaiiaki Peoples took place in and mund the 

'heart of the forest', where the image of the tree is one of symboiic importance in Mi'kmaq oral 

narratives. The tree, which is said to connect the three !idamentai cosmic zones as its roots 

penetrate the underworld and its branches rise hto the sky (Holmes Whitehead, 1988), served an 

important spiritual roie for sbamans of the people who would withdraw into the forest in order to 

journey intemaüy to the ' forest-staîe' of the mind, "And deep within this forest-state, they bund the 

Tree that was both actuality and syrnbl of the road on which they traveled" (Holmes Whitehead, 

It is wahin the context of this intemal journey of 'lwwledge seeking' that the role of the 

trickster in Algonquian oral narratives becornes important. According to Evan Pritchard (1997, 

p.99, the role(s) of 'triçkster' or deoeiver was to convey, through Mirent stories, settiags and shape 

transformations, the message thai whk people have the same a b ' i  to Iie and cheat, to throw people 

off balance, this power does not need to be uçed and thaî there are conquences for doing so. Willie 

Errnine (1995, p. 105) argues that the transformative capacities of the trickster spoke about the ways 

' ~ h e  SU worlds include in Mi'kmaq oral narratives include: "Ihe Wald baieath nie the Wald 
Beneath the Water, Earth Wald, Ghost World, the World Above The Earth, and the Wald Abve the Sky" 
(Holmes Whitehead, 1988, p.3). 
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in which "people travel the path into bwing the unbiown.. . [and] to guide our expenences into the 

deep reaches of the psyche and the udkthomable mystery of being". It was the "Old Ones" (Gw 

Intdew, March 1999)' the medicine people who in their community positions were responsible for 

guiding "people into the various realms of knowledge by ushg the trickstei' (Ennine, 1995, p. los), 

and "assisting others to see all the tncks and tricksters in order to dispel c~dÙsion'~ (Pritchard, 1997, 

p. 105). Li an ~ n p r ~ c t a b l e  and unreliabfe world where nearly everything can change shapes, where 

Creation is fluid and in a continuous state of transformation (HoImes Whitehead, 1988). the Old Ones 

knew, despite its deceptive appearances and numerous tricks. "the character of the trickster and his 

capacity to assist with self-actualization" (Ermine, 1995, p. 105). This is an essential element for 

&val in a world fidi of shape changers where "nothing is as it seems" (Holmes Whitehead, 1988). 

Survival in this worid rested upon accumulating power. made possible by turning inward "where real 

power lies" @mine, 1995) andlor through alliances with "helpfùi empowering Persons" (Holmes 

Whitehead, 1988). 

It is these various connotations and understandings that 1 invoked when using the Aboriginal 

'rights' trickster throughout this thesis. The Aboriginal 'rights' trickster is a shape changer, a 

deceiver, but is it an e m p o w e ~ g  alliance or a dangerous ailiance that "drains on power" (Holmes 

Whitehead, 1988)? It is to this question that this thesis has ultirnately spoken by way of critically 

pursuing the travels of the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster through the unfiolding story of the 'logging 

issue'. To respond to the question of whether the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster is an empowering or 

dangerous alliance requins a surnmary of its travels through this thesis narrative. 

Mügam'agan anci gkisedtanamoogk's story with which 1 introduced this thesis spoke of and 

to the spatial imagery of the Webanaki Confederacy and the various nations belonging there too. The 
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geograpbical bolmdaries of uiS tantory exîend dong the eastem coast of Turtle Idad, and as such 

displace exkhg udm&m@p of 'miionai' and 'hternaiiooai' geographies by "maring disniption" 

(Sparke, 1998)' as well as a refiisal, of hegemonic cartographie spatiality. As a counter-hegemonic 

nanative, Mz'gam'aganand gkisedtanamou#s story, a>--u&d bgan mrderstsoding - 

of ancestral space and place of territorial mtegrity and sovereign junsdiction, ciills for a radical re- 

thinkmg of the colonial hntiers of both 'Mtioaal' and 'mtematiod knowledge. AccompanyinP 

their footsteps in a Wabanaki Iaodscape. first contact with Eumpearis becomes understood as a 

solidification of these international bomdaries through the various nation-to-nation peace and 

fkiendship treaties negotiated in the 1 8& Century. 

It is m thk mtersection that the Aboriginal 'rights' trickster &es on the scene through the 

' logging issue' by nionmis Peter Paul defeading m a colonial court of iaw his ' right7 to harvest bird's 

eye maples on "Crown' land, a 'nghtT which is upheld in the treaties negotiated between the 

Wabanaki and British, treaties which accordmg to Wabanaki Peoples wece based on the law of 

Nikamen (mtemational law). By empbyiqg the Abonginal 'rights' trickster, Wabanaki Peoples were 

attempting in a sense to "get us back to where we were9'(13ear Niiioias, 1995)' and more importantly 

"to make a ckim to be respectedm (Bear Nicholas, 1993). This daim for respect includes the 

traditions which came with this land, the autonomy of First Nations, the integrity of their territories 

and cultures and the nation-to-nation rektionship estabbhed through tmties. 

Howewr, the deceptiw aature of the trickster' as explained in Chapter Three. obscures the 

colonial paradox that thmugh the very appropriation of Aborigmal 'rightsT discourse, Aboriginal 

Peopies are acknowledging nation-state m i o n  on and in their territories, a d  in turn invîtmg 

disrespect for tbeir nationhood, soveteignty, and terriîoriai and cuhural mtegrity. It is pmireiy 
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because of this colonial paradox t h  Bruce Clark (1996, p.7) argues that Abonginal Peoples finding 

themselves in a colonial court shodd argue 'non-jurisdiction', d n g  attention to the need to "to 

submit the question ofjurisdiction and possession to third party adjudication, as required by lad'. 

The law to which he is r e f h g  is Queen Anne's Or& in Coilllcii of9 Mmch 1704, which was 

established through the actions of the Mohegans who "petitioned Queen Anne to create an 

independent and impartial third party court, for the constitutional purposes of adjudicating disputes 

between natives and newcomers'' (Cladq 1996, p.3). Queen AM'S Order in Council stated the need 

for third party jurisdiction, arguing that it "would be Mse to pretend that the newcomen' court 

system, anymore than the native's court system, cm ever be seen to be independent and impartial in 

a dispute between them" (Clark, 1996, p.4). 

This route was not selected in the Thomas Peter Paul case, as he relied instead on the 

'dubious aliy' of Aboriginal 'nghts' law to secure for Wabanaki Peoples access to their traditional 

lands. What was secured through the Aboriginal 'nghts' trickster's 'shape changing' after the first 

two levels of trial was access to all the trees on 'Crown' lands. With the Court of Appeal ruling. 

which overtumed the previous nilings of Iudge Arseneault and Justice Turnbull, the trickster 

transformed once again nom trees to logging, a transformation which became solidified through the 

"the clay of negotiations and the mud of compromises" (Manzo, 1995). This transfomative process 

was explicated in Chapter Four, a process which culminated in an intenm agreement allotting 5% of 

the provincial annual dowable cut pursuant to the terms and conditions of the provincial C .  

Lands and Forest Act. 

In reviewing the various shrpe cbanges the Aborigiaal 'rights' trickster engaged in through 

this 'logging struggle' , what emerges is an understandimg of Aboriginal 'rights' as a "dangerous 
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aikme". Begimhg wahm the international spbere, Wabanaki Peoples' alliance witb the Aborigmal 

'rights' trickster saw theV power diminish h m  nitemational, to national, to provincial, and naally 

to lad What began wiih the temmtorial iategcity of tbe Wabanaki Confederacy, tramformeci to the 

confines of Canadii and then provincial aod naally reserve geography. Whüe origmal Wabanakï 

notions of sovereignty cailed for a recognition of selfaetennination or the ab* to govem oaeseif 

in accordance to Wabanaki customs and traditions, this was reduced to Canadian, and then New 

Brunswick, and nrmlly band cou~cil, jurisdiction. And whiie the harnessing of contested cultural 

symbols wahin this 'righîs' stniggle was intended to secure a collective and unineci position, 5 served 

instead to fiuther dMde Wabanakï comrnunities, solidiijhg certain 'ways of being' which advanced 

individual as opposed to collective interests. What d of these descending transformations speak to, 

and what this thesis has shown, is tbat Aborigllral Peoples' alliance *th the Abonginal 'rights' 

trickster is one of"dangetr, an alliance that "does not add to communal Power but [id] drains 

on it" (Hohes Whitehead, 1988). 

Concluding observations 

incompatibiiïty betweea stated territorial goals of First Nations Peoples and the 'rights' awarded 

through Aboriginal 'rights' hw. Wthin this conte* the p r o b l e d  of ihis law, as argued by Roland 

Chrisjohn and Shem Young (1997, p. IOS), is as foilows: 

Corne in one at a thne and show nr: your star, if you can prove how you got it, we'U 
cover it up with rmkeup for you. Remernber yo i  don't tell us what it is you waw 
we'll teU you what you're gohg to get (emphasis in original). 

From the perspective of a number of W a M  Peoplcs, participation m the coboisl system is a b  
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to ailturai genocide. "The Old Ones say that you wiU no longer be a human being" (GM, InteMew, 

March 1999). or as expressed by another Miigemag woman, "we wül be seEdeteminhg ourselves 

in an unhealthy way" (QT, Interview? Febmary, 1999). 

What then is the way forward for resohcing Indigenous land c h  and struggles? Ted Robert 

Gurr (1 996, p. 74), observes: 

Conflict management strategies that tliil to recognize the importance of peoples' 
cultural identities or that fail to address the grievances that animate their political 
movements will fàii to reduce conaict. 

This thesis has shown that confiict management must also include the recognition of and need to 

understand intemal diveties and dynamics. For Aboriginal cornmunities, to negotiate and stniggie 

on the basis of a 'flattened' culture belies the complexity and diversity inherent in a solidary and 

homogenous appearance (Cohen, 1993). W e  conflict processes with 'outsiders' demands a unifieci 

fiont in order to senire and strengthen bacgaining power in the interest of cornrnunity well-being and 

balance? it cannot be ignored that segmentary knowledge manifests "in disparate interpretations and 

opinions" which in the "interests of communal boundary management, masquerades as orthodoxy 

and consensus" (Cohen, 1993, p.40). 'Sweeping ciifferences under the carpet', as this thesis has 

demonstrated, only enhances intemal divisions, and in tm inhibits collective agency. 

To focus on "processes of identity production, insisting on the discursive nature of 

'experience' and on the politics of its ~~nshniction" ( S a  1992, p.36) is not to erase abject agency. 

Rather, the problematizing of 'subject', 'experience', and 'identity' as sites of multiple stmggle 

enables the possible expansion of what they mean, "and in this sense to condition and enable an 

enhmced sense of agency" (Buder, 1992, p.16). Processes of deconstruction, as emphasized by 

postmodem and postwlonial thinkers, enables presuppositions to be called into question, thereby 



fieeing them fiom theV " metaphysical lodgings in orda to occupy and sem very different politicai 

aims" (Butler, 1992, p- 17). 

A recognition ofthe divergent pulls on id- and diversity of expaienus within Aboriginal 

communities and Nations is equaliy important for colonial authorities, though not for the purposes 

such understandings are harnessed for today, namely divide and couquer. If the 'good fath' 

intentions of federal and provincial govemments are mtended to b ~ g  a close to th& 'Indian 

problem', then thqr need to begin by bonestly acknowledging and incorporating intemal dimensions 

and dynamics within their own negotiating position, particularly in relation to whom they are 

negotiating with and upon what constituency that negotiating authority is based. Failure to do so will 

result in the persistence of land stniggles. As explained to me by a Mügemag youth: 

In my mind, they [chief and council] can sign al1 the deals they want because they 
don't have rny consent, they can't take my rights away. That is the way 1 see it and 
I know a lot of other people feel the same way. So whatever deal they si- those 
people are not going to recagnize it. They are stül going to protest and fight (DH, 
Interview, February 1999). 

A Wampanoag informant umilarly articuiated: 

The reality is that these agreements are signed and initiated or implemented, but you 
stili have people resisting that, and as long as there is resistance then the agreement 
isn't foilowed. And eventuaüy they will be ovahinied. They are dways over tuming 
these things in the fist place. Nothing is etched in stone, even if the courts believe 
they are etched in stone. niat is their belief. We have a diierent perspective on that 
(KG, InteMew, March 1999). 

A second findamental observation Robert Gurr (1996, p.74) makes is: 

Concentrathg canfliictmanagement efforts on one party to the exclusion of othea is 
a no-win stnitegy. The principle is widely recognized by those concerned with 
managing interstate conflict, but not necesdy  those dealhg with intrastate wnfiict. 

This understanding is what this thesis has dtimately argued for with respect to Indigenous land 



properIy belong. This suggestion, of course, demands cartographie decolonkation and a 

'relinquishing' of power by the nations-*te in respect to 'owning' these issues- However, this is 

the ody way justice on p d  with respect to Indigenous Peoples, and it therefore must be ajustice 

that accounts for both pst and contemporary proces of coïom'aIism and the MoIent dlsniptkn of 

Iniipew,us culturies. As the European Comnnssioner for Hurrwinarian Afkh, Emma Bonino noted: 

Societies sbattered by such nighniares camot resume more tban just a sembhnce of 
n o r d  lifé m i e s  there is a record of what happeneci, uniess the guïity are brought to 
juuice and punished, rmles the innocent are Whrd justice, geœration d e r  
generation is condemned to an existence baunted by the terron of the past (Fonun 
Europe, 1997, p.2). 

I f  justice is the route to be followed, as recommended by the RCAP (19%)report, then furiher 

research needs to be undertaken into the. ways in which justice can be attained through internaiionai 

processes of adjudication and reconcüiation For it is ody when we challenge and destabiIize 

'sterile' national/iieraafiOnai, donulidic/foreign hlpe dichotomies, and recognize both inter and uitra- 

p u p  differentiation, that we can begin to "seek out bridges across constmcted chasms'' (Agrawai, 

1995, p.433) and iniriate a productive dialogue through which to resolve Indigenous iand struggies. 
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Appendix A: 

Research Letter 
Topic: The Political Constitution of Indigenous Resource Struggles 

Date: February, 1999 

1 am a Masters snident at tbe Norman Paterson School of International Afiairs at Carleton University 
and am cunentiy undertahg research for my master's *. 1 am looking at the politics of 
Indigenous iand/resource conflicts and how cuIhiraC politics influences the W oiitconie, As 1 am 
using the 'logghg issue' in New Bnmwick as a case study, I am doing part of my research m 
Aboriginal Communities in New Brunswick to see how the 'logging issue' bas Sécted Abonginal 
Communities. 1 wül be asking you how the issue was nrSt brought to your attention, how you see 
this issue in relation to Aboriginal self4etemùnation, and what impact this logging issue has had on 
your community and your own He. 

My research is king supervised by Professor Fiona Mackenzie, Department of Geography at 
Carleton University. She can be reached via mail at the Department of Geography, B349 Loeb 
Building, 1125 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, K1S 586, by phone at (613) 520-2561, or fa  
at (613) 520-4301. I can be reached at the address at the top of this page or in New Brunswick at 
RR # 4, Harvey Station, N.B, EOH LHO; phone (506) 366-2 105; fiu< (506) 366-2 105. 

If you agree to be intervieweâ, 1 promise the folbwing: 

to ensure that your prîvacy and confidentidity are protected, which Uicludes not attaching 
your name to any information and disguisÏng any identit'ying mfocmation Whüe it would be 
usefbi for the purpose of my thesis to be able to use general references - genderkx, youth 
(1 8-25), elder, off-reserve, non-status, Mi'kmaq, Weiastekwiyik (Maliseet) - 1 will not do so 
without your express permission. 
that I wdi not record, either by tape or writing, oui i n t e ~ e w  unless you give me permission 
to do so 
that 1 wilI be the ody person having access to the interview notes and that these notes will be 
stored in my thesis nles at my home in Aiexandria, Ontario. 1 will delete identifjing 
infomiation h m  mterview notes, and WU destroy any tape recordsigs after 1 have transferred 
the information to written format 
that participation is Mted to this one interview and that 1 will only contact you about 
clarification with your prior permission 
to provide you wità a written sumamry of our interview for you to review, and to whiçh you 
c m  make any deletions, changes or add new idionnation 
to Lgp you Ï d o d  about the progress of the research project and to mutuaiiy agree upon 
a centrai place where you wüi be able to access the finai resultdthesis. Arrangements can be 



made for you to receïve y m  own aqy oftk tkLsis ifan. of tbt centrai places wbm 1 lcave 
a copy of my tbeas is mt eady d l e  to you. 

If you agree to be intervbed, yoii bave the rigbt to f-g: 

a to d e d e  upon tbe phce whac you wouki lJre tbe interYiew to be kki 
towaMrawhmîheresean:hpn,jectatanytmit, ioranyreason, witboutprejudre 

O to be infozmed of and bave discusscd potenihl zisks ad bmcnts of pr tSphg  m thip 
research 

O to r e h  to answer any of the questions 
todlscontinnewahtheEtemkw ~nelanydscoIiiiprtoramrLtyet~pumt 
to decide ifan. gmra l  refaeavs to your idcotity - sex, youth (18-2s), off-reserve/on 
reserve, status/nondatus, eider, M'kmaq, Wehstekwj.ik (Ualiseet) - win k used in the 
tfiesis 
to revÏew a written summary of yaca mbaMew and to make eny deletion or changes as you 
desire 
to have access to the liaal CeSUltS/thesis 

Yours Sincereiy, 

Gerdine Van Woudenberg 



Appendix B: 

Naka woc 

Ali kcti sirpcyotahsik Kcaqmiq (Ireri hmwitabso sipawagin n a h  yelaUlaun senojiu) nit Ajemsek 

naka Miqmaweyuk rafcamuq naltt wolusttgookcweyuk sakamq wigwoIrijik ebitahsig Wabaadcik 

aighut Qotintk Puwaqoni Kinhs. lUs würhrmoriniapin weci skat sispeyuuhsïq k'taqniq AjemKk; 

naka kisi itcmopen Bruce CIYk LtB, MA. PhD. di cui mauwi pomowsoltimorc Canadieswilok 

naka psidedamaslailramiq itcmowiwal aii  mec skijiiouk t'peitimotit psiu k'taqmiq yut Wabanakik 

- ati tapu kisi k'mumadahsii Wolusntqokewik fçtagmi*q. 

1. W~lochey  sakem F e  McKcana ttllgigasin s i u  sispcyutasiu Ajunsck. 

2 Tekcc wanochey sakm Fm& McKcnna ska woiïlahunok dgimut - kisic nakem 

notawestawamcpn. 

3. T&c waaochcy sakcm Fm& McKcana ska woIumsiramok ali yut cowi leyik - uakcmch 

iUn akacikasin yut skohorasu atli t*pdotimdc psiu tama sh'tkarniq 

1% Wolwu~q Aut 
SeedoarirL 
E3A IV9 



MALlSEET COURT [translation] 

ïhe 4th generation of Isaac Edward Paui in the name of Pury Paui 
aad the famiiy of J o b  Sabbanis's daughtcr Lauise and son John 
Atwin in rhe name of Lconard F. Atwin and di extendcd families 
of the abonginai people with direct ancesuai tics to Ajemseg on 
the shores of thc Ajemscg River 

Rernier Frank McKtnna as ceprcscnracive of the govcrnments and 
courts of New Brunswick 

Upon hcving the abonginal people's concan thy the spirituai peace at Ajtmseg is thrratcncd by 

archeologists and bridge contraccon; and upon rrading the rcsolutioa of the Chiefs of the Atlantic 

Policy Congres daicd 10 October 1996 nqucsting a moratoriam; and upon hc-g the kgal opinion 

of Bruce Clark I1B. Mk PhD thar intexnaionai law and Canadian consumtiond law confirm Chat 

the aboriginal people have jurisdiction and the govemmcau and coures of New Brunswick do not 

because the land at Ajemseg is still unsuntndered Indian country: 

I. 'fbat Premier McKcnna ensure chat Ajemseg is not disnubed. 

2. Provided that the Premier can apply to this Corn to Vary or set asidc this ordcr if he 

fteis it is unfair or wmasonabIe; and 

3. F h e r  providcd that if the Premier fecls that this ordcr is illegai. that he be invitcd to 

subrnit the jurisdiction issue for third parcy adjudication before an independent and 

impartiai court in the international accaa 

BY THE COURT 



Appendix C: 

Source: Fredericton (Ivéw Brz~nsw~~ck) Daily Gleaner, 26 February 1998 

Source: Fredericton (New BrunswicR) Dai& Gleaner, 2 May 1998 





Source: Fredericton (New Brunswick) Dai& Gleoner, 20 May 1998. 

Source: Fredericton (New BrunswÏck) Dai& Gleaner, 17 June 1998 
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Source: Don Cayo (1 997). ''Indian Country))) The New Brunswick Reader Magazine, 
28 June, Fredericton: Daily Gleaner. 




